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THE THREE ARROWS

CHAPTER I

THE ENCOUNTER ON THE PRAHIIE

Walter Brinton spoke softly to his mustang,
whicli instantly dropped to a walk on the
Texas prairie.

The youth had caught sight of a horseman
as he mounted a slight elevation on the grassy
plain, and galloped towards him. He studied
the other closely, for the place and time made
hun suspicious of every stranger. The hcrr>e
of the latter swung easily forward until little
more than a hundred yards distant. Th-n,
seemingly in the same second, the two animals
stopped as motionless as statues, while the
eyes of the riders were fixed upon each other.

They made a striking picture. Walter
Brinton was an American lad not yet eighteen
years old, the son of a pioneer living a few
miles away. He was strong, lusty, and well



The Three Arrows
formed, with pleasing features and the fron-
tier dress of the South-West, including the
stiff-brimmed sombrero, high-heeled boots,
and huge spurs. The day of the breech-load-
ing rifle had not come, and young Brinton
perforce used the muzzle-loader and flint-
lock. A powder hom was suspended by a
string over one shoulder and a bullet pouch
over the other, while the tiny squares of
muslin, used as wrappers for the leaden
pellets, were carried in a convenient pocket
Before halting he lifted the weapon from
where it lay across the saddle and, dropping
the rems, grasped it with both hands, ready
to raise and fire on the instant.

The Indian who confronted him seemed
to be of about the same size, and was a
Comanche, one of the most hostile and
dangerous tribes at that time in the South-
West. He rode without saddle or bridle, for
his people rank among the best horsemen in
the world. His clothing was of deerskin,
such as was the fashion with his race. His
long, coarse hair dangled about his shoulders
and vvas bound at the back of the neck with
a piece of deer sinew, while in the crown
were stuck a couple of stained eagle feathers,

lO



The Encounter on the Prairie
the thickness of the hair giving sufficient
depth to hold the quills. Around his right
wrist was a fine golden bracelet, which added
to his picturesque appearance. The ornament
was probably a portion of the loot gathered
in some raid upon the white settlers.

The upper end of a quiver of arrows pro-
jected from behind the left shoulder, where
the feathered tips could be instantly seized
and withdrawn. In the girdle which clasped
his waist was thrust a long, keen-pointed
knife with a horn handle. The real weapon,
however, was a bow almost as long as him-
self. When he needed the free use of his
hands the string was looped over his neck,
where the powerful seasoned crescent of wood
was held in a diagonal position which did not
interfere with the movements of his arms.
Whenever he wished, the archer could whisk
the bow in front, and it was ready. He had
strung it before checking his mustang, and
was prepared for action.

The two animals caught the spirit o^' their
masters. Each held his head high, brc thed
fast through his silken nostrils, thrust his
ears forward, and glared questioningly at the
other.

tt



The Three Arrows
There could be no doubt of the hostility

of the lithe young redskin. H had dashed
forward with the single purpose of forcing
a fight to the death with the "paleface."
Walter Brinton noted thnt his enemy was
holding his bow grasped in the middle, and
that the fingers of the same left hand loosely

closed around an arrow.

Well aware of the venomous hostility of
the Indians of Texas—Comanches, Apaches,
Lipans, and all—Walter might have wheeled
his mustang at first sight of this redskin, and
probably, by putting his animal to a dead
run, he would have reached his home in time
to escape, for the youth was sure there was
no horse on the plains that could outspeed
his o\vn Saladin. But the gravest peril would
not have tempted our young friend to act the
coward. What explanation would he make
to his friends? He had a rifle across the
pommel of his saddle, and was expert in its

use. If there was any advantage to either, it

would seem that it was with him, for the fire-

arm has ever btcxi held the superior of the
more primitive weapon.

Moreover, hot resentment burned in the
breast of Walter. He was riding peacefully

la



The Encounter on the Prairie

over the plain when he was attacked by a

redskin who had not been given the first

cause of offence. Was the white youth to

submit meekly to punishment for a crime

that he had not committed? A hundred

times no.

Walter was alert, and quickly decided

upon his own line of action. He could have

raised his rifle and fired before the other had

the chance to use his bow; but, after draw

ing back the clicking hammer, he waited fo

the first demonstration from his foe. No:

for a second did he take his eyes from tf i

dusky countenance, now near enough for him

to see the gleam of the black eyes.

The bow was held slantingly, the upper

end projecting in front of the archer's right

shoulder, and the lower point seeming to rest

against the left thigh. Slowly he raised the

wooden weapon, closed one eye, incline<' mis

head slightly aside, and aimed along his

mustang's head at his foe fifty yards away.

You can see the swift flight of an arrow

when you stand at one side of the bowman,
as you can sometimes get a fleeting glimpse

of the huge cannon ball as it plunges through

space : but when either comes straight at you

«3



The Three Arrows
it is not perceptible, except perhaps for a
vague instant. The only recourse at such
a time is to be " somewhere else »' when the
missile arrives.

Walter saw the right hand slide deliber-
ately back until it was beside the other's face
and the crooked elbow showed well to the
right of the shoulder. As the head of the
dusky youth inclined to the right, his eye ra:i
along the feathered tip and flint head to the
target m a mathematical line beyond

Suddenly the fingers clasping the cord
opened, the bowstring twanged, and the
crescent wood straightened with a leap. The
missile had been launched, and in the same
i-tant Brinton ducked behind the upright
ears of Saladin. He was not the fractfon oa second too soon, for as he did so he hearda whizzing whisper, the arrow nipped the
orelock of his mustang, and, like a flash ofhghtning, shot through the spot where the

rider s head had been an instant before. As
he ducked forward he glanced behind himMany yards to the rear he saw the missixe
curve downward, the pointed flint dip into
the grass, where the shaft tumbled over once
or twice and disappeared.

»4



The Encounter on the Prairie
*• A good shot, young man," muttered

Brinton, "and now it*s my turn.**

He brought his gun to his shoulder ana

aimed between the ears of Saladin. But the

young Comanche was invisible.

His mu vt-ng, knowing what was expected

from him, wheeled in the same moment that

the arrow left the bow, and, on a dead gallop,

began circling around Walter, maintaining

so true a course that the circle was perfect.

Although the rider could not be seen, the

white youth knew where he was. He had

flung his body over the farther side so as to

interpose the animal between him and the

paleface, and sustained himself in this posi-

tion by hooking the toe of one moccasin over

the base of the mustang's neck. Brinton

caught a glimpse of the coppery, unnainted

face from below, with the flying hair and the

point of the bow projecting upward.

The young warrior was fitting another

arrow to the string from the shelter of his

natural breastwork, and it had now become
impossible to detect the second of its launch-

mg. Walter, with all his quickness, ould

not dodge the tearful missile. But at this

critical moment he recalled the words of old

»5



The Three Arrows
Martin Sturgis, a veteran of the plains, who
had spent all his life in the South-West, and
was known as one of the most intrepid of

Indian fighters

:

" It's a fav'rite trick with the Comanche
and powerful disconsarting till you get used

to it. The corner of a redskin's face under
the neck of his horse, when the same is on a

dead run, ain't the best target in the world,

and him as shoots at it is apt to become
flustered and miss. I done so the first two
or three times, and I don't understand to this

day why the critters didn't get me. Now, a

mustang may sarve purty well as a curtain,

but a bullet will go plumb through him as

clean as a whistle if it is sent straight, not
forgitting the varmint that is straddled out on
t'other side of the animal, and so even up
things. The p'int where the redskin's toe
hooks over the pony's neck, and where you
see a part of the bow he's drawing to a head,
will tell you where the varmint himself is

planted, and, my word for it, you can fetch
him dead sartin. You needn't doubt it, fur
I've proved what I say more than once."

Walter Brinton, as I said, recalled the
words of the oracle, and he would have acted

i6



The Encounter on the Prairie
upon his counsel when, after the first flight
of the arrow, the situation assumed the nature
of that described by the old scout. If the
youth should fire and miss-as was probable
in the circumstances—he would be at a fatal
disadvantage. It would take him several
mmutes to reload, an interval too precious
to be lost. The Comanche would dash in
closer, and when he launched his second
arrow there would be no dodging it.

Our young friend was incensed, but not
enough to lose his coohiess in the most
dangerous situation in which he had ever been
placed. The dusky miscreant had not only
made a deUberate attempt upon his life, but
persisted, and would keep it up so long as
the opportunity offered. Like a cat, Walter
watched for the darting of the missile, and
he was not kept waiting long. WhUe it was
impossible to catch the exact instant, he
decided as bert he could and again dodged

fl-.. . ,r'
"""^^ P^'"^ successful. The arrow

flitted like a bird's wing past his shoulder
a sharp twinge telling him the skin had been
grazed, though not sufficiently to inflict a
wound.

So long as the Comanche continued on the
»7



The Three Arrows
same circle, no shift of position was necessary,

since the body of his pony always interposed

between him and the young Texan; but, as

if in wantonness and to show his contempt
for the one whom he already regarded as his

victim, he wheeled his horse with a simple

word upon the completion of his first circuit,

and darted off upon the opposite course. This

compelled him to swing to the other side of

his steed, and he accomplished it with unsur-

passable grace. Before Walter could seize

the opportunity, the form whisked over the

spine of the steed out of sight, and the

redskin began fitting a third arrow to the

string.

Walter must risk a shot or be killed. His
mustang showed his intelligence and training

by gently side-stepping with his forefeet, so

as to swing round like a pivot and keep his

head pointed at the other animal as he
galloped over the circumference of the lar;.j;-

circle. Saladin kept this up, the motion so

gentle thai it did not interfere with the rider's

accuracy of aim. He sighted at the base of
the other animal's neck, intending thus to
reach the rider, and fired at the moment the
latter launched his third arrow. It was in

i8



The Encounter on the Prairie
the nick of time, and our young friend ** got
his man."

The mustang of the Comanche made a
frenzied leap, tumbled on his knees, and
rolled over in his last struggles. His rider,

despite the fact that he was also hit, displayed
marvellous dexterity. With a bound he
cleared the falling body, but his impetus
caused him to turn over twice before he could
check himself. The jolt sent his long bow
flying into the grass, but in a flash he was
upon his feet, defiant and ready for the last

encounter.

For only an instant, however, did he main-
tain his pose, when he sank to the ground.
He strove desperately to regain his feet, and
partly succeeded, but only one leg was usable.
With the other foot dangling and the toe
hardly touching the earth, he whipped his
knife from his girdle and stood at bay,
resolute and unafraid.

»9
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CHAPTER II

" BROTHERS **

The sight of his enemy helpless and at his

mercy brought an instant revulsion of feeling

to Walter Brinton. Resentment gave place

to pity. Nothing in the world would have
been easier than deliberately to reload his

rifle and put an eternal quietus upon the

young warrior who, without any excuse,

had striven to take Walter's life. Border
etiquette would have justified the summary
act, and, when the truth became known,
those who learned it would laugh at the
weakness of the victor.

As has been said, the Comanche was
apparently about the age of the white youth.
As he stood on one foot Brinton was struck
by the comeliness of his features rnd the
symmetry of his figure. He wa ghtly
taller than his conqueror, but it wa^ vident
he was not only exceptionally stjong, but of
wonderful activity. His tumble in the grass
had not displaced his quiver or the stained

!



ft'• Brothers
feathers in his crown, though the bow lay
several paces away.

" Put up your knife,'' called Walter. " I
ought to shoot you, but I shall spare your
life. My race is different from you]-s, aiid
never denies mercy to a beaten foe."

As proof of his sincerity, Brinton slipped
down from his saddle, flung his gun to the
ground, and, with his hand upraised in token
of comity, walked towards the Indian. The
latter was plainly astonished, for this was
not the style of warfare to which he was
accustomed. Uncertain as to how his ad-
vances would be received, Walter checked
himself when a few paces remained between
them.

"Howdy?" he arked.

It was evident that the young warrior was
not wholly reassured. He seemed to suspect
a tnck, and, still grasping his long knife, kept
his gleaming eyes upon the face of the one
who had got the better of him.

" Do you wish that we shall be friends or
enemies?" asked Walter, with a touch of
impatience, which would have been greater
out for the uncertainty whether the other
understood the words. Suddenly the thin hps

•I
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parted with a smiie, which showed his white

even teeth.

"Ookoo is hurt; he cannot step like

you."

Walter was amazed, for the English words

were spoken with perfect accent. Then, with

a slight laugh as if to prove the truth of his

declaration, the Indian hopped twice on the

left foot, with the other leg as useless as a

stick.

" You certainly amount to little compared

to what you were a few minutes ago, but you

may count yourself lucky that you still have

the use of one leg."

Despite the peculiar situation, the pre-

dominant feeUng with Walter was that of

astonishment over the faultless accent of the

Comanche. Our friend had talked with many

of this race, but none could do more than

barely make himself understood in broken

English.

What seemed a trifling thing threw the

white youth on his guard ; in hopping on his

uninjured leg the young Comanche moved

towards him. This might signify nothing,

but Walter suspected it was done to quiet

his suspicion and to bring the Indian nigh

22



" Brothers f»

enough to strike a lightning-like blow with

his knife.

Walter still had his weapon, but dared

not depend upon it in a personal encounter.

Ookoo would not be the first Indian to rend

his benefactor or him who had shown mercy.

For a minute or two the white youth stood

half-way between the pony and the young

warrior, debating what to do. He decided

that if Ookoo made another move in his

direction he would warn him to keej) bac^,

since his sinister purpose was understood. It

must have been that the Comanche read the

cause of this hesitancy, for, looking at him

with another smile, be aoked in his gentle

voice

:

" Is Ookoo*s brother afraid of him?"
** Not a bit, but I don't know what to

make of you. I have spared your life, but I

don't believe you intend to spare mine if you

get a chance to use that infernal knife in your

hand."

And then Ookoo did a singular thing

His face expanded into a broader smile, and

Walter plainly heard a soft chuckle, as, with

a backward flirt of his hand, he flung the

weapon fifty feet away, where it dropped ^

33
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of sight in the grass. This left him without

any means of defence. Walter was about to

imitate him, when the Comanche raised his

hand in protest.

** Ookoo asks his white brother not to do
that."

" Why not?" asked the puzzled Walter.
" There is no need."

The expression of the Indian's face as he

spoke these words drove all misgivings for

the time from the mind of Walter Brinton.

Stepping forward, he knelt in front of the

other.

" Let me see how badly you are hurt."

The young Comanche thrust the injured

limb a few inches forward and watched his

" white brother " as he made his examination.

The legging was tied with a buckskin thong,

which Walter carefully unlaced, observing

while doing so that it showed considerable

blood. He handled the limb with the sooth-

ing tenderness of a mother nursing her child's

hurt. No murmur escaped the Indian,

though he must have suffered keenly. It

looked as if the bullet fired by Brinton had
fractured the tibia or larger bone below the
knee, rendering the leg useless for the time.
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The least additional weight would make the

pain unbearable.

Such biing the conclusion, the obvious

question was as to what should be done for

the victim of the fortunes of war. Again
Ookoo anticipated his conqueror

:

" My brother will go home.**
** And what will you do?"
" Stay here."

"Stay here?" repeated Walter, rising

to his feet and looking at the dusky youth
in surprise. "What good will that do
you?"

" Ookoo will wait for his friends to come."
Walter cast a sweeping glance over the

rolling prairie. Since the young warrior had
spoken in a light vein, he did the same

:

" I don't see any of your friends."
" They may soon be here."
" Suppose they do not show up?"
"It will make no difference to Ookoo."
A thrill of distrust disturbed Walter, who

asked himself whether the other was not con-
fident of the speedy coming of some of his

people. If they appeared, the tables would
be turned with a vengeance. He looked
•earchingly at the handsome youth, who,

as
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instead of speaking, returned the gaze with
the gentle expression shown before. Walter
impulsively resolved to trust him "to the
hmit."

"It won't do, Ookoo; your friends may
come and they may not, and you'll be in a
fine fix if left alone. You will die, and I
should never '-give myself for deserting
you. Do you forget that you're my
prisoner?** ^

" Ookoo does not forget."
"And I'm going to do as I please with

you."

" C 3koo canmt help.'*

" No, indeed
; I shall take you on my horse

and ride to my home. My father knows a
good deal more about wounds than I, and he
will soon fix you up."

Walter walked the short distance to where
he had seen the knife of his prisoner fall,
picked It up from the grass, and brought it
to him.

"Thank you," said Ookoo, bowing with
the grace of a Chesterfield and shoving the
blade behind his girdle.

"Will Ookoo's brother let him have his
bow?"
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•* As sure as you live," replied the laugh-
ing Walter, bringing it from where it lay and
passing it to the owner, who slipped the sinew
over his neck and made acknowledgment as
before.

The next thing was to lift the captive on
the back of Saladin, and this looked as if it
would prove a hard task. While Walter was
hesitating as to the best means of accom-
plishing it, Ookoo said

:

" Let my brother mount."
"I think it best you should first do

so."

He shook his head, and Walter put his
foot into the stirrup and swung into his seat.
Then he turned to offer his hand, afraid he
could not save the other from painful suffer-
ing. The mustang had been brought so near
that it was not necessary for the Comanche
to move. Grasping his palm, Walter paused
for the word to lift. W^hile waiting, he was
amazed, for, with the slightest puU upon the
offered hand, Ookoo stooped until his left leg
was doubled, and then put forth so much
quick power that he leaped the full distance,
and before Walter could surmise what he
was domg, he sat astride of Saladin, behind
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his owner. No trained acrobat could have
performed the feat more cleverly.

"By gracious, Ookool you're a wonder.
I couldn't have done that."

'* Because my brother is no wonder."
And the Comanche chuckled softly, and

Walter, pleased, joined in his mirth, and
thought to himself

:

"I never heard of a Comanche with a
sense of humour, but this one certainly has
it."

It would seem that the reli ons of no
two persons could have been more pleasant
than of these two youths, who, meeting as
enemies, were transformed in a brief space
into warm friends. Such was a fact, and yet,
strange to say, the feeling vanished on the
part of Walter Brinton before his mustang
had traversed a dozen paces.

Ookoo did not place one arm around the
other's waist, as almost anyone would have
done in order to hold his seat firm, Even
though one leg was halt, h.' could retain his
seat as easily as if in a saddle. He cast a
glance backward at his o^^^l pony, which had
given up his life while striving to save his
master's, and then looked ahead without
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speaking. He must have known the direc-
tion in which the paleface's home lay, for
this country was familiar to him.

Suddenly the cold perspiration broke out
on the forehead of Walter as he realised for
the first time that he was utterly in the power
of the youthful Indian. Nothing could re-
strain him, were he so minded, from whipping
out his knife and burying it in the heart of
his captor.

Walter wondered why he should f^el so
terrifying a dread when he had given at first
his fuU confidence to the dusky youth. He
felt it was because of what he had heard of
the Comanches and Apaches. He now re-
membered that his father insisted that in no
possible circumstances was it safe to trust a
member of either of those tribes. If an
Indian appears loyal, it was because he dared
not seem anything else. When absolutely
certam that it was safe for him to strike he
would do so with the venom of a rattlesnake,
even though the one struck had saved his life
a few minutes before.

No keener mental torture is conceivable
than that of distrust of those under our
charge when they hold us at their mercy
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The commander who is compelled to doubt
the fealty of his troops is in torment, for he
cannot say what turn that enmity may take
or when it will leap into flame. Walter medi-
tated reaching back and snatching out the
weapon from Ookoo's gi.Hle, but he reflected
«iat such action woul .• precipitate the assault
If It was mtended, ad he shraik from the
appearance of distrust, v.^icb rossibly, after
all, was not justified.
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CHAPTER III

KURRINGK, THE WAR CHIEF

Yielding to a whim which he himself did not
understand, the young Texan partly turned
his head and said over his shoulder :

x^rT^'^Jf
^^""^ ""^ y°"^ ^^"^«J mine is

Walter Brinton.**

"It is a good name," was the odd
comment.

It was not what was said, but the voice in
which It was uttered that moved our young
friend. No parent could have spoken with
softer gentleness. Once more and finally the
words drove away every misgiving like mist
before the sunlight.

"He is my friend," was the conclusion ofW alter
;

I am ashamed that I ever thought
otherwise."

" Ookoo knows the home of his brother,"
added the Comanche a moment later; " whv
does he not ride faster?"

" It would cause you to suffer, ar.d we shall
reach my place long before the sun sets."
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Saladin continued his walk for perhaps a

half-hour more, during which the riders did

not speak. No distrust disturbed the Texan,

and a sympathy for the sufferirg companion

stirred him. He glanced down at the wounded
leg which hung in sight, just behind the

right stirrup. He fancied that the wound
had started to bleed anew, for the loosened

legging showed more crimson than before.

"I'm sorry I had to shoot him, but if I

hadn't done it he would have perforated me
with that arrow he was on the point of

launching. None could know that better

than he, and he is prepared for the ill as well

as the good fortunes of war."
" Yonder are Ookoo's people."

The startling remark was made in the con-

versational voice that the Comanche had used

from the first. Walter glanced here, there,

and everywhere, but saw nothing xplain

the words. Observing his mystifi*, ., the

Indian reached an arm over the shoulder of

the other and pointed ahead and somewhat to

the right. Following the direction indicated,

Walter for the first time detected a number
of moving specks on the horizon. He could

barely make out that they were horsemen,
3a
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but they were too indistinct for him to tell

their number.
" How many?" he asked.

" Seven," was the prompt reply.
** And they are Comanehes?"
" They are Ookoo's people," repeated the

young warrior.

"Are they on the war path?"
** The Comanehes are always on the war

path," was the reply in tones which rang
clearer than any the dusky youth had yet
used,

" Do you know their leader?"

"Kurringk, the great war chief of his

tribe."

"I have heard of him; he is the enemy
of all Americans."

"And of all Mexicans," added Ookoo,
thereby referring to an extraordinary com-
plication which marked the Texan struggle

for independence. The parties who figured

in that fierce revolution were the Americans,
or, rather, Texans on one side, with the

Mexicans, Comanehes, and lesser numbers of

the Apaches and Lipans on the other. These
three parties mixed up things in murderous
fashion throughout a number of years. Ono
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incident among many, and one which is

authentic, will illustrate the most peculiar

feature of that struggle.

One day a party of Texan rangers collided

with a larger company of Mexicans who
belonged to the main Mexican army under
General Cos, the brother-in-law of Santa
Anna. The " Greasers *' were sent scurrying
and took refuge among a mass of rocks near
the Brazos. While the Texans were besieg-
ing them, they were joined by a large party
of Comanches under the noted chief Kur-
ringk, who, with his warriors, united ardently
in the attack. For the first time the redskins
and Texans were as much allies as the French
and Americans at Yorktown. The Mexican?
were so brilliantly pocketed and so fiercely

assailed that, to use the expressive words of
the frontier, they were wiped out by the two
forces.

This having been accomplished, the Co-
manches and Texans, without any delay,
pitched into each other with the utmost fury.
While it is a relief to say the Indians received
a thorough drubbing, the oddity of the affair

—repeated, as I have said, many times—was
picturesque in the extreme.
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The pressing question, however, with

Walter Brinton was as to the intentions of
the little party of approaching Comanches.
They must have descried the mustang with
his two riders as soon as or before they them-
selves we ;e detected. If they chose, they
could easily overtake Saladin, handicapped
as he was by his unusual burden, besides
which Ookoo could not stand the terrific
jolting to which he would be subjected by
the at:;empt to escape through flight.

The manifest thing for Walter to do was
to set down his companion and leave him to
be taken care of by his friends, while Saladin
showed his heels to his enemies. Nothing
could prove more strikingly the confidence
which young Brinton felt in his new ally than
his failure to make such a suggestion.

" If it is the best course, he will saj so
and I shall do it, but the proposal must come
from him."

None the less, our young friend did a lot
of thinking as he kept his gaze upon the
advancing group. While his faith in Ookoo
was firm, he wondered whether the youth
would be able to save him from the hatred of
the warriors. Would his explanation blunt
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the edge of their enmity? Could one of their

own race persuade them to show friendship

to a Caucasian? Even though Walter had

acted the good Samaritan when the other

was in dire extremity, it was the pale face

who had brought about that extremity and

the necessity for chivalry on his part.

Walter was debating t/e disquieting

question with himseli when the keen-witted

Ookoo answered, as if reading his thoughts :

" If they come too near, my brother will

stop his mustang, and Ookoo will stand on

the ground and wait for his people. While
he is waiting, my brother will make all haste

before Chief Kurringk and his warriors can

overtake him."

"Ookoo," said the admiring Texan,
"you know a big lot more than I thought

you did. My Saladin can't be outrun by any
four-footed animal that ranges the plains of

Texas."

He could not be mistaken in beheving he
heard a chuckle at his shoulder. Clearly the

young Comanche possessed a sense of humour.
The two youths centred their attention

upon the horsemen coming in almost a direct

line. Walter noted several interesting facts.
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Three carried long lances, the ends projecting

well above their heads, each displaying a

gaudy pennon of some kind of stained cloth.

U.iC others had bows and arrows or long-

barrelled rifles, generally held across the thigh

in front. Not one used saddle or bridle, for

they needed them not.

While the little party were jumbled
together, one maintained his place a rod or

more in advance of the other. He wore a

brilliant head-dress of stained eagle feathers,

the lower end of which streamed out and
vibrated in the wind caused by his own
motion.

" That is their chief?" was the inquiring

remark of Walter.

"Yes," replied Ookoo.

Walter reflected that the horsemen were
keeping to the course which they were
following when they rode into the field of

vision. To decide whether this was accidental,

he acted on the suggestion of his friend, and
veered to the left.

What occurred was singular. The Co-
manches, whom Brinton had already found
to number seven, as Ookoo had said, imme-
diately changed their course, but only to a
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slight extent. The two groups continued to
draw near each other, but the direction re-
mained diagonal. If the red men persisted,
the interval would be lessened, but the parties
would not meet without further diversion by
one f them.

"What do they mean by that?" asked
the irr'stified Walter.

" We mu.t wait and see," was the reply
of his companion, as if he too was in doubt.

When something more than two hundred
yards distant, the red men reined up, facing
the youths with the heads of all the mustangs
lifted high, as if they scented danger.
Walter's uneasiness increased, for this
brought the Comanches nigher than was
pleasant, and to set Ookoo down at the
present distance and dash off would be
attended with imminent danger to himself.

Six of the warriors held their places,
while their chief rode towards the couple, his
mustang in a canter, whi-h dropped to a
walk that continued until he was within fifty
feet of the youths. The narrow interval
gave Walter a clear view of the Comanche
leader. He was in middle life, or perhaps a
little beyond, for the dangling hair which
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escaped from under his head-dress showed
streaks of grey, and there were wrinkles on
his forehead, at the corners of the eyes, and
about the lower pait of his face. He sug-
gested an iron warrior of prodigious strength
and endurance. His nose was thin and
markedly Roman, with a broad mouth and
firm lips. His head-dress of stained eagle
feathers reached well down his back, blend-
ing with the ornamentation of the jacket,
breeches, leggings, and beaded moccasins, all
much soiled from long wear. A knife showed
at his girdle, and, as has been said, he held
a long, old-fashioned rifle across his thighs in
front, while powder horn and bullet pouch
were suspended around his neck, as with
Walter Brinton and other Texans. Neither
he nor any of his warriors showed paint on
their faces.

The moment the leader's mustang halted
he spoke to Ookoo, who promptly answered.
Since the words of each were in his native
tongue, the hstener understood not a syllable.
He was surprised that both quickly became
excited and the chief made several animated
gestures with his right hand. He seemed to
be saying something to the younger which
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displeased the latter, for he not only replied

rapidly, but in a voice as loud as that of the

other.

Suddenly both stopped speaking, and the

interesting tableau was presented of two
youths looking fixedly at a man whose black

eyes seemed to bore them through, while not

one of the three opened his lips. Then the

chief made a slight gesture with his free hand
and, whirling his mustang about, galloped

back to his waiting comrades.

" Ride on,** said Ookoo, ** but turn more
to the left.**

Brinton obeyed, still mystified by what
he had seen and heard. As the course of

Saladin was shifted, his owner kept sharp

watch of the group, for he was still uneasy

over what they might do. As soon as the

chief rejoined the others, all headed east-

ward, swinging into a rapid pace which soon

carried them beyond sight. As they disap-

peared over a slight rise in the prairie, it was
clear that they gave no further thought to

the two lads.

The latter had ridden some distance after

it was apparent the party had drawn off for

good, when the young Comanche asked

:
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"Doei my brother know who spoke to

Ookoo?"

"I zever saw him before, but I suspect

he wa:» the chief you told me about.*'

" He is Kurringk, the greatest war chief

our tribe ever had."
" I heard but could not understand what

you said to each other.'*

The young Comanche accepted the hint

:

" He wished Ookoo to go with him after

he told him he was hurt. He said his people
would mend his wound better than the pale
faces ; Ookoo told him he had promised to go
with his brother and would keep his word.
Chief Kurringk grew angry, and so did

Ookoo, but by and by the chief gave his

consent and rode away.**

" Does he know where I am taking you?'*
" He knows your father and you ; he has

fought your father."

" Will he do so while you are with us?'*

It would seem that the young warrior

should have found it easy to answer this

question, but apparently he did not. He
hesitated before replying

:

" Chief Kurringk fights the Texans as he
does the Mexicans."
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Since the youth volunteered no more,

Brinton did not question him further. His

own disquieting conclusion was that, despite

the fact that a wounded member of his tribe

was receiving nursing under the roof of Ezra

Brinton, the hatred of the terrible chief would

not be quenched nor lessened thereby.

Moreover, Walter was convinced that

Ookt)o had not told him all that passed

between him and the Comanche leader.
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CHAPTER IV

A PARTY FROM MISSOURI

The mustang picked his way down the soft,

sloping bank of an arroya several rods in

width, and climbed the opposite side. Pass-

ing beyond a growth of prickly cacti, he

hastily ascended a slight elevation of the plain.

The highest point had not yet been

reached when Ookoo remarked

:

" We shall soon see the home of my
brother."

" You know as much and probably a deal

more of this part of Texas than I do," replied

Walter, who, with a slight pressure of the

bridle rein, brought Saladin to a halt.

It proved as the young Comanche had

said; scarcely a fourth of a mile distant, on

the bank of a small, winding stream which

ultimately found its way into the Brazos,

stood a faded log cabin, with a straddling

structure at the rear.

Some five years before the date of the

incidents I have set out to narrate, Ezra
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Brinton, his younger brother Oliver, and a

life-long friend, Isaac Fithian, left their home

in Missouri to settle in the vast wild region

known as Texas. The three had been trap-

pers and hunters in their earliest years, and

had buried themselves for months among the

recesses of the North-west and fought starva-

tion, hostile Indians, and animals in their

task of gathering peltries. All loved the half-

savage life, and they would not have given it

up when they did except for the marriage of

the elder brother. He was the most sagacious

and skilful member of the trio. Withal he

was fond of books and possessed a fair educa-

tion. It amused his companions, when start-

ing on their trapping excursions into the

depths of the Rockies, that their leader

invariably carried several books with him,

though it may be said every ounce of baggage

counted. There came many hours which

would have been imspeakably dreary but for

the companionship of the classic authors, and

even his companions grew fond of listening

to his reading when the wintry winds howled

around and the snow drifted against the rude

structure where they made their home.

But the marriage of Ezra changed every-
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thing. The young lady with whom he fell

in love made it a condition that he should

give up his long trips into the wilderness of

the North-west, and he promptly agreed

thereto, challenging her to name anything

that was humanly possible which he wouldn't

do to please her. She was satisfied, and,

being a superior woman, made him very

happy. The three partners engaged in

cattle raising in their native state, which was

sparsely settled ; and all was going well when
the crushing blow descended. The wife died

suddenly, leaving their only child, Walter,

about a dozen years old. She had been the

best of mothers, and gave her boy excellent

training and an education that he could not

have acquired in the best school in the state.

The strong man was stunned by his

overwhelming sorrow, and would have sunk

into a fatal decline had not his two friends

succeeded in persuading him to adopt the

most drastic remedy possible. Their plan

was to go to Texas and continue the cattle

business. They knew it was one of the most
dangerous regions in the South-west, and
that the sparse population included the worst

desperadoes and outlaws that could be scooped
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up from the four comers of the earth. Once
in that fearful section, Ezra Brinton would
have no time to brood over his grief. A
factor in his decision was the ardent wish of
his son to emigrate thither. All that Walter
knew of the region was that it offered the
certain prospect of every sort of adventure,
and was therefore the most attractive country
in the wide world.

Thus it came about that, with no clearly

defined location in mind, the four mounted
their ponies and, with two pack horses carry-
ing their luggage, started on their way to
Texas. The journey was not only long, but
perilous and trying to the last degree. In
making their way through the Ozark Moun-
tains they were caught in a terrific blizzard,

which would have »>een the end of men and
animals had they not come upon a settler's

home, where they stayed for a week before
venturing forth again. Then, in crossing the
swollen Arkansas, Ezra Brinton, himself the
most skilful hunter of all, came within a hair
of being drowned. On the edge of the
Indian nation, they had a scrimmage with a
party of Indians, who held them imprisoned
among the rocks for three days, and yet the
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wanderers escaped without one of the com-
pany suffering harm.

It was characteristic of the three men and
boy that not once did one of them hint the
least desire to turn back on their trail. They
had gathered a good deal of knowledge of
Texas on their way thither, and all that they
heard, despite many drawbacks, lured them
on, until at last the journey came to an end
at a pomt midway between the Colorado and
Brazos, somewhat to the south of the little
town of Austin, the present capital. In
truth, they would have gone farther had they
not come upon an old structure which proved
so mviting that they decided to make it their
home for an indefinite time to come.

The log cabin had been put up some years
before, and, with its heavy oaken logs and
narrow windows, looked almost as good as
on the day it was completed. It was squat,
with only a single storey and three rooms.
One of these covered half the lower floor and
had a broad fireplace, whose chimney of sticks
and dried mud was wholly outside of the
building. What furniture the place once con-
tained had disappeared long before, prob-
ably carried off by the owners or by callers
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who came after them. The floor was of

rough hewn planks, worn smooth by the

tramping of feet, and the crevices between

the logs had been filled with clay, which had

hardened to the consistency of adobe. The
straight windows were without glass, and the

massive oaken door, by putting forth much
muscular efiPort, could be made to wabble

on its rusty hinges. The iron catches for the

huge wooden bar remained, and when it was

dropped into place the door was as impreg-

nable as the log walls themselves.

A few rods to the rear was a second

structure, also cf one storey, whose scant

fixtures showed it was intended to serve as a

stable. Several rude stalls were marked off

by tumbledown divisions in the shape of

poles, while the major portion could be

devoted to storing hay or alfalfa. Here the

crevices between the logs gaped without

hindrance, and there was no means of fasten-

ing the door, which had tumbled from its

hinges and sprawled on the ground. The
signs indicated that the former occupants of

the dwelling had been gone so long that there

was hardly a possibility of their ever return-

ing. Should they do so, however, the new
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dwellers would give them a cordial welcome
Western hospitality justified the three men
and boy in thus taking possession, and they
proceeded to do so without hesitation.

It need hardly be said that the three
veterans who had spent most of their livesm the wilderness and mountains went forth
fully prepared for the inevitable hardships
which confronted them. Ezra, who possessed
natural mechanical ability, made new shutters
for the windows, which could be closed when
the weather demanded it, but at other times
were left open for ventilation. The mustangs
were turned out to grass, and the cabin con-
tamed a few simple cooking utensils and
more food than would have been suspected.
The latter they had purchased at Austin and
brought hither. Their blankets and scrapes,
when spread on the hard floor, made com-
fortable couches. These were improved by
Ezra, who fashioned two sets of frames
which served as bedsteads in each of the
bedrooms. Walter took more comfort with
his than he had enjoyed for many weeks,
il-zra promised to make one for Fithian, but
It was never done for a reason that will be
made known.
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The Brinton brothers and their companion

had agreed upon what they would do when

their wanderings ended and they settled down

permanently. They would have plenty of

sport, for buffaloes, deer, antelope, wild

turkeys, and other game were as abundant

here as they had been found all the way from

Missouri. As has been said, the little party

decided to give their energies to cattle rais-

ing, as they had done before leaving home.

The Texas prairies abound with grass, and

only when the fearful northers shrivel vege-

tation and real winter descends with cold

which bites like the fang of a she wolf is it

necessary to give shelter to the animals.

In order to secure the cattle needed for

a start, the men made excursions through

the surrounding country, sometimes travel-

ling hundreds of miles. The vast area was

thinly settled, and only at wide intervals did

they come upon any of their own race,

though liable to collide with Comanches,

Apaches, Lipans, and other Indians at all

times. Gnikdually enough cattle were bought

to form the nucleus of a fine herd, and these

were driven to the cabin near the Brazos and

put out to grass. They required little looking
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after, for the pasturage was good, and even
during the winters, which were souietimes
severe, only a small percentage succumbed.

Business prospered with the ranchmen for
several years. They had no trouble in getting
all the game needed, while a trip by one of
them with a pack horse to Austin, Harris-
burg, or another of the straggling towns kept
them supplied with ammunition, flour, and
indispensable articles of food. Occasionally
they received calls from other white men,
drawn to the South-west by the mutterings of
revolution and the surety of stirring adven-
ture. Such visitors were more than welcome,
and formed the only link between our friends
and the outside world.

It was decided by the Brintons and their
comrades that, when their herd grew to a
thousand and were in prime condition, the
four would set out on the long drive east-
ward, where it would be easy to dispose of
their property at good prices. The Coman-
ches, however saved them that trouble.
One week before the day fixed for the start
a howling party of raiders swooped down
like a cyclone to make their long-deferred
visit. Such cattle as they did not shoot were
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stampeded and never seen again by their

owners. The ranchmen galloped in furious

pursuit, and came within a hair of being

wiped out by the redskins. Isaac Fithian

was killed in the running fight, and Oliver

Brinton severely wounded. Only the fleet-

ness of their mustangs saved them, and they

counted themselves lucky in being able to

reach the cabin, and where Walter was

anxiously awaiting their return.

This setback would have discouraged

almost anyone. Ezra favoured pulling up
stakes and going back to Missouri, but his

brother and son opposed, fearing the effect

of a return to the scene of his affliction with

its distressing memories. In the end he

consented to stay in Texas.

At intervals the brothers met small groups

of Indians on neutral ground, as it may be

called, though each party was always alert

and distrustful of the other. It was through

such means that the Brintons learned that

the Comanches who had wrought so much
havoc with the cattle were under the lead of

their great war chief Kurringk, who hated

"Gringos'* and "Greasers" with equal

fierceness. The Texans, as they had come to
5a
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consider themselves, were warned by others

that the ferocious raider was to be dreaded
above all others. While still a youth he had

won the name of being the most daring of

fighters and the unrelenting foe of every

white person that lived.

The brothers decided to give up the cattle

business. They knew that troublous times

were at hand, and all the news thus hearo

roused their sympathy for the few brave

spirits that were preparing to strike for the

independence of Texas.

The difference in the testes of the couple

grew with the passing years. Ezra, as has
been said, was the superior of Oliver in

knowledge, and had a strong liking for read-

ing. Oliver preferred to roam and hunt
through the country, sometimes alone and
sometimes with his nephew. Often he was
absent from rise to set of sun, and not in-

frequently failed to show up for several days.

The larder was supplied mainly by him, with
now and then some help from Walter, who
seemed to share the preference of his parent
for books with more fondness than he had
for hunting.

The elder brother found excellent reasons
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for riding to Austin or other comparatively

near-by towns for necessities, and among these

necessities were certain to be a number of

printed volumes.

" Just as I expected," commented Oliver

to his nephew, when the delighted owner
displayed his treasures.

"Brother, the mind needs food as much
as the body," replied Ezra; "that is to say,

where there really is a mind. I have heard
of persons who knew how to spell simple

words and yet wouldn't give a straw for the
best classic ever written."

The speaker winked to his son as he
uttered this scathing rebuke, and the uncle
winked in turn to the youth as he retorted :

" And if the aforesaid gentleman with so
good taste should curl up and spend his hours
in smoking and dozing over his musty books,
as some folks I might name do, he would
starve to death sure, and I'm not certain it

wouldn't serve him right."
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CHAPTER V
SURGEON AND PATIENT

T HAVE said that Ezra Brinton had more
than the usual gift of mechanical skill, and
the cabin on the prairie gave more than one
proof of this fact. The half-dozen strong,

comfortable chairs, table of slabs, shelf in

one comer for books, long bench, and other
convenient articles of furniture were all the
handiwork of the pioneer, and the striking

fact was that the only tools used were an
ordinary axe brought from his Missouri home
end his hunting knife. There was not a single

nai* to be found about the building, wooden
pegs taking their places. Some of these were
driven into the log walls, and used mainly as

supports for their garments when not in
use. Inevitably the shutters were crudely
fashioned, but they served their purpose.
When the norther raged they could be
closed, and the room kept comfortable by
means of the fuel that was always piled
at the side of the hearth. The windows were
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too narrow to permit the passage of even a
boy, so that nothing was to be feared when
the friends lay down to sleep.

The one deprivation was artificial light.

They had neither candle nor lamp, the only
illumination being from the blaze on the
hearth. This could be made so bright that a
printed page became legible, but this means
was not often employed. The three had the
habit of retiring and rising early, the first

portion of the evening being generally spent
in fragmentary conversation, the friends
sometimes sitting for a long while without
exchanging a word.

The bedstead in each sleeping-room left
scant space for anything else. The brothers
occupied one, and W Iter the other. He had
shared it at first with Isaac Fithian, but after
his burial on the lonely prairie it was used by
the boy alone. Of course, the floor was bare,
and naught else m the way of furruture was
to be seen. Their ablutions were made at the
runnmg stream near at hand, and the wash-
ing of their garments generaiiy fell to the
lot of the youth.

The most notable example of Ezra's deft-
ness was the small porch whicn in the course
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of a few months was built in front of the
door. No practical carpenter need have been
ashamed of the framework, with its two short
benches, firm floor, and strong covering.
Many hours were spent in this place when
the weather was balmy, and it became the
custom of the three to gather there after
nightfall, the men smoking their corncob
pipes and talking of whatever came into their
minds.

Thus it hapnencd that on the mild day
late in winter which introduces the incidents
cf this story, Ezra Br=nton was seated on
ills favounte porch sunk in meditation. His
brother had gone on a hunt early that morn-
ing, and Walter had ridden in the opposite
direction with no special errand or pleasurem view. The pioneer had been rending until
his eyes grew weary, when he laid down his
Hook and ,.assed outside. He did not light
hi pipe, deferring that until after the midday
n il. He swung his legs around so that they
rt ed on the long seat, folded his arms, and
leaned back against the logs at the side of
the door. This was his favourite posture
when relaxing.

It cannot be saio that Ezra Brinton's
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thoughts were of the most pleasing nature.

He relished the outdoor life, but was begin-

ning to ask himself what the end of it all was

to be. No matter what the situation of a man
is, he must think now and then of the future,

and this was what the pioneer was doing.

He had speculated many times as to what

probably lay before his son. As for himself,

he cared little. He was in the vigour of a

strong manhood and would be content to

depart when his time came, but what of

Walter? Was he to spend the years in this

lonely region, with the chances always of

being snuffed out as Isaac Fithian had

been?

" He ought to be sent bat k to civilisation,

where he can enter upon the career for which

nature intended him. Troublous times are

upon Texas, and if he stays here he will be

drawn into them, as Oliver and I are sure to

be—hallo!"
Seated as has been described, the man

was gazing dreamily across the plain, when
he descried the figure of a mustang approach-

ing over the slight rise to the left of the

stream. The pioneer was mildly surprised

that the animal was not swinging forward
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at his natural pace instead of advancing at

a walk.

"Walter is coming home early, and

inasmuch as that young man is always

hungry, he ought to be in more of a hurry.

What does that mean?" Ezra suddenly

asked himself, as he swung his feet to the

floor and faced round.

The exclamation was reasonable, for he

saw that Saladin bore not only his son, but

a second person seated behind him. Brinton

rose and stepped off the porch to meet them.
" Who can be with him? An Indian, as

sure as I live!'*

Walter waved his hand in salutation, but

his pony continued at a walk. Before he

halted, and when only a few rods away, the

youth called

:

"Hallo, dad! We need your aid here."

The parent walked farther. Although he
was puzzled, what he saw told him the dusky
youth was the one in trouble.

"His leg is broken," explained Walter;
"we shall have to help him down, for he
can't bear the least weight on it."

The young Comanche smiled in his pleas-

ing way and awaited the friendly act of the
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two. Walter dropped from the saddle so

that he and his parent stood beside Saladin

while Ookoo was still upon his back. It was

a striking picture when he leaned forward

with his arms outstretched like a trusting

child.

" We shall have no trouble," said the

father; "take his left arm, Walter, and I

his right.'*

It was easy thus to sustain the weight of

the youth, who if he felt pain did not show it.

The moment the tip of his moccasin touched

the ground he said

:

" Let go of me, please."

" It won't do ; you can't walk," protested

the man.
" Let me alone, please," insisted the

young warrior.

Strange a^ was the situation, Ezra

Brinton was amazed to hear a pure-blooded

Comanche speak such perfect English. The
smiling patient motioned the two aside, and

they stood ready to catch him should he

stumble. As they withdrew their supporting

hands from under his arms, he hopped a

single step, and then, putting forth a more
vigorous eflFort, reached the porch, where he
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sat down with the injured limb extended in
front of him. Walter slipped ofiF the saddle
and bridle from Saladin, and, slapping his

haunch, ordered him to look after himself.
As he flung the accoutrements on the porch,
his father emerged from the cabin with a
basin of water and a piece of linen.

"This must be looked after," he said,

promptly acting upon his own counsel.

Kneeling in front of Ookoo, who watched
his actions, the pioneer carefully turned down
the legging from the knee untU it was doubled
over the ankle above the moccasin. He saw
that this had been partly done before and the
deerskin was drawn back, but not tied, so as
to relieve the pain that would have resulted
from pressure.

The leg had not bled much and the blood
was clotted. With more skill than would
have been expected in the circumstances,
Brinton made his diagnosis. The limb re-
tained its straightness, and he was pleased to
find that, while the tibia had been fractured,
the bone was not broken across. No setting'
therefore, was required, only a nursing of the
hurt.

In the brief time that had elapsed inflam-
6i
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mation had begun, and the examination must

have hurt intensely, but the stoical young

warrior showed not the least evidence of it.

" Your injury is not so serious as I

thought. The tibia—^that is, the front bone

below the knee—has been fractured, but not

badly. With care it will soon knit and be as

well as ever.*'

" Will the good father use splints?" was

the unexpected question of the patient.

" Where in the name of all that is won-

derful did this young savage learn so much?"
Walter asked himself. His father replied to

the other question

:

" It would be better, but if you will

promise to do as I tell you, you can dispense

with the annoyance."
" Ookoo will do as his father says."

It was the first time the man had heard

the name of his patient, and his surprise was

great.

" Are you Ookoo?" he asked, staring up

into the smiling face. The Comanche replied

with a nod. Walter could not guess what it

all meant. His parent seemed to regret his

momentary surprise, and gave his whole at-

tention to the duty before him. The shapely
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leg was bathed and cleaned of the clotted

blood, and the surgeon assured himself

chrough the sense of feeling that the in-

jured portion of the bone was in its proper
place. Then the limb was swathed in tight

bandages.

** You must bear no weight on your foot
for some time, and when you do try to use
your leg, it must be with the greatest care.

I am inclined after all to use sphnts."
But Ookoo objected, promising to follow

the directions of his surgeon, or ** father,'* as

he called him, who consented to spare him
the inconvenience.

The sagacious Brinton had observed more
than either of the youths suspected. He saw
at once that the wound had been made by a
bullet, which must have been fired by the
one who brought Ookoo to the cabin. The
parent, however, made no reference to the
interesting fact. He gave it as his opinion
that the patient must remain for several

weeks under their roof. In ordinary circum-
stances I onger stay would have been impera-
tive, but the vigorous, healthy body would
give Nature her best opportunity to work her
curative process, and the Comanche was sure
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to mend rapidly, provided always he heeded

the counsel of his medical attendant.

The latter rested the foot of the dusky

youth on a chair which he brought from

within, and excused himself in order to pre-

pare the evening meal. When he moved

away he left on the porch seat a volume

which he had brought out, though, as I have

shown, he spent the time in meditation rather

than reading.

Leaning forward, Ookoo picked up the

book, turned the first page, and scrutinised

the print as if interested in it. Walter

recognised the work as " Indiana," by

George Sand. His father had managed to

secure a copy some weeks before when on

a trip to the town of Austin. It contained

no illustrations, was in the original French,

and had been published three or four years

before in Paris. After a time a few copies

strayed across the Atlantic to this country,

where the French novelist was abeady gain-

ing vogue. The elder Brinton was the only

one of the three who understood the language,

and Walter grinned as he watched the young

Comanche and wondered what he would do

with the volume.
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He scrutinised the first page for a minute
or two, and then turned the leaf, his eyes still

fixed on the print as if perusing it. Walter
saw the black eyes shift as he followed the
lines until the bottom was reached, when he
did the same with the next page, and turned
the leaf with unabated attention.

" It can*t be he is really reading I" gasped
Walter.

None the less, Ookoo was either reading
or making a pretence of doing so. The
latter seemed so unlikely that the amazed
lad broke in

:

** Do you understand that book, Ookoo?'*
The Comanche raised his eyes and, look-

ing over the top of the volume, nodded :

'• Ookoo finds it interesting.**

" You arc Comanche bom, are you not?"
Again the patient nodded.

"You have proved that you understand
English as well as I or my father, and no
doubt you are familiar with Spanish?**

"Yes; Ookoo first learned Castilian,
but the Mexican version is so corrupt he
cannot speak it as well as French and
English.*'

"Of course, you talk German, Italian,
•
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Russian, Hebrew, Portuguese, and lots of

other languages?*'

Ookoo caught the humour of the question,

but his face was never more serious than

when he rephed

:

** Ookoo knows a few sentences in Ger-

man; the other tongues are strange to him.

Perhaps he will learn something of them one

of these days.**

** If this thing keeps on,** muttered

Walter, with a sigh, ** I shall be sure I am
dreaming; I never saw or heard anything

like it.**
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CHAPTER VI

A WONDERFUL YOUNG WARRIOR

Beyond a doubt Ookoo enjoyed tbe astonisb-

ment of bis bost and proceeded to add to tbe
same.

"Does my brotber know of Georse
Sand?"

"Only what my fatber bas told me.
George is a masculine name, but tbe Frencb
writer is a woman."

" Tbat is true. She is Amantine Lucile
Aurore Dudevant. Her first novel was
* Rose et Blanche,' which amounted to Uttle,
but * Indiana

' is great. Let Ookoo translate
some things she says."

And then what did the young Comanche
do but slowly render into lucid English a few
of those passionate protests against tbe pres-
sure of social relations! It was a revelation
to Walter Brinton, who listened enthralled.
He was thus absorbed when he observed his
fatber standing at the door, his countenance
expressing his amazement. The Comanche
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observing him at the same moment, ceased

reading and closed the book.

" Your translation is perfect,** said the

host. " I wish I had your facility in French,

for I can read the language better than I can

speak it.**

" Ookoo was taught it when he was a

small child ; if one waits till he is grown the

work is harder.**

" There are a good many French in-

habitants in St. Louis and other towns in

Missouri. My contact with some of them

helped me.**

Ookoo glanced sharply at the man.
" Did my father live in St. Louis?**

" My home was to the west of the town,

but I often visited it and had many acquaint-

ances there. You know it was a French post

at first.'*

The Comanche seemed on the point of

asking further questions, and Brinton waited

for him to do so, but if such intention was

in Ookoo's thoughts he dismissed it. The

curious fact connected with the situation was

that the pioneer was almost certain what the

nature of those questions would have been.

He knew more of Ookoo than the latter sus-
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pected, but the time had not come for the
man to tell what he learned years before.

" My son has an appetite that is ever

present with him; he seems always to be
hungry, and you, too, must be ready to eat.

Let us do so."

" The words of my father are music in

the ears of Ookoo,*' replied that young man,
as he rose and balanced himself on the good
leg. Leaning upon his two friends, the
patient carefully worked his way through the
door into the larger living-room, where stood

the table laden with broiled venison, coarse

bread without butter, and cofiFee with sugar,

but lacking milk. The food was well pre-
pared, and the three enjoyed the substantial

meal.

The guest's table manners were as fault-

less as his English. He handled his knife
and fork correctly and drank the coffee from
his cup, eating with moderation and with
deference to the requirements of good society.

"He has lived among civilised people,"
was the conviction of Walter, who did not
feel sure that his own behaviour at the table
was quite as it should be. "I am anxious to

hear father tell what he knows about him."
69
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The meal was not finished when the so uid

of a horse's hoofs on the outside told of the

arrival of someone. Ookoo looked up <is if

not fully composed in mind.

" It is my brother,** the head of the house-

hold assured him. The Comanche instantly

ceased eating and looked at the closed door,

while awaiting the entrance of the friend.

The latter first rode his mustang to the stable,

where the animal was put away, after which

the owner pulled the latch-string, and stepped

across the threshold, carrying in one hand a

large, plump turkey, the fruit of his day's

hunt. Tall, thin, wiry, and alert, he wa> th*^

physical contrast of his brother. He glauced

in surprise at the guest, who properly

acknowledged the introduction and excused

himself for not rising to his feet.

** Our young friend met with an accident

to-day,'* explained Ezra. " His leg was

fractured, and Walter brought him here on
his horse. He is going to stay with us until

he recovers from his hurt."
" And I need not assure him he is wel-

come," added Oliver heartily, taking the

vacant chair and helping himself to food.
** Ookoo saw hiji welcome before he saw
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the cabin and the taces of his friends,'*

gravely commented the dusky youth.

** Not bad—not bad !" commenteil Oliver,

with a laugh ;
" couldn't have improved on

that myself."

Lacking the knowledge of his brother,

Oliver was struck by the pure accent of the

Comanche, and wondered much thereat, but

said nothing. The other diners kept tlieir

places at the table imtil he had finished bis

meal, when all aro^ie, Ookoo being helped to

the chair which was set back for him. By
this time night was closing in. The air had

become chilly, and Ezra threw more wood on

the fire, which had been allowed to slumber.

Turning to his guest, he said

:

** I have placed your bow and quiver in

your room, whicli I will show you when you

are ready to sleep.**

Some time V^ter the young Comanche said

diffident!

" Ookoo will rest if his father will not be

displeased.'

'

"Displeased!** exclaimed Ezra reprov-

ingly. ** You are forgetting the proper use

of English.*'

The illumination from the vigorous fire
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revealed the interior of the small room, with

its single chair, narrow couch, and the long

bow and quiver lying on the bed.

Bidding the three good night, Ookoo,
with the usual assistance, withdrew for the

evening. When he had gone the father said

to his son

:

" I knew you would not like to share his

room with him, so you will spread your
blanket beside the fireplace and sleep there

as long as he stays with us.'*

"That is better,'* replied Walter; "I
don't mistrust his friendship, but cannot feel

well acquainted with him yet. He and I

have not been introduced in the conventional
fashion."

When Ookoo was left to himself he
stood for a minute, shut from sight by the
angle of the opening, and his keen eyes roved
over the apartment. What imaginings surged
through that subtle brain cannot be guessed,

but they must have been of an extri^^rdinary

nature. He looked at his bow and quiver
Ijnng on the couch, and stood motionless for
several minutrs. Then, laying the articles on
the floor, and without removing hi§ garments,
he hopped to the bed, lay down, and carefully
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adjusted himself upon it. He was vastly

relieved by the change of posture, and soon
closed his eyes as if in slumber. Those in

the other room lowered their voices when
they spoke as if in fear of disturbing him.
Walter, as was his custom, cleared away the
dishes, while the men lighted their pipes and
smoked in silence.

By and by Ezra rose and silently opened
the door and passed out. Looking back at
the others, he indicated by a motion of his
head that they should follow him. He him-
self closed the door, and all three seated
themselves.

"It has become rather cool, and if you
need it, Walter, you may wrap your serape
around you. Oliver and I don't mind.*'

" I am comfortable,'* replied the lad, as
he seated himself.

" Let us sit close together and talk in the
lowest tones. I have something to tell you
which I shouldn*t wish that young Comanche
to hear. He can't catch our words, and it

would make no difference if he could. Even
if he felt curiosity, he is too honourable to
listen. Now, Waiter, tell me what took place
this afternoon between you and him."
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Remembering his father's caution, Walter

told his story. His relatives listened in silence

until he had finished. Then his parent said

:

** I knew as soon as I saw his wound that

it had been made by a bullet, and I had no
doubt of the identity of the young man who
fired the same. My son, you acquitted your-

self well."

" There can be no question as to that,*'

added the uncle; '*I am glad you did not

'forget the recipe for curing the Comanche of

his unneighbourly tricks.*'

*' I came mighty near being cured myself

before doing so."

" Your escape couldn't have been nar-

rower; I shudder when I think of it."

" Father, I saw you were surprised to-day

when Ookoo told you his name."
" I was never more astonished in my

life."

"That wasn't the first time you heard

it?"

" Sit close and listen."

The three leaned as near as they could,

and only by intense attention did they catch

the words of the eldest

:

*' Some fifteen years ago one of the
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Spanish missions near San Antonio was
besieged by the war chief Kurringk, with
more than a hundred warriors. You know
the Fathers were always prepared for any-
thing of that nature. The adobe walls were
too high to be scaled and would stop a cannon
ball. They had a well and running stream of
water within the grounds, and a stock of
supplies sufficient to last a year or more. All
they had to do was to keep out of range
of the bows and arrows and wait for the
besiegers to become tired. Kurringk and a
few of his band had rifles, but they were of
the old pattern and not so effective in their
hands as the primitive weapon.

" Occasionally the Fathers secured a con-
vert among the Indians and generally had a
few neophytes imder their care, but were too
wise to trust them far, for there was no tell-
ing when they would revert to barbarism and
turn into the most murderous of foes. The
American Indian is untrustworthy by nature,
and there's no tribe in North America worsi
than the Comanches.

" Kurringk was more persistent than any
of his predecessors. His first night attack
was so unexpected and well managed that
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one of the Fathers and a neophyte were killed

before the danger was known. Sometimes
showers of arrows would curve over and fall

within the grounds. Many were tipped with
blazing tow, but they did no harm, and the
devout Fathers did not allow any of their
religious services to be interrupted.

"You would think that after several
months had passed in this manner without
bringing any advantage to the besiegers they
would become weary and go away, but Chief
Kurringk was not that kind of a leader. He
and a few of his warriors frequently showed
themselves in the cleared space in front of
the building, emitting tantalising whoops,
making insulting gestures, and letting fly

with their arrows. Kurringk exposed him-
self so daringly that more than once the
defenders could have brought him down with
one of their old-fashioned muskets, but instead
of shooting the leader in his tracks they
prayed for him and serenely waited for the
chief to leave of his own accord.

*' One day the defenders were startled by
a shout, and, looking over the walls, saw a
white man running towards them at his
utmost speed. He was hotly pursued by a
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dozen Comanches, who kept their arrows fly-

ing when they found they could not outrun
him. Two of the Fathers dashed to the gate
and unbarred it just in time for the fugitive
to bound through the opening, when it was
bolted behind him.

" The hero of this exploit was one of the
most famous scouts to-day in the South-west.
Though called * Deaf Smith,' he can hear as
well as you or I, but more than once it has
suited him to make believe he could not, and
he thus picked up valuable information be-
cause of the belief that he could not perceive
the explosion of a cannon alongside of him.

" Deaf Smith told the Fathers a strange
story. He had learned of the prolonged siege
of the mission, and believed he could bring
it to an end by a single daring act on his
part. He had narrowly escaped death some
months before at the hands of Chief Kur-
ringk, and felt venomously resentful towards
him. He knew that the leader had an infant
son whom he passionately loved. At that
time the wife and child were some miles away
in a lodge at one of the temporary villages
of the tribe. Deaf Smith proposed to steal

this young one and bring it to the mission,
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where it could be held as a hostage, and the

most murderous of the Comanche leaders

thus be disarmed.

"How the scout hoped to enter a
Comanche village, kidnap a son of the chief,

and make oflF with him was beyond the com-
prehension of those who listened to the
astounding proposal. Every one of his hearers

assured him that his life was certain to pay
the forfeit if he made the attempt.

" * Mebbe it will,* coolly replied the scout,
* but all the same I*m going to try it. What
I ask of you is to be cm the look out for me
two nights from now, from sun-up til sun-
down, and when I arrive I expect to have a
pack of redskins at my heels, and it won't do
to keep me waiting many hours outside.'

"The Fathers tried their utmost to dis-

suade Deaf Smith from his wild project, but
he could not be shaken, and, waiting until

late that night, he stole from the mission on
one of the maddest schemes that ever led a
brave man to his death.'*
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" The Fathers kept vigilant watch for Deaf
Smith, but the night had nearly gone when
they caught from the edge of the clearing

the faint whistle which had been agreed upon
as the signal that was to make known the
arrival of the scout. Two of the good men
cautiously unbarred the gate, held it slightly

open, and sent back the soft reply that told

the brave fellow all was well and they were
waiting for him.

"A few minutes of anxious silence

followed, and then a shadowy figure showed
in the stargleam and was seen running to-

wards the mission. He had managed his task
so skilfully that none of the Comanches
observed him until he had dashed across one-
half of the intervening space. They were
after him in a twinkling, but he had gained
so good a start that he was in no danger.
He whisked through the gate a little ajar,
and it was instantly fastened behind him.
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"He himself was safe, but it had been

noted while he was running that he did not

bring the infant child.

" * I tried to do what no man can do,' he

said in explanation.

"The Fathers could not be blamed for

chuckling.

"*Did we not tell our son that truth?'

one of them gravely asked.

** * You tell a confounded lot of things

that ain't so,' replied Deaf good naturedly.

" * As, for instance, what we said to you

last night.'

" * Don't get uppish ; when you make so

many guesses, you can't help hitting it once

in a while. It looks as if you'll have to

stand oflE Kurringk and his warriors a while

longer.'

*' * We are in the hands of God, and are

content to abide His will.'

"Now, when Deaf Smith told his story

to the good Fathers it was an outrageous lic;

uttered with the purpose of deceiving them.

After leaving the mission building the pre-

ceding night he had reflected that it would

be fatal to his plans to take the kidnapped

child to the mission. It was absolutely
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certain that the Fathers would restore him
to his parents, and Chief Kurringk would
press them as implacably as before.

" How that wonderful scout managed to
do it is beyond my comprehension, but it is
an actual fact that he did steal that child from
where it lay asleep in the lodge of its mother,
and was several miles from the viUage before
the act was discovered. He had the night to
favour him, and he knew he could not be
trailed before the morrow. He made the best
use of his time, but instead of going towards
the mission, took the opposite direction,
havmg made up his mind, as I said, not to
deliver his captive to the Fathers.

"By wading streams, doubling on his
course, and adopting all the artifices known
to veteran scouts, he was sure he had rendered
pursuit impossible. When morning came he
was miles from the Comanche village and
secure against Kurringk and his followers.

" You are wondering what Deaf Smith's
intentions were regarding the child which he
had kidnapped. While he will not hesifaite
to shoot and slay any enemy, especially if his
skin IS of a dusky tint, he Las a tender streak
in his make-up which has caused him to show
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mercy when his companions did not expect it.

It was never his purpose to harm the little

one, no matter what happened to himself.

When morning came, and the child, wrapped

in its blanket and held in his brawny arms,

looked trustingly up in the bronzed face, the

grim scout's feelings were touched. It wanted

to be set down so that it could walk.

" What is your name?' Deaf asked in the

Comanche tongue.

" * Ookoo,' was the reply, as the child

began frolicking like a young colt, rejoicing

in its new freedom."

"What!" exclaimed the amazed Walter,

" you don't mean htm f " and he jerked his

thumb towards the closed door.

"Yes; he's the son of the great Chief

Kurringk, and was stolen from his lodge

some fifteen years ago. Sh ! keep your voice

down and listen further.

" Deaf knew that he could not hold Ookoo

against recovery so long as he remained in

Texas. Sooner or later his father would hit

his trail, and he would be followed into the

mountains of Mexico or even to the Pacific

Coast. The scout decided that the only thing

to do was to place the child with civilised
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persons, where it would be impossible for his

father to trace him.
** He started for New Orleans, where he

knew he would find plenty of persons who
would be glad to adopt the little one, that

was not only remarkably beautiful, but the

brightest babe Deaf had ever seen. He set

out for that city, but had gone only a few

miles when he came upon his old comrade.

Buck Gillings, in camp. Deaf quickly ex-

plained how it came about that he was in

charge of the Comanche youngster, and told

his friend of his intention of taking him to

New Orleans, where he would be beyond
reach of his terrible father.

" * I have a better scheme than that,' said

Buck.
'*

' Let's hear it.'

•"I'm on my way to St. Louis; let me
take the little critter with me. Kurringk
will never think of looking there for him.'

"'And what will you do with him.
Buck?'

*'
' Take better care of him than you'll do.'

*'
' I hope so. What's your plan?'

" Then those two champion scamps sum-
moned their wits and evolved a scheme,
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ingenious and yet as simple as it could be.

Buck would tell the persons to whom he

wished to commit the cL.ld that its parents

had been killed in a fight with the whites, and

the little one was found alone and deserted in

the Comanche village, which had been raided

and burned. Pity had led Buck to take it

in charge, but as the scout had no family or

intimate friend, he must turn him over to

someone who would take care of him.

" * That'll fetch anybody,' commented

Deaf Smith ;
* all you have to do is to carry

it out.'

"*You needn't have any fear I won't;

why. Deaf, I've growed to Uke the papoose

in the short time we've been together, though

I can never expect to be such a finished liar

as you.'

" Well, the plan as fixed by these two

scouts was carried out to the letter. We are

a long way from St. Louis, but Buck Gillings,

with his enarge, covered it in the course of

three weeks, for there was no haste in the

matter. When he reached the Mississippi he

stole a canoe and paddled up that river, often

halting overnight at some of the posts or

small towns. At one of these he bought an
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outfit for Ookoo, consisting of a cap, coat,

short breeches, and coarse shoes. Thus he pre-

pared him for his entry into civilised society.

" It could not be otherwise than that the
youngster, three years old, should wonder at
his strange experience and mourn over the
separation from his parents. For several days
he pined to that extent that Buck feared
he would succumb and die. In his bungling
efforts to cheer the little one he informed him
that his mother had fallen off a rock into the
Brazos and been drowned. His father, in
trying to save her, was also drowned, and
the child could not reasonably expect to meet
them again until he made his advent in the
happy hunting grounds which awaited all

good little chaps hke him.

"Thinking he could improve upon this

version. Buck explained that he had made an
unimportant mistake. His parents had really

been killed by a runaway mustang, which
kicked both to death when they were trying
to feed him. It is impossible to say what im-
pression these wild yams made upon Ookoo,
but the new life upon which he had entered
awoke an interest by and by, and there came
a noticeable brightening of spirits. He was
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too young really to feel his great loss, and

seemed soon to forget about his father and

mother.

" An incident which occurred just over the

line in Arkansas shows the striking brightness

and attractiveness of the young Comanche.

Buck had paddled to shore at a small trading

post, and secured quarters in a log cabin which

served as a resting place for the wa3rfarers

who occasionally passed that way. The mas-

sive landlord and his equally massive wife,

having no child*on of their own, offered the

scout a liberal sum to allow them to adopt

Ookoo. Buck replied that he would be glad

to do so, but he must keep his promise to the

dying parents to take the child to St. Louis,

where he had some wealthy relatives.

" This story did not jibe with the one he

had previously told about finding the little

one after his father and mother had been

killed. Before Buck could straighten out

matters, the landlord struck in :

" * You say he belongs to the Comanche
tribe?*

" * As sure as you're sitting there,* replied

the scout, feeling he was now upon safe

ground.
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e taking him to his relatives
in St. Louis?'

"* That's what J said and will swear to
it.'

** * If he's a Comanche, bom somewhere
in the South-west, how in thunder can he
have any relatives in St. Louis?'

"*His father explained that his grand-
mother married a second cousin on her side,
which makes Ookoo nephew of his uncle-^
see here I' exclaimed Buck, angered by the
uproarious laughter of the couple; *you
hain't any bus'ness to question me, and I
shan't give you any more answers.'

"* Reckon you better not, unless you
make up more reasonable lies than you've
been telling. Do you know what I think?'"

'
I don't care what you think, and you

needn't take the trouble to tell me.'
" * It ain't any trouble; you sneaked into

some wigwam when all the people were
asleep and stole the child.'

"*Wal, what if I did? What are you
gomg to do 'bout it?'

You'U soon learn. I'm a justice of the
peace, and shan't aUow you to take that
youngster away until yc,u have proved to the
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satisfaction of the court you have the right

to do so. That's what I'll do, if you want to

know.'

" * You will, eh? Start the music as soon

as you please.*

" This conversation took place in the

evening, after the two had eaten, and when
Buck had come down the rickety stairs from

putting his charge in the frowsy bed which

the two shared. The scout lighted his corn-

cob pipe and grimly awaited the outcome,

whatever it might prove to be. The landlord

arose a few minutes later and passed out, his

wife having gone to another part of the

house, presumably to look after things.

Buck grew angrier as he smoked and

reflected. He had not the slightest fear of

this man or any other person, and would

have welcomed a fight with him. He waited

a half-hour, and shouted for the woman to

bring him a candle. She soon appeared with

a lighted tallow dip, which she handed to him
without a word. He turned and had placed

his foot on the lowest step of the stairs, when
she said

:

" ' See here,' speaking rapidly and looking

at him.
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***Wal, what do you want,* he asked,

still soured and resentful.

" * I'd like amazing to have that younker
you've put to bed upstairs, but I don't want
him bad enough to force him from you.*

" * You don't, eh? I'd like to see you or

your husband or anyone else take him from
me.*

" * I'm not going to try, but Jim is ; he's

gone out for thrc« men that'd rather fight

than eat.'

" * That's the sort of chap I am. Do you
mean to tell me them four are going to try

to take that yoimg redskm from me?'
" She nodded nervously, adding that she

was expected to give what help she could, but
her conscience would not permit her to take
part in so wicked a thing.

Jim would be hopping mad if he
knowed what I have said to you, I .t I ain't

afeard of him, and if he gets sassy I'll knock
him head first down cellar.'

"*Fow you're talking Ijke a real high-
toned lady. What do you want me to
do?'

Take that younker and leave as quick
as you can.'
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**

' What ! Run away from that scalawag

c ' a husband of yours?'
•* * It ain't him, but the men he'll bring

back ; you won't have any show against them
and you'll lose Ookoo, as you call him, as sure

as you live, or rather won't live, for Tom and
Bill and Mike will be powerful glad of an
excuse to plug you, and they'll do it!

'

" * I'm obleeged to you for your loving

words,' said Buck, turning to go upstairs,

* but you mought have obsarved that I carry

a rifle, likewise & pistol, not to mention a
fair-sized hunting knife, and I have the

repytation of being right handy with 'em.

I've put Ookoo to bed, and don't like to

distarb him, so when Jim and Tom and Bill

and Mike make their evening call and leave

their cards, you can tell 'em that I'm upstairs

in my room, with the door unlocked, and
invite 'em for me to drop in.'

"* You're making a great mistake,' '

the ponderous wife, with a shake of her -

*' * That remains to be seen,' were the
ing words of Buck Gillings, as he deliberately

climbed the stairs to the room where he had
placed the young Comanche in bed.
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THE APOSTATE

t(
It was only a few steps to the top of the

stairs, but in taking them Buck GiUings did
a good deal of thinking. The warning given
by the wife of the landlord was too vital for
him to disregard. Had he been alone, he
would have unhesitatingly fought it out with
the four men, or even with a greater number

;

but for the sake of Ookoo he determined to
make his getaway with the least possible delay.
Aside from the danger of being killed in the
desperate affray that impended, he was
certain at the best to be woundov This
would leave the kid at the disposal of the
couple whom the scout hated beyond expres-
sion. Moreover, to neglect every precaution
would be to break his word to Deaf Smith,
and nothing could persuade Buck to do so
base a thing as that.

" The room which he entered was about
twelve feet by eight, and contained nothing
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beside the tumbledown bed, a chair, and a

rickety stand with a broken water-pitcher.

Buck set the candle on the support and leanec:

his rifle in the comer. Turning to examine
the lock on the door, he found it useless. He
smiled at the thought of the absurdity of ask-

ing the landlady to tell the callers the door

was unfastened.

** Ookoo was asleep. Like his people, he

did not remove his clothes when lying down
for the night. He lay on his side, his arm
doubled under his smooth cheek, his face

turned towards the scout.

" * Hang me if he isn't the purtiest chap

I ever liid eyes on!* said Buck admiringly.

*I don't wonder them folks want to rob

me of him, but they'll find it a tough
job.'

*' There was no time to lose, for the mis-

creants were liable to return at any moment.
Buck leaned over the bed -^d gently shook

the chubby shoulder. Ookoo opened his eyes

and looked up with a trusting smile. Like
his race, he had the faculty of awakening an
the instant with all his senses at command.
* Ookoo, we must leave at once,' explained

his friend.
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** The child fairly bounded from the bed

and stood expectant on the floor. You will

remember that Buck could speak Comanche
like a native, so he and the child had no
trouble in understanding each other. It took
only a few seconds for the man to make dear
whs'; was to be done.

"The first act of Buck, after the little

fellow stood beside him, was to blow out the
candle. The room would have been in blank
darkness but for the starlight which shone
through the window, whose sash was lifted.

The Comanche said nothing, for, young as he
was, he knew when to speak and when to
keep silent.

" From the single window of the room to
the ground was perhaps fifteen feet. Buck
would not have had the slightest hesitation
in hanging by his hands from the sill and
dropping the remainder of the distance. The
earth could not be very hard, and the
shadowy outlines of a stretch of wood showed
beyond two or three glimmering lights where
other dwellings stood.

*• Pausing at the window und listening and
looking for a minute. Buck leaned out, and,
reaching as far downward as he could with
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his rifle, let it drop. The faint thump proved

it had not suffered harm. Then he told

Ookoo, who was waiting at his side, that

when he whistled to him he was to jump,

and he would catch him in his arms. The
child said he understood and would do as

directed.

"Buck hung by his hands for a few
moments and listened. He heard the rum-
bling of voices not far off, and let go, landing

liprhtly and with scarcely a jar. Peering in

the direction whence came the disturbing

sounds, he saw several forms coming towards

the tavern. They were vague, but he did not
doubt who they were. While their course

would lead them close. Buck did not believe

they would detect him unless their suspicion

was drawn in his direction. He crouched

low and felt that everything now depended
upon Ookoo, who was at the window waiting

for the signal to jump. Nothing would be

more natural than after awhile to call out

and ask the cause of the delay. But the

wonderful young Comanche did not stir nor
speak. He had been ordered to wait for the

^':^al, and would have done so had it taken
noars.
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"The moment the shadows dissolved in

the gloom Buck emitted his soft whistle, and
almost in the same instant a tiny form
dropped from the window and was caught in
the aims of the scout, who fairly hugged
the little fellow. Snatching up his rifle and
holdmg one small hand clasped, the man
started for the river where his canoe was
drawn up the banl Pushing it into the
water, he lifted Oo^oo aboard, joined .o
and picked up the paddle.

" He had expected that the landlord and
his t lends would learn of his flight before he
could reach the river, but it must have been
their caution in reconnoitring and approach-
ing the door of his room which gave Buck
the full time he needed. At any rate, when-
ever they did find he had left, they were too
»wise to attempt pursuit.

" Buck's ex^ -rience at ^is trading settle-
ment made him mere ca ful than before.
By hard thinking h*^ conjured up a stor}^
which, straD'^-ly eno. gh, was believed by the
majority of { _ se to wnom he told it, and he
reached St. Louis without running into any
further unpleasantness.

"I suppose that by thi] time Buck had
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come to half-believe the outlandish yam he

had been relating ever since parting company

with Deaf Smith. In one respect he was

wise, for in the Mound City he made his

way straight to the residence of the Right

Reverend -'^oseph Rosoti, whose bishopric

extended from St. Louis to New Orleans.*

** Father Rosoti happened to be at home

and welcomed his callers. He had laboured

for years up and down the Mississippi, and

was held in great reverence among the Indian

tribes and by the numerous rough characters

with whom he was brought in contact. His

home was a roomy log cabin, and his only

companion and servant, if she may be con-

sidered such, was his sister, an ascetic in

her tastes, profoundly devout, with learning

scarcely second to that of her distinguished

brother. It was her delight to give instruc-

tion to a class of boys and girls who came

regularly to her modest home. She and the

good Father were highly pleased to take

Ookoo into their family, where he became

like a child of their own.

'

* lb is learned and devout man assumed his duties in March,
1S27, and continued them until his return to Rome, where he
died in September, 1843.
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*' Buck told of his old story of the young

Comanche being the only survivor of his
family, and the two believed it. Without
dwelling upon what now followed in the life

of the child, let me say he spent ten years
under the roof of Father Rosoti. He
endeared himself not only to the two, but to
aU with whom he was brought in contact.
His mental brightness was phenomenal. He
learned to read and speak French, pure
Castilian, and English, and was proficient in
mathematics and the sciences. Italian was
the mother language of the brother and
sister, but, despite its resemblance to
Spanish, Ookoo made no effort to master
it.

" The dusky youth was the finest athlete
of his age. He could outrun, outjump, and
outthrow older boys, and managed to learn
to ride and become an expert in the use of
the bow. Among the few strange dislikes
he showed was that towards all firearms. He
would touch no weapon except the primitive
one. Moreover, he early showed a profound
interest in religion. He accepted the faith
explained to him, and declared that his
highest ambition was to become a novitiate

^
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and a priest when he should reach the proper

age, and to carry the Word to those of his

own race. It was expected by Father Rosoti

that he would do so.

" You are wondering how it is that I came
to know so much about this extraordinary

youth. All that related to his life in St.

Louis was told me by the Father whom I had

known and revered for years. I have never

clearly understood how it was that in all the

time Ookoo was a member of this household

the good man never learned the truth regard-

ing him. Four-fifths of the bishop's time

was spent in journeying up and down the

Mississippi and tramping through the end-

less woods engaged in his work, and he
must have heard of Chief Kurringk and the

affliction he had suffered. It may be unjust

on my part, but sometimes I have suspected

that the Father heard nothing because he

closed his ears against such knowledge. He
had become so fond of the dusky youth that

he had come to believe it was his duty to save

him for the great work before him, and he

could not bear the thought of failure.

" Chief Kurringk never ceased to hunt for

his stolen child. His messengers were sent
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among the neighbouring tribes, and he him-
self made long trips with a chosen few. The
fact of not knowing the identity of the kid-
napper was an almost insunnountable obstacle
in his path, but some intuition seemed to
tell the chief that his child was still living,
and so long as he lived, so long was there
hope of finding him. At the end of ten years
Kurringk located Ookoo.
"How he did it is another mystery,

though I can make a fair guess of the means.
Deaf Smith and Buck GiUings must have
told their story to others who repeated it.
Possibly a clue was picked up at the old
tavern where Buck came so near losing the
child. That part of my story of which Father
Rosoti was ignorant was given me by Buck
GiUmgs several years ago, when he called
here durmg the absence of both of you.

"One day Sister Rosoti received a visit
from two Comanches. Her brother was in
the South, and was not expected home for
several weeks. One of the couple spoke
Spamsh, and asked the privilege of witness-
mg the exercise of the class which the sister
had under her instruction. There was nothing
strange in the request, and she welcomed
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them, as she did every caller. One of the

Indians was Chief Kurringk, who sat in a
chair by the side of the instructor, and
without showing the slightest emotion looked

in the face of the star pupil, a handsome
youth in his teens, whom he knew to be his

son, stolen ten years before. Ookoo, like his

fellow classmates, surveyed the visitors with
mild wonder, but never dreamed of the truth.

Imagine the emotions if you can when Ookoo
rose to his feet to interpret some sentences

from French into English, and his eyes met
those of the iron-faced chief. Kurringk must
have said to himself, * He is my son, but he
dreams it not,' and Ookoo did not know even
that the visitors were members of the s*'me

tribe with himself.

" Immobile, calm, and seemingly unin-

terested, the two red men kept thoir seats

until the exercises ended. Then, at the
invitation of the sister, they accompanied her
1o another room.

"There the interpreter told their stor3^

The sister was astounded, but she could not
refuse to believe, and when they asked that
the youth be brought in, she obeyed and
withdrew.
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" I can only guess what took place at that

strange meeting. Ookoo must have forgot-

ten his native tongue, but he spoke Spanish
perfectly, and the Comanche who had acted
as interpreter, despite the corrupted form he
used, mc !e himself understood to the lad,

who realised that he vas standing before his

father, from whom he had been separated for

ten long years. It seems to me that, young
as he was when stolen, he must have retained
memory of so terrifying an occurrence, as
well as of the h ig journey from Texas to
Missouri, though he always remained silent

on that point while with Father Rosoti.
Finally, the interpreter said that Ookoo*s
mother was still alive and mourning for
him. Would the sister let her look once
more upon her son's face before she was
laid to rest and went to the happy hunting
grounds ?

" An hour later the youth came from the
room and hunted up his instructor. She saw
that, despite his heroic self-control, he was
labouring under intense mental stress. He
told of the prayer of his mother and i his
longing to see her. What could she sa^ jut
bid him God-speed, with permission to stay
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as long as he chose? She was sorry her
brother was not at home, but perhaps they
would meet somewhere in the South or
South-west.

"Ookoo promised to return in three

months. He said his father had not urged
him to stay with his people; he was to do
what he wished and come back when he chose
to do so. Asked how soon his father wished
to leave, Ookoo replied that he was ready to
go at once; his canoe was waiting at the
river-side, and he preferred to start down-
stream as so:->n as pojjsible.

"Ookoo shook hands with his loved in-

structor, and, I suspect, would have kissed

her had not his iron-featured father been
looking on. The chief gravely muttered a
good-bye in his own tongue, and on that
same afternoon the canoe started down the
Mississippi with its three occupants.

" Two, three, and four months passed, and
Father Rosoti and his sister were growing
anxious, when a letter reached St. Louis from
the missing youth. The Father opened it,

read it hastily, turned pale, and showed dis-

tressing emotion.

"*Read that,' he gasped, as, with a
loa
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shaking hand, he passed the missive to
her.

"She did so, and then ahnost fainted;
for Ookoo had cahnly written that he had
renounced Christianity and would be a
Comanche to his death.'*
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CHAPTER IX

SURGEON AND PATIENT

Ezra Brinton suddenly raised his voice to

the ordinary conversational tone :

" I must tell you something curious about
Ookoo- »»

He abruptly checked himself, rose to his

feet, and, reaching out, twitched the latch-

string. The door opened without noise, and
he peered through. The burning wood in the
fireplace filled the room with a soft, ruddy
gloom, and the pioneer moved on tiptoe to
the opening leading to the sleeping apartment
of the young Comanche. The dim illumina-

tion showed him lying motionless on his

couch, just as he had lain down some time
before, and breathing as gently as an infant
on its mother's breast.

It was a cunning trick on the part of
Brinton. Although he believed their guest
was too honourable to listen, he meant to be
absolutely certain on that point. If their

guest was listening, he would not have time
104
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to whisk back between the utterance of the
words and the opening of the door. That
which the pioneer saw removed all misgiving.
He resumed his seat on the porch with the
others as near to him as before.

"Ookoo's case was a strange one, but
there have been others like it. The tugging
of a hundred generations at his heart-strings

was resistless. The wild, nomadic life, the stir

of the hunt, the thrill of combat, the chance
to strike at the race who were destroying his
own, the lure of the woods and solitudes, the
untrammelled freedom and the opportunity
to dash at headlong speed over the prairie—
his own master ; these appealed to the dusky
youth and fanned into flame the yearnings
which may have slept within him, but had
never died. At one bound he leaped from
Christianity and civilisation back to barbar-
ism. Kurringk the merciless is no more of a
Comanche than Ookoo, his son."

Walter Brinton and his uncle had listened
in silence to the absorbing narrative. The
lad could not wholly accept the harsh con-
clusion of his parent.

" No doubt, father, he has gone through
the strange moral transformation you de-
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scribe, but he cannot forget the teachings of

Sister Rosoti and her brother."
" He can never forget, but he has repu-

diated them with the same loathing that you
would kick a rattlesnake from your path."

" Why did he not bury his knife in my
heart when he sat behind me on Saladin and
I could not raise my hand in defence?**

" He has a few human traits, but it was
not gratitude so much as admiration for the
clever manner in which you got the better of
him. You can trust him so long as he is

under our roof. He will not try to harm any
one of us, but after he has gone he will

forget gratitude, fleeting friendship, and the
Golden Rule. Mark my words,*' added the
father impressively, "we are not through
with him yet. Sooner or later he will kill—
if he can—me, Oliver, and you. It is in his

blood, it is his nature; his murder lust is as

hot as in the breast of Chief Kurringk; he
knows how to bide his time, but when it

comes he will strike—yes, he will strike!
Make no mistake on that point."

Neither Walter nor his uncle made reply
to these terrifying words, but followed their
relative into the house. The youth, being at
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the rear, pulled in the latch-string, and thus
locked t e door. More wood was flung on
the bhize by Oliver, and the room was illu-

minated as if at noonday. Uncle and nephew
seated themselves, but the other bent over
the sticks of varying sizes piled at the side
of the fireplace and began pulling them apart
as if searching for something. He finaUy
found two fairly straight ones, which he drew
forth, and, taking one in his lap, began using
his knife upon it, whUe his friends watched
him.

He first measured the length of the stick
by holding it off and studying it. Then he
trimmed it of all excrescences and smoothed
each end. He did the same vlth the other,
comparing and making their length corre-
spond. His next proceeding was to cut two
strong pieces something less than a foot long.
Into the middle of each he deftly gouged a
hole, which went half-way through the stick.
Then he stood up the longer pieces on the
floor, and with the palm of his hand ham-
mered down in turn the shorter ones at right
angles to the larger. They fitted so nicely
that no further trimming was needed, and
the crutches for Ookoo were complete.
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•< There !** said the artificer, as he held ui

the two for inspection ;
** what do you thinl

of them?"
** I can't say much for their beauty *

** They were not meant for beauty,*' in-

terrupted the artist, ** but I think Ookoo will

find them useful.**

*• It was good of you to think of it, father,

and I know he will appreciate your kindness.*'

Ezra Brinton glanced at his son. He
knew the meaning lurking behind the words,
and with a significant smile shook his head.
The gesture said as plainly as so many words :

"He will not require the aids long, and
when he throws them aside he will be Ookoo
the Comanche.**

As softly as a cat Ezra went across the
room on his toes, and, reaching through the
opening, laid the crutches on *,he floor beside
the bow and quiver. Then i.. returned and
joined the others around the hearthstone, as

it may be called.

All noticed that the wind was rising, and
the marked drop in the temperature was felt

even in the glowing room.

"It*s a norther,** remarked Brinton;
"listen!**
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Surgeon and Patient
The gale was howling around the cabin,

and the draught was felt through the narrow
windows. The speaker went to each in turn
and secured the shutters so as to leave barely
space for ventilation. The logs and ashes
were stirred by the wind which roared do^.u
the chimney.

Ezra looked across at his brother.
" This reminds U3 of the Rockies, where

we were snowed up for days at a time."
" Yes, and once we were shut in among

the rocks for two weeks, lost our horses and
all our peltries, and came mighty near losing
our scalps. This won't be as bad as that,
though it is pretty ugly at times in Texas."

It was yet early in the evening when
the two men withdrew to their sleeping-room
and Walter, as previously arranged, made up
his couch on the floor. When he lay down he
felt the gale was increasing. The " norther "
one of those Arctic blnsts which swirl acrJss
the plains of the South-west with a fury
that makes man and animal scurry to cover
was raging, md might continue for days or
for only two or three hours. The rattle of
sleet sounded like birdshot, and some of the
icy particles struck as viciously as if fired
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through the small openings left in the win-
dows. As the youth looked across, he saw
the glitter of the tiny pellets in the firelight,

where many lay a long time without melting.
As in the old-fashioned colonial dwellings,
a person might stand near enough to the
hearth to roast on one side while he froze
on the other.

The gale rose and fell, becoming so
furious at times that the framework trembled.
Walter wondered how much more the cabin
would stand before breaking apart and scat-

tering over the surrounding country. Then
he took comfort in the assurance that it must
have become immune because of many a
similar test. After a long time he was sure
he could detect a slight moderation in the
gale, and while thinking thus he sank into
slumber, and was the last of the four to open
his eyes. He saw the table spread and the
morning meal waiting.

"Where's Ookoo?" he asked, his partial

glimpse of the interior failing to show the
young Comanche. Before either of the men
could reply the door opened, and the smiling

youth stepped across the threshold and bade
him good morning.

no



Surgeon and Patient
One of the home-made crutches rested

under each shoulder, and he handled the aids
to locomotion as readily as if he had used
them aU his walking life. He seemed to be
in high spirits.

" I'll be back in a minute," said Walter,
springing to his feet and hurrying outside.
The ground was covered with a thin sheet
of snow, which gave treacherous footing, and
because he forgot the fact, the young man
paid the penalty. He was in the act of
stepping off the porch when both feet shot
up, and he came down with a bump, which
caused Ookoo instantly to open the door,
while the two men looked over his shoulder.
Strange as it may seem, the young Comanche
laughed louder than the others.

As a proof of the antiquity of the most
common joke of the present day, the father
solemnly declared

:

"Sinners stand in slippery places."
And, looking up as he hastily scrambled

to his feet, Walter shot back the neat retort

:

" I see they do, but I can't."
And again the three laughed, and passed

into the room. Walter returned with glow-
ing face and keen appetite. Ookoo's leg had
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been examined by the volunteer surgeon, who
expressed his astonishment at the rapidity

with which it was healing. The inflamma-

tion had disappeared, and the youth was sure

he could safely bear a part of his weight on

it, but Brinton forbade, and, like a model

patient, he obeyed.

Oliver had been to the stable and looked

after the horses, so that no work remained

after the morning meal was finished and the

dishcs washed and put away. Ookoo had

read enough of George Sand's " Indiana " to

become interested, and accepting with a pro-

test the "easy chair,'* he settled down to

spend most of the day in reading. £zra

became equally absorbed in one of the

precious classics which he had already twice

perused, while Oliver and his nephew were

irked by the enforced confinement and longed

for a chance to venture outside again.

Walter was surprised by the silence of the

young Comanche on one theme. He could

not fail to note the wonder of his friends over

his book knowledge, which enabled him to

read intelligently in three languages, and it

would seem he ought to have made explana-

tion of his accomplishment. He could not



Surgeon and Patient
suspect all that Ezra Brinton knew about
him, and Walter had already shown his
amazement, but neither then nor afterwards
did Ookoo utter a hint of the years he had
spent under Father Rosoti's roof in St.
Louis. It may be he enjoyed the perplexity
of those around him.

The severe weather lasted for three days,
and then there came a marked moderation
of temperature. The three relatives spent
many hours outside, but Ookoo was content
to stay within doors. He read " Indiana "
through, and then tackled " Don Quixote "
in Spanish. When the others were present,
they were amused to see him laugh over the
whimsical misadventures of Sancho Panza
Several times when he came upon something
specially entertaining, he translated for the
others. The Comanche surely did not lose
his sense of humour when he cast off the
veneering of civilisation.

The fourth day brought a surprising
change of weather. Although it was still
winter, the temperature was that of spring.
Oliver Brinton told his friends, after the
morning meal, that he intended to spend theday in hunting, and they need not look for
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his return before nightfall and probably not

then. Walter longed to go with him, and his

father suggested it, but the son felt that he

ought to stay with his guest, who, it may

be presumed, would not have permitted the

self-sacrifice had he suspected the fact.

Ookoo*s recovery from his wound was

astonishingly rapid. His surgical attendant

declared he had never seen anything like it.

Despite his prohibition, the patient on this

day deliberately laid aside his crutches and

walked across the floor with hardly a per-

ceptible limp. He declared he felt no pain

and was almost as well as ev.r. Brinton

sternly shook his head, and, with a submissive

smile, the youth sank down in his chair again

and looked up to the shelf as if longing for

a new volume.

It was at this time that Walter excused

himself for a few minutes and went out for

a stroll in the fresh air. Thus his father and

the Comanche were left alone.

"Would you like something to read?"

asked the man, and the youth nodded.
" When one has laughed, he grows tired

and wants something that will make him

think."
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Brinton walked to the shelf, wondering

what volume to offer him. Singularly enough
the first one he picked up was the wooden-
covered Bible which he and the others
regularly studied. The pioneer stood for a
moment or two with his back towards his
guest, and then, yielding to a strange
impulse, turned, walked to the youth, and
handed him the book.

Ookoo said " Thank you," and opened at
the tide page. He sat for nearly a minute
staring fixedly at the printed page, he and
Brinton as motionless as statues, and the
latter intently watching the handsome grave
countenance. Suddenly Ookoo shut the
volume with moderate violence and handed it
back to the man. The eyes of the two met,
and those of the young Comanche flashed and
his thm hps compressed as he shook his head
and said in a low but vehement voice

:

** Never! never! never!**

««S
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CHAPTER X
A SHOOTING MATCH

Three days later Ookoo insisted that he had

no further need of crutches. He proved it

by walking round the room after breakfast

and for some distance outdoors without the

aids. Oliver Brinton had gone off on another

of his hunts, so that Ezra and the two youths

were left to themselves.

The surgeon would not admit the patient's

claim. He gravely shook his head.

" Better wait till all danger has passed

than run the risk of a setback which will

make you helpless for weeks and probably

injure you permanently."
" I can't see that there's anything the

matter with Ookoo," interposed Walter,

who sympathised with him.

" There are lots of things that are plain

to others which you can't see," returned his

father rather curtly.

They were seated on the small porch when
1x6



A Shooting: Match
the young Comanche looked up with an odd
expression on his face.

" Will my father listen to Ookoo?'*
"With pleasure."

Then, to the astonishment of parent and
son, the dusky youth proposed they should
settle the difference of opinion by a shooting
match, he to use his bow, and the pioneer
his rifle. If the latter won, the loser would
hobble about on crutches as long as his
medical attendant wished, even though the
things irked him

; but if he beat the physician,
Ookoo should be at liberty to lay the crutches
aside and use the legs as nature intended.

Walter danced with pleasure.

"That's it I That's it, father! He has
challenged you to a shooting match. You
claim you're pretty good, and I suppose you
may be called fair; I hope you aren't afraid
of tackling Ookoo."

The parent was amused and did not
hesitate. He had a warranted faith in his
own markmanship, and was sure it would be
easy to defeat anyone who relied upon the
primitive weapon.

" I am no archer," he replied, " and shall
nave to use my rifle."
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" That is what Ookoo wishes."
** Shall I loan you my gun after I am

through?''

** Ookoo does not like firearms ; they are

not as true as the bow, and,'* he added sig-

nificantly, " the bow makes no noise."

" It doesn't become me to boast, my son,

but if you propose to leave our differences to

such a test, it will be well to resign yourself

to the crutches."

Walter now spoke with becoming
dignity

:

" You will need an umpire to settle your
disputes; I'm your man."

" I am satisfied," replied his father, " for,

if you are unfair, you are not too big for me
to trounce."

"Suppose Ookoo is dissatisfied?"

" He has my permission to do the same."
Then for the only time thus far the young

Comanche referred to their first meeting

:

"Ookoo tried that once, and does not

wish to do so again."

" Attend to your business, Mr. Umpire."
Walter stepped to the bookshelf, took

down a book, and tore out one of the blank

leaves. Instead of cutting the sheet, he
ii8



A Shooting Match
doubled it over several times until he had
an octagonal fold some three inches in
diameter.

"I need a pin," he said, looking at his
father, who carefully raised a flap of his coat
and drew out one.

" Don't lose it, for it's the only one owned
by this establishment."

"It is in no danger from you,** was the
impudent response; " Ookoo is the one most
likely to play the mischief with it."

The parent, in pretended anger, started
towards his son, who whisked out of reach
before punishment could be administered.
The two followed in time to see the youth
runnmg to an oak a short distance away.
Upon the craggy bark of the trunk, at a
height of five or six feet, he managed with
attle difficulty to impale the white target.

"What is your distance?" asked Brinton
of the Comanche.

"What my father likes."
" Suppose we say fifty paces?"
Ookco nodded, and the man walked to

the tree, faced about, and deliberately marked
off the number of steps named, the others
watchmg him.
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" I wasn't sure you could c\>unt up to

fifty, father, so I did it for you ; you guessed

right."

The youth raised his hand for attention.

" Listen to the rules : There is to be no

swearing by either ; in case of a miss, the one

making it shall not try to explain or offer

excuse'* (here Walter looked sternly at his

father, who assumed a lamb-like meekness);
" he v.'ho finds fault with the umpire's ruling

shall be declared the loser and pay the umpire

a fine of one hundred dollars ; no shot cov ts

unless it hits some part of the target."

" Suppose both contestants object to the

umpire's decision?" inquired the father.

" In that case, both lose and each pays a

fine."

*' The wisdom of all the sages rests

with my brother," gravely observed the

Comanche.
" Which is the most sensible remark,

young man, you have yet made. Mr. Ezra

Brinton will lead off, and it is to be hoped he

will not disgrace his son."

Brinton knew he was opposed by an archer

of wonderful skill, and he intended to show

him no favour. He outranked his brother
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A Shooting Match
«.d son as a marksman, and while he was
confident of defeating the Comanche, he
resolved to do it decisively.

The «.d of the distance selected had been

«ljusted his foot properly, though Walter
insisted his parent should wait until the
umpire satisfied himself by inspection that
such was the fact.

" An umpire can't be too careful." he
remarked Judicially, as he stepped briskly toone side wed out of range. If he meant the
observation as a reflection upon his father
l^e latter passed ,t by and slowly raised his
long-baireUed nfle. With the stock againsth« shoulder he slightly inclined his head anddo^ his left eye in the conventional fashionFor several seconds the weapon remained
evdled. as ngid and motionless as the tj
W,u I. .

^^* ^"'* ^^^^ ''™> Ookoo and

1 L T ^^^" «"'« "P"" the target.
Suddenly the sharp, whip-like crack splitfte sbUness, and the watchers saw a blackpoint appear on the paper near one sideThe umpire dashed to the tree and madeh« mspection. A glance told him the

4
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"Half an inch off the centre!" he

shouted. ** Better than I expected, but it

doesn't drive the nail. Now, Ookoo, see if

you can do any worse."
** My father has done well," complimented

the Comnnche, who had strung^ his bow and

now stooped and picked up one of the arrows

at his feet.

He was standing without the least si^
of lameness, his whole weight resting on the

right foot belonging to the wounded limb,

and the other lightly poised a little way in

front. He slowly drew the arrow to a head

while he fixed his gaze upon the white circle

of paper on the bark of the tree. Unlike the

modem archer, he wore no gloves or cover-

ing to protect the fingers with which he

pulled the string of sinew back. The shaft

was two feet long, witii the guiding feather

glued at one end, and the sharp, triangular

fiint at the other. The stick was mathe-

matically straight, the outer part supported

on the bulge of the left hand, which grasped

the bow near the middle.

Ookoo made so striking a picture as he

prepared for the shot that father and son

watched him instead of the target. He could
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not, like his opponent, .im directly ,t the"«»k for brief „ W.3 the distant to becovered the trajecto^r of the .rrow murt taccurately cdcuLted. A hair', varia"on on^way or other would ruin the snot, as noneknew better than the archer him elT Theupcu^e of the parabola was phinly perlj!tole to the spectators, who were «tonisZby the strength of the youth, as sho^ i^bnn«ing hi. right hand behind his e^h^head leanir slightly towards it, after themanner of one in firing a rifle

h.J ^"1°^ °* "" '""^ •* « «"« the righth«id retreated until the middle of the cresintbow was two feet from the centre of thTtau
cord, which broke at a sharp angle where rtwas grasped by thumb and fogerf

' "

The Comanche had no thought of making

was hearrl L f * Purring whine
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contestants stayed in their places and awaited

the verdict.

"Too bad!" he called; " Ookoo beat

father by only a quarter of an inch
!"

"Explain!" called his parent.

" The arrow struck between your bullet

and the pin, but it is only a fourth of an inch

nearer. You must do better, Ookoo."

" If you do," commented Brinton, " it is

all up with me."
** Ookoo is certain his father will beat him

this time," said the Comanche.
** I'm not so sure by a long shot, but I

shall try my best."

And he did. Walter waited until Ookoo

had launched his second missile before an-

nouncing the result. He spent several

minutes in the examination, and then called

that the best he could do was to declare the

shots a tie, each having struck within a fourth

of an inch of the pin.

In order to make the three a tie, Brinton

must win on the third trial, when a fourth

effort by each would be necessary. Neither

was likely to slight any precaution and was

sure to put forth his utmost skill.

** He mustn't get the idea that I'm fool-
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ing with him," thought Ezra Brinton, as he
raised his rifle and again aimed at the little

white target. " Another person might find
those two arrows in the way, but they won't
both?r me.'*

Ookoc sf ?od directly behind his antagonist,
I is eye roaiaing over the long barrel to the
ti^2 'u hundred and fifty feet distant. Walter,
much nearer the oak, was at one side of the
range, with gaze centred on the target. The
rifle cracked, a thin jet of blue smoke shot
from the muzzle, and the marksman did not
stir except to lower his weapon and look
questioningly at the umpire.

" After Ookoo," caUed Walter.
The Comanche took his place as before

and fitted his third arrow to the string.
Unexpectedly, he was less deliberate than
before. He raised the long bow, and it no
sooner assumed its diagonal position than the
twang was heard and the graceful missile sped
outward on its long parabola. The faint thud
was audible in the stillness, and the parallel
shafts of all three nestling together had their
heads buried so closely to one another that
they touched. The bullets had disappeared,
but it could not be so with the arrows.
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Walter was first on the spot. He scru-

tinised the target and was in doubt for a

moment over what he saw.

Just as the others came up, he whirled

about and sent his sombrero spinning fifty

feet over his head. Then breaking into a jig

he shouted

:

" Ookoo wins ! Hurrah for Ookoo !*'

The contestants did not speak. They

closed around, peered at the target and, like

the umpire, were at first puzzled. The latter

added to the mystification by calling

:

"Find the pin, father?"

Further examination showed that the

third arrow, after wedging between its pre-

decessors and the paper, had grazed one

shaft, which deflected it just enough to direct

it against the pin, which was twisted out of

shape and had fallen, the impact of the

arrows holding the target in place. The third

bullet had gone as true as the others, but it

was beaten.

" Ookoo has driven the nail," added the

happy youth, referring to the favourite

exploit on the frontier when the marksman

sends his bullet against the nail which sustains

the target in position.
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Brinton reached out his hand to the duskv

youth. '

"I congratulate you, Ookoo!" he said
with the heartiness of the true sportsman.

The modest victor now directed attention
to another advantage possessed by the bow
and arrow over firearms. Who ever heard of
a bullet bemg used a second time? On the
other hand, the young Comanche had done
execution with the same missile repeatedly
and as proof of the same he now proceeded
to withdraw the three arrows from the oak.
rhc head of each had passed through the
th.ck bark and buried itself in the solid wood.By deft working he extracted each in turnm as perfect condition as before.

" Let me look at them," said Walter, and
they were handed to him. With a grin, heow h.s hunting knife and proceeded to

tch a character on the shaft, just in front

doing It so lightly that it could not affect the
accuracy of the missile's flight. His first
ntcntion was to mark the letter "o," but
that was rather difficult with the tool he used.Me reflected a moment and then fashioned
the simple character "v."
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** What do you mewn by that?'* asked his

father, looking over his shoulder.

*' If you are ever inclined to boast of this

test—and I don't see why you should, but

there's no telling—all that Ookoo need do is

to show the three arrows marked with the

letter which proves that he was the victor.

Have I made myself clear?"

"I'll promise that, if Ookoo refrains from

saying anything about this affair, I shall keep

mum."
On their return to the cabin, man and boy

inspected more carefully the bow and the

arrows belonging to their guest, who told

them some things that are worth noting.

" If you should traverse this country and

visit different tribes, you will find bows like

Ookoo's made of a single piece of wood, while

others are of bone or horn. Some of wood

consist of several pieces, backed by sinew or

the skin of an animal. Where bone is used,

it is composed of sections of the ribs of large

animals, spliced and glued together and

generally backed by sinew. Sometimes you

will find those of the antler of the elk are a

single piece, and at other times tuey are in

sections, bevelled at the ends and neatly
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struck together and spliced. Bows of horn
are often made of several pieces similarly
t^ted. The horns of the mountain sheep
are often cut into long slender rods which are
la..d together, glued and backed by sinew.

Another fashion of sheep horn bow ism a angle p,ece. the ),om being cut in a

o boded and then straightened and caused to
dry. This type is rare, and you aie not likely

"You do not need to be told of the
importance of the arrow, which is really apart of the bow." ^

...^\ *^' r°* **"* '"""S Comanche heldone of the three arrows which he had used.brie while before and smilingly scrutin"^
the letter whic„ Walter had scratched. Ashe named the different parts, he laid a finglrupon each.

""ger

., "J^/
"fo" has three parts—the headthe shaft and the feather. Some shaf,^ Sof several pieces of wood, but Ookoo likeH

single piece better. You note that the fl nt

the shafc by fine smew wound tightly, which
lag
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I HI

is covered with a glue that hardens and holds

it firmly. The feathering is what you may
call a modem invention, and there must be

tribes in the Far West who know nothing of

what to Ookoo is indispensable in aiming the

arrow. You observe that the feather is also

glued in place, for if it were not it might

become loose and mar the aim.

" The bowstring is made of twisted sinew,

which is sometimes put on the bow green and

allowed to dry. You will find strings among
the Apaches and Lipans made of vegetable

fibre, and still others of strips of rawhide or

the intestines of animals. My brother has

noted that Ookoo carries his bow when not

needed slung by the string over his shoulder,

as his friends do with their bullet pouches and

powder horns; but most of the Comanches

carry a bow case over their backs. This is

a long and narrow bag of skin, just wide

enough to admit the unstrung bow. Directly

under and parallel to it is the shorter and

wider bag for the arrows. The two are

attached to a stiff rod of wood, nearly as long

as the quiver. Those of Ookoo are a httle

longer than the arrow, and when he wishes

to draw an arrow he seizes it by the feathered
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portion, so M to prevent it being ruffledAmong the plains' tribes the best quiver andbow cases are made from tii. skin of the
otter, though the hide of the panther is heldm high esteem, and often bow cases and
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CHAPTER XI

A STRANGE DEPARTURE

There must be such a thing as a " sixth

sense," just as there is an unknown torce in

nature which is all-pervasive and accounts for

most of the phenomena of so-called spiritism.

By and by the scientists will explain that

which at present is inexplicable, but we shall

have to wait awhile.

Whether the experience of Walter Brin-

ton on the night following the shooting

contest between his father and the young

Comanche belongs to this category may be

doubted, but it remained a mystery to him

throughout his life.

You have been told that, instead of

sharing his puest's bedroom, he made his

couch each evening on the floor at one side of

the spacious stone hearth. Being in rugged

health and leading an active outdoor life, his

sleep was as refreshing as Nature intended

it to be with all of us. Rarely did he lie

awake for more than ten minutes after
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relaxing on his blankets, and, as told, he was

generally the last one to open his eyes in the

morning. When in the woods, lying on the

bare ground at night or crouching; under the

partial protection of a fallen tree, or within

a cave among the rocks, he slept soundly till

morning, unless some unusual disturbance

awoke him.

This being so, how shall we account for

his sudden awaking some time after mid-

night, with his senses as alert as during his

fight on the prairie with Ookoo, the young

Comanche? One minute he was unconscious,

the next wide awake. His posture was so

comfortable that he made not the slightest

shift, as one is apt to do in similar circum-

stance. There was not the faintest suggestion

of pain or discomfort of body, nor was there

any exterior disturbance to explain his sudden

wakefulness.

The night was moderately cool, and

several sticks had been left burning on the

hearth. These had smouldered until only a

vague illumination w s partly diffused

through the apartment. Looking across the

room, he could barely make out the two open-

ings leading to the sleeping quarters of his
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friends. Either his father or uncle was
breathing somewhat heavily, but not enough
to disturb anyone. In Ookoo's room all was
as still as the tomb; he generally slept as

gently as an infant.

Puzzled by his wakefulness, Walter lay

motionless, his serape across his lower Umbs,
waiting for sleep to steal over him again.

The longer he thus lay, the more wakeful he
became, if that can be considered possible.

"It's odd," he muttered; "I never had
anything Lke it before—hello!'*

He had caught a sound which came
through the windows, whose shutters were
open. It was a low, tremulous whistle, so

faint that he would not have noticed it except
for the absolute silence and his straining

senses. It was like the call of a bird, and
at first he set it down as such, but to his

astonishment it was repeated three times;

then, after a longer silence, the same series

sounded again, and then once more, after

which all became silent.

" I never heard such a call in the woods,"
reflected the wondering youth ;

" can it be a
signal from some person?"

It was at this moment that one of the
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smouldering sticks on the hearth fell apart
with an almost inaudible rustle, and a tiny
spiral of flame burst into life. The ^MMitional

illumination made the whole room dimly
visible. Without stirring, Walter, led by
some impulse, looked across at the room of
the young Comanche. To his astonishment
he saw the dusky youth standing in the
entrance with his face towards him.

Ookoo held his bow in his left hand, and
the upper part of his quiver was outlined
behind his lef' shoulder. His crutches had
been discarded at the close of the shooting
match, and his position was as erect as ever.

It flashed upon Walter that the soft call

he had heard on the outside was intended
for the ears of the young Comanche, who
was wakened from sleep by it. Instead of
making reply, he was about to answer by
going forth and meeting the one who sum-
moned him. He chose to do this without
bidding his friends good-bye, and he was now
looking at Walter to learn whether he was
awake.

The respective positions of the two youths
gave the white one the advantage. While
tin Comanche was revealed in the obscurity,
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the other was in the shadow made by the

cciner of the heartti, and only the vaguest

outlines of his body showed. While aware
of this, Walter so feared the strength of that

marvellous vision that he partly closed his

eyes, though not enough to prevent his

observing the movements of the other.

A riot of fancies throbbed through the

brain of the lad. He recalled the insistence

of his father that the Comanche, having re-

nounced Christianity, had become a thorough

Indian in heart, so treacherous in every fibre

of his being that he could never be loyal to

anyone except his own relatives. It seemed
as if he and Walter had formed a genuine

liking for each other, and of late Ookoo had
shown a fondness for the father ; but all this

was dissipated by that tremulous call from
the night.

A hideous dread suddenly took form in

the mind of Walter Brinton. There was no
doubt that the summons was to Ookoo and
he was about to answer it. Would he go
without harming those in the cabin? If he

glided out, would not he and the one outside

wreak their hatred upon the inmates?

These questions gave way to the more
136
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momentous one of VValter*s duty in the
extraordinary situation. Ought he to shout
a warning to his father and uncle that they
might save themselves, or should he wait
until the young warrior had passed out of
the cabin?

"He can kill me if he wishes," was the
shuddering thought of the white youth.

When he lay down to sleep he always
leaned his rifle in one comer of the room and
dropped powder horn, bullet pouch and his
hunting knife beside it. He partly disrobed,
:o) he slept better when not encumbered by
.lie articles and extra clothing. Still watch-
ing the motionless figure, Walter's mis-
givings left him to that extent that he decided
to make no outcry unless the Comanche
advanced upon him with clearly hostile intent.

"When he makes a break I'll yell and
bound to my feet."

He figured how he would bunch his scrape
together and use it as a shield until his
friends could rush to his relief.

" Walter! "

The Comanche spoke the single word
barely above a whisper. The one who heard
It did not reply nor stir. He knew it was
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Ookoo's method of learning whether his host

was asleep or awake, and the latter was too

wise to be trapped thereby. He continued to

breathe as regularly as before, his fear being

that the throbbing of his heart would betray

him.

Suddenly he became aware that Ookoo
was nearer to him than when first seen. He
had moved like a shadow across the thres-

hold into the larger room, where he paused
after a single step with his bow still grasped
in his left hand. From the screen of the

partial obscurity Walter saw the gleam of the
piercing black eyes. He fancied that the

right hand was resting on the hilt of the knife

at his girdle, but a more searching scrutiny

proved this was not so. That hand was
loose, though, should the necessity arise,

it could snatch out and wield the weapon
so swiftly that no eye could follow the move-
ments.

Seconds were minutes in length, and the
situation was fast becoming unbearable.

Walter felt that he could not stand it much
longer. He must make a break. It was
impossible to restrain himself from bounding
to his feet with a wild warning, and, gathering
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the blanket in front, rush upon Ookoo, bear
him to the floor and strangle him.

" Does Ookoo*t brother sleep f **

The question was asked in the same ahnost
maudible undertone as before. Curiously
enough, it served to steady the nerves of
Walter, who neither stirred nor answered,
but kept his gaze upon the Comanche.

" I'll wait tm he takes one more step,"
was our young friend's resolution, and the
next moment the Comanche took the step.

But, instead of being towards the other,
It was to the left, in the direction of the
door. His moccasins gave out no sound, and
several short paces carried him thither. He
was not now so clearly seen, and his back
was towards the watcher. The latter saw thengh hand go up and knew the young Indian
was lifting the latch without using the string,
which, as was the custom, had been pulled hi
before the mmates lay down for the night.

I he door was drawn inward in the same
a^olute silence, and Ookoo's figure was
silhouetted against the vivid moonlight fora moment and then shut from view by the

heard the almost maudible click as the latch
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dropped into place, for the cord controlling

it being inside could not be used to govern
the movement.

Strange impulses often come to persons
in perilous situations. Walter Brinton was
on the point of bounding to the door and
shouting, "Good-bye, Ookoo!" but checked
himself; and, stepping aside to the narrow
window, watched his late guest as he passed
out in the night. His gait was as elastic as

ever, and no one needed crutches less than
he. Instead of going directly away, he was
vanishing round the corner of the cabin.
Walter tiptoed to the rear and peeped
through the window. The moon was at its

full, in an unclouded sky, and for a minute or
two the Comanche was fairly visible. He
was walking at a moderate pace and did not
look behind him. All his interest was centred
upon the front.

In a direct line with the vanishing youth,
and just beyond, a horseman took form as

he emerged from the gloom. Ookoo stopped
short, as if to await his approach. The two
seemed to be talking, but, slight as was the
distance, Walter could not so much as catch
the murmur of their voices. Then Ookoo
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vaulted upward without help, and landed
behind the horseman, just as he had done
with the help of the youth who shot him.
The mustang turned and swiftly carried the
two riders beyond sight.

Walter now went to the door of his
father's sleeping room and called to him and
his uncle. Men trained as they awaken
easily, and in a few minutes they knew all
that had occurred while they slept. As they
were partly clothed, they passed out into the
hvmg room and seated themselves, taking
care to keep out of the reach of any shot from
the windows.

" Of course, there's no doubt as to who
that horseman was," said Oliver Brinton

^'No^ at all," replied his brother.
Chief Kurringk waited until his son had

recovered from his hurt and then came after
him."

"Why did he do that?"
" Don't ask me to fathom the workings

of a red man's brain. It would seem that he
ought to have known Ookoo would go to him
sooner or later, but he may have thought he
had waited long enough for him."

"I don't understand why Ookoo didn't
»4»
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bid us good-bye,** said the puzzled Walter;
" he ought to have gone off like a gentle-

man.**

The parent sniffed impatiently.

" I confess I was beginning to feel a liking

for the youngster, especially after he beat me
in the shooting contest; but I never fully

trusted him. You wonder why he did not

try to do us harm while he was here. He
certainly had plenty of chances, but he never

did a thing that looked to me suspicious.

Understand me when I say that all his actions

were in keeping with his character. He felt

something in the nature of gratitude for what
we did for him, but that emotion existed

only while he was under our roof. Now that

he is gone, every atom of it has vanished.*'

"Do you believe,'* asked the brother,
" tJat Kurringk will attack us here in the

cabin?"

" You are again asking me to read the

workings of a Comanche's brain. We may
not see him again for weeks or months ; but
these arc troublous times in Texas, with dark

days close at hand. He will be an active

agent in them, and among all his warriors

none will be more murderous than the youth
14a
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^ho went out of that door less than an hour
ago. TTis manner of leaving was a warning
that he is no longer a friend.''

"I am sorry to think that you may be
nght, said the distressed Walter.

" It is wise to face the truth, and I repeat
what I have said, that this isn't the last of
Chief Kurrmgk and his son, Ookoo."

LitUe did any one of the three suspect
how soon this declaration would be justified
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CHAPTER XII

A DISTINGUISHED CALLER

"Hello the house!"

It was the close of the third day following

the strange incidents just narrated, and the

three Brintons were about to sit down at the

table for their evening meal, when the ring-

ing hail fell upon their ears and the sound

of horses' hoofs was heard at the front of the

cabin. The diners rose and Ezra drew open

the door.

Two horsemen had reined up. The

younger was not more than thirty years of

age, thin of frame, with long black hair and

grave countenance, ornamented by a dark

moustache, which much training had caused

to turn upward at the ends. He was of

reserved disposition, and let his companion do

the chief talking for both.

The elder was of massive frame, with

smooth-shaven face and strong features, and

he looked older than his half-century of years.
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He wore a coonskin cap, as did his com-
panion, and they were attired in deerskin
hunting suits, with shoes instead of moccasins.
The leader balanced a beautifully ornamented
nfle across his saddle in front, and his face
beamed with good humour. His long dark
hair hung about his shoulders, and his clear
blue eyes twinkled.

nn fu T.?i
"' ^^ ^''^ """" "°^ ^y W^redon the httle porch, the speaker swmig out

of his saddle, the other imitating him more
leisurely, and leavmg his animal standing
stepped forward and offered his hand to the
three in turn.

,u
"-^15" f *^^ ^"^^ ^ y«" we'll spend

tne night under your roof."
'Make it a week."' was the hearhrrespo^ of Ezra; "you are right welcome."
Don t doubt it, but we've got a long

journey before us and no time to idle. ThUmode^ young fcUow with me has a n«ne that
1 don t beheve you can guess."

faces brfore hun, while the one referred to

,7jf
fondled his moustache and remaned

"Never having seen either of you before.
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that is beyond our ken," replied the elder

Brinton.

" I don't know what his father and mother

called him, but the only name I ever heard

was the * Beehunter.* '*

Whereupon the young man gravely shook

hands with the trio.

** 1*11 attend to your horses," said Oliver.

"That's neighbourly; they ain't half as

hungry as us, but they never turn up their

noses at good food."

The saddles and blanket rolls were re-

moved to be carried into the cabin, while

Oliver led the mustangs by their bridles to

the stable.

" We generally have a pack horse with

us," remarked the elder of the new arrivals,

as the four entered the log structure, "but
we left him "^ the boys, as it looked as if

we might have to do some tall travelling, and

the same proved true, but we'll be with 'em
again soon."

The saddles were flung down in one

comer, the two rifles leaned beside them, and

all seated themselves until Oliver should join

them. He appeared a few minutes later,

when they gathered round the table, Ezra
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first throwing a heavy stick on the fire, for
the weather had become crisp and keen.

All through the meal and afterwarJs,
when the pipes were lighted and the parties
sat in familiar converse, Ezra Brinton was
haunted hv the feeling that this was not the
first time he had seen the talkative visitor.
There was something in hi- face that dimly
recalled the past, but for the life of him the
pioneer could not fasten it in his memory.
He concluded at first that it was one of those
resemblances which are occasionally met with
in life, and yet he soon decided it was more
than that. There was nothing in the clear
rather musical voice that he could recall, but
the impression would not down.

While nothing of the kind entered the
mind of Oliver Brinton, yet curiously enough
Walter formed the same impression as his
father. The profile was unfamiliar, but not
so the broad open countenance.

The mystification with the lad lay in the
fact that he was absolutely certain that this
was the first time he had ever seen the man.
Ihe puzzle was beyond solution.

Ezra Brinton noticed that when their
caller mtroduced his companion by the name
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of the Beehunter, he made np reference to
himself. The omission was s.^ marked that
it must have had a reason. Moreover, the
conversation had gone on only a little while
when the uost was convinced that the elder
visitor observed their puzzlement and knew
its cause. He grinned now and then, and
glanced from the face of the parent to his
son and then seemed to chuckle to himself.
Suddenly he asked

:

" I haven't heerd your names."
Ezra promptly gave them, and the three

looked at him for the prope*- announcement.
He removed his pipe and said with a
whimsical intonation

:

" I wonder if any of you have ever heard
of me."

"I have been struck by something that
seems familiar in your face," replied Ezra,
"but it baffles me."

"Look agin," saic :he caller with a
chuckle.

" I have done so until ashamed of my ill

manners; it is useless."

Walter sprang from his chair and stepped
quickly to the shelf where his father kept his
books and papers. His action was so abrupt
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that the others looked curiously at him.
Fumbling among the articles, he brought out
an almanac several years old and ^-ame for-
ward so that the reflection from the fire fell

upon it. Standing thus, he glanced from the
page to the grinning visitor and then back
again. Then he held up the pamphlet so that
each could plainly see what interested him.

"That's you!" exclaimed Walter with a
laugh.

All saw that he had displayed the title
page of a "Davy Crockett's Abnanac,'' one
of the tens of thousands which not long
before had been scattered like snowflakes over
the country. Under the big letters which
composed the title was a picture of the famous
Congressman and bear hunter himself. It
was a good woodcut, and the face and
features were those of the man sitting in
front of the fire and chatting with the
others.

"Well, it's meant for me, but it's a
blamed sight better looking than I am," said
the guest, enjoying the sensation he had
caused.

"Are you Colonel Davy Crockett of
Tennessee?" asked the astonished Ezra.
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"I've been accused of it, and I don*t

think it*s worth while to deny it.'*

** It was your resemblance to your pub-

lished portraits that puzzled me. Allow me
to shake your hand.''

** Put it there," was the genial response.

" And I, too," added Walter, charmed

with the rough good nature of the famous

b?. ;kwrod« statesman.

'\.. Ciockett took the hand of the youth

!:e Iv'Oked up in his face, and retaining the

fingers in his palm, said with that pleasing

frankness which at times was his greatest

charm

:

'* I like your looks ; you are close to man-

hood ; that furze on your upper lip will need

shaving purty soon unless you mean to make

a race against the Beehunter here. Texas

needs youths like you as well as men like

your father and uncle, and I know you will

show yourself one no matter where you are

placed or what you are called upon to do."

Dropping the hand he patted the muscular

shoulder.

" Yes, you have the makings of a man,

Walter."
" Thank you, I shall do my best,' replied
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the youth, much impressed by the kind words

and manner of the visitor. Then he resumed

his seat and became a listener.

** I have read a good deal about you in the

papers,*' said Ezra.

" They did have a lot to say of me when I

was in Congress, and they nearly spoilt me
on my trip north, but," he added with a sigh,

"all that is ended."
" Why should it be?" asked OUver Brin-

ton; "you proved yourself not only an able

man, but, what is more importiint, an honest
one."

"And that is what killed me politically;

but I don*t regret it, for I value my con-
science more than the praise of men. 'hat

conscience would not allow me to support
Andy Jackson in all his measures, and Did
Hickory is a man that nev r forgets ais

friends or forgives his en mies. "tVhen I ran
for oflSce agin I was < heated ut of my
election and it was he that d J it. Instead of
writing • of Tennessee ' )f er m / name I now
put ' G. T.' "

"What does thf t r ean?" asked Oliver.

Gone to Tex ls ; I shall never make
Tennciisee my ' ,ie Rsrin."-

i
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(( And why not?"
" From this time on I'm a Texan ; I have

cast my lot with this State, republic or empire
or whatever it may become. They will treat

an honest man as he deserves, which is more
than can be said of Tennessee."

Having said this much about one of the

most noted Americans of an earlier genera-

tion, let me add something more.

David Crockett was a native of Tennessee,

of Irish descent, born in 1786, and had so

meagre an education that when he reached
his 'teens, he did not know the first letter of

the alphabet. But he was gifted with strorg

common sense, high ambition and sound
principles. Although his total schooling was
six months, he learned to read and write and
gained a knowledge of the elements of arith-

metic. He was the bravest of men, as he
proved many a time during the War of 1812,

and in fighting against the Cree Indians on
the frontier. This eccentric Tennessean must
have had much native ability, for he was
elected a colonel of militia and a member of

the State legislature while still a young man.
A good deal of his fame rested upon his

skill as a bear hunter. He was admittedly
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the best marksman in his native State and
some of the feats perfonned with " Betsey,"

his favourite rifle, seem incredible.

His popularity led to his nomination for

Congress in 1827, and his services in that

body were so satisfactory that he was re-

elected. He became one of the most interest-

ing figures in the national capital. No doubt
he felt a homely pride in his peculiar reputa-

tion and did what he could to add to it. He
dressed in backwoods costume and caused a
sensation on the streets as well as in the halls

of Congress. Once when introduced at an
evening function by the conventional for-

mula :
" Make room for Colonel Crockett of

Tennessee," he brushed the announcer aside
and strode forward, proclaiming: "Colonel
Crockett of Tennessee makes room for him-
self."

His never-failing fund of humour and
anecdote was tinctured by such sound though
quaint philosophy that he won wide admira-
tion. "Davy Crockett almanacs" and
" lives " were sold by the thousand and his
speeches were published broadcast. Although
defeated the third time he ran, he entered
the field again and was successful.

^S3
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In the height of Crockett's fame he

accepted the invitation of many of his

admirers and made a tour through the north
and east, where he had never been. He left

Washington in April, 1884, and in the course
of his excursion visited Baltimore, Phila-
delphia, New York and Boston. In all these
cities he received honours which would have
turned the heads of most men.

But as has been intimated, Crockett made
the political mistake of arraying himself
against some of the pet measures of Presi-
dent Jackson, probably the greatest " boss "

in American political history. Old Hickory
never forgave a foe, and he put forth all his

political power, which was prodigious, to
defeat the Tennessean and succeeded.

Crockett had never doubted his election
and was stunned when the result became
known. He had been overthrown unfairly,
but the verdict could not be gainsaid, and the
political career of the famous Congressman
was closed for ever. He gave way to bitter-
ness and determined to abandon his native
State.

"As my country no longer requires my
services," he said, " I have made up my mind
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to go to Texas. My life has been one of

danger, toil and privation, but these di£5cul-

ties I had to encounter at a time when I

considered them nothing. But now I start

anew upon my own hooV, and God grant that

I may be strong enough to face all that

awaits me. I have a new row to hoe, a long

and rough one, but come what will, Vll go
ahead! *^

He sorrowfully bade his family good-bye,

for the enterprise in which he and a few
brave spirits had resolved to engage was a

desperate one. He kissed the loved wife and
children again and again, and the tears

trickled down his bronze cheeks as he hurried

towards Mill's Point, there to board the

steamer for the voyage down the Mississippi.

He was dressed in his homespun suit and
carried the beautiful rifle presented to him
by his admirers in Philadelphia.

So long as the dear ones could be seen, he
kept turning his head and waving back their

loving signals, but soon the husband and
father passed out of their sight for ever.
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A GREAT BEAR HUNTER

That was a memorable evening for Walter
Brinton. Davy Crockett seemed to have left

all his resentment behind him. It is more
than probable that his ambition was stirred by
the belief that a new and grander poUtical

future awaited him in Texas. By throwing
all his energies into the struggle for freedom,
he was sure to draw attention to himself, and
if he "made good" he was certain of his

reward. He would have no Andrew Jackson
to stand across his path, and what he had
accomplished in Tennessee gave him confid-

ence of the greater things he could do in

this virgin field.

The Beehunter had little to say. He sat

at one side of the big hearth, calmly smoking
his corncob pipe, listening to everything, now
and then smiling, but never speaking unless
addressed. It was much the same with
Oliver Brinton, who was deeply interested in

everything said by their famous visitor and
156
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left to his brother the chief part on their side

of the conversation.

Crockett showed a strong liking for

Walter, who sat nearer to him than any of
the others and drank in everything spoken.
The great hunter was at his best. He made
all laugh by his quaint wit and entertaining
stories. Walter had read the almanac, which
professed to give an authentic though ex-
travagant history of the backwoodsman's
hunting exploits, and finally the youth asked
the Colonel to tell them something of his

adventures in the wilds of Tennessee. The
genial fellow was nothing loath, and after he
had started he kept it up until far into the
night. Never before, except when on the
watch for the stealthy Indian, had the Brin-
tons sat up so late. But they knew a similar
opportunity would never come again to them
and they made the most of it.

It would take far more space than I have
at command to repeat all that their aest
related, but I think it will be of interest to
condense a few of his reminiscences, assuring
the reader that they are free of exaggeration.

It was in the autumn of 1825, when
Crockett had suffered his first defeat in his
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candidacy for Congress, that he and his son.
a large boy for his years, set out on a bear
hunt, accompanied by their eight trained
hounds. On the edge 'of a small stream,
when they were about to enter a canebrake,
the dogs dashed ahead and almost immedi-
ately their yelping showed they had struck
the trail of some kind of game. A little later
the sounds told Crockett the canines had
divided into two parties and each had plenty
to do.

Father and son imitated the hounds and
also separated, the boy looking after one
group and the father the other. The man
had not gone far, when he came upon five
of his dogs that had attacked a two-year-old
bear, which was making things interesting
for them. Not thinking it worth while to
expend powder and ball upon the game,
Crockett gave the coup with his knife.

He had hardly done so, when the report
of his son's gun showed that he was busy
and his father hurried after him, arriving just
in time to find he had killed a bruin consider-
ably larger than the one despatched by the
parent. The latter complimented the ^ad,

not on his courage—for that was a matter of
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course—but upon his skill, which did not
require a second bullet. While they were
talking, one of the hounds a short distance
away barked. The others broke for him with
the man and boy at their heels. The dogs
had treed a huge bear, which was ready for
fight, but he oflFered so fair a target among
the limbs that a single shot brought him
tumbling to the ground. Thus the father and
son had bagged three of the ammals within
a half-hour, an exploit which is rarely equalled
even in these days of modem firearms.

As was his rule, Crockett proceeded at
once to dress the prizes. The afternoon was
so far gone that he set out to hunt a suit-
able place to camp for the night. He had not
gone far when the dogs again scented some-
thing and he dashed after them. The trail
proved so long, however, that he gave it up
and started to return. He was tramping in a
leisurely fashion through the woods when he
came upon a wan, sickly-looking man weakly
grubbmg the ground. When asked to ex-
plain, he said he was working for a person
who mtended to settle there. He added that
he had no meat for his family and was trying
to cam some from his employer.
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"If you will come with mc," said

Crockett, touched with pity, " we shall get
more food than you can cam in a month of
grubbing.**

The weary eyes lighted with hope, and
remarking that he had never seen a bear
killed, added that he would speak to his wife,
who lived in a small, tumble-down cabin near
at hand. She told her husband by no means
to miss such an opportunity, and tilled with
thankfulness, the sickly fellow, gun in hand,
set off with Crockett. Leading the way to
where the three bears had been slain, the
hunter kindled a fire. The carcasses were
salted and placed upon a scaffold beyond
reach of prowling wolves. On the morrow,
Crockett and his forlorn friend set out upon
another hunt. Before nightfall they had
killed four more bears. The Tennessean
allowed the other to shoot two of them,
though it is safe to say he never would have
brought them down but for the guidance and
help of the famous backwoodsman. As a

result, the stranger was given a thousand
pounds of good, fat bear meat. He could
not express his gratitude. Crockett met him
a year later, when he loi 1 d plump and was
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in lively spirits. He said that that single

hunt had furnished meat for a whole year to

his family.

Hardly had Crockett reached home when
one of his neighbours called with word that

he was entirely out of meat, and he asked the

Colonel to take him on a bear hunt.
** Nothing would suit me better," said the

latter, " and we'll try our luck, but I*m afeard

the animals have gone into winter quarters.**

You need not be reminded that bears

hibernate for something like three months
each year. Those in the latitude of Tennessee

generally take their long sleep from the first

of January until April. At the beginning

they are fat from the abundance of food

eaten in the autumn. They crawl into hollow

trees or caves, where they sink into a sonmo-
lent state, their only nourishment during the
long i)eriod being that obtained by sucking

the bottom of a forepaw. Such is the com-
mon belief, but of course their real sustenance

is their own store of surplus fai,. When they
awake and come forth again they are gaunt,
hungry and fierce. If you have any idea of
going on a bear hunt try to arrange it for

any season except spring.
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On this memorable venture Crockett was

accompanied by his boy and the neighbour.

Each was mounted, and they took two pack-

horses and their best hounds. They headed

for the section where they had already met
such good fortune. From the moment of

their arrival they toiled hard, but when
night came had not succeeded in starting a

single bear. It began to look as if the inroad

made some days before had scared off the

few survivors, but the hunters had no idea of

giving up.

The food which the party had brought

with them was soon eaten, and Crockett sent

his boy to a settler's cabin, some three miles

away, to procure meat. The man gave the

lad an abundance and urged him to bring his

father and friend to his house, promising

them plenty of food for themselves and their

dogs. The settler said the bears had been

very troublesome and had killed a good many
of his hogs.

When the boy got back to camp his father

and friend were after a bruin that had taken

refuge in a large cave, where he had con-

structed a sort of cabin—as his kind do—in

which to snooze through the winter. The
{6a



A Great Bear Hunter
dogs were afraid to venture farther until their

master urged them on. They made a rush,

and the drowsy brute came scrambling out.

CrocKett's position gave him the best chance,

but he stepped to one side and nodded to

his friend

:

" Don't be in a hurry ; keep cool."

His advice was followed, and a second shot

was not required. The carcass was dragged

back to camp, where Crockett found his boy

awaiting him. The next morning they re-

sumed their hunt, selecting the section lying

between Obion River and Red Foot Lake.

A large lot of timber had been levelled

by a recent tornado and to which Crockett

referred as a "harricane." He was sure he

>vo\jld find plenty of game among the fallen

trees, but after riding five miles without

coming upon the first sign, he began to fear

they were to be disappointed. Soon, how-

ever, the keen vision of the veteran sportsman

descried an immense black oak with a big hole

in the upper portion. It was an ideal refuge

for a bear seeking winter quarters, and

Crockett started an investigation. The
craggy bark was scratched in a way that

showed one of the beasts had gone up the
163
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trunk, but there were not marks to indicate
he had come down again. Now, a bear in
climbing a tree never loses his grip, his long
sharp nails holding firmly; but he comes
down by a series of slips, so it is easy to tell

which direction he has taken.

Crockett's plan was to fell another tree so
as to cause it to lean , inst the oak. The
one thus cut down w» li* ^e more than a sap-
ling and could be ea? umbed by the boy,
who by peeping int. clie hole, would learn
whether the bear was inside. The hunter
had swung his axe only a few times, when
the barking of the dogs not far off showed
they had come upon the winter quarters of
another bruin. All hurried to where the
hounds were making their rumpus. Sure
enough, when the hunters reached the spot,
they saw a large bear up a tree in the exact
position to offer a fine target. Crockett's
friend was so eager to bring down the brute
that the veteran yielded, and one shot proved
sufficient.

At this juncture, the Colonel missed his
best dog, and knowing he would not be
absent at such a time unless engaged upon
important business, his owner walked to a
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A Great Bear Hunter

piece of high ground to listen. He heard

the canine's bark, and making his way to

him came upon another bear among the

limbs of a tree. The target was so fair that

a single bullet closed that part of the pro-

gramme. Returning to his friend, they

went to where the boy had resumed his

chopping of the sapling, which just then

tottered over, but fell in the wrong direction.

The lad buried the blade in the oak, and to

the surprise of all found that it was only a

shell, through which it was easy to cut.

Crockett withdrew with his dogs a short

distance, to be out of the way of the tree

when it crashed downward. While watching

proceedings the bear, which was of enormous

size, awoke from his slumber, clawed his way

up the interior and thrust his snout and head

through the opening, as if trying to learn

the cause of tb-^ racket. He did not like the

look of things, and crawUng through the

natural door, began scratching and slipping

down rear foremost. His descent was ab-

ruptly hastened by a bullet from Crockett's

rifle, but a second was necessary to give him
his quietus.

As before, the three bears were salted and
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placed on a scaffold beyond the reach of the
wolves, which would soon be ravening below
The party went into camp, and the next
morning the boy was left behind while the
men rode towards the fallen timbers. Find-
mg the stream impassable for their horses
the hunters dismounted and began picking
their way through the "harricane." They
had not gone a dozen rods when they came
face to face with a bear of moderate size.
Stanng at the intruders for a moment the
brute lumbered off, followed by Crockett's
fnend and several dogs, while the leader
made for a point where he knew from the
cnes of the hounds another bruin had been
treed. It need not be said what speedily
followed. The horses were brought to the
spot, loaded with all they could carry and
the two made their way to camp, where the
lad was patiently awaiting them.

Colonel Crockett had had a most
strenuous day, and you would think he would
have been glad for a chance to eat, lie down
and rest, but the call of his dogs caused
him to slip from his saddle and start on
the double-quick after another prize. The
weather was freezingly cold and the ground
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so broken by fissures caused by a recent

earthquake, that he had to crawl on his hands
and knees for a long distance. He traversed

a mile in this most trying manner, when he
came to the bank of a stream of water of
whose width and depth he was ignorant.

What hunter in such circumstances would
not have turned about and made haste to the
warmth and food of his camp? Crockett, on
the contrary, waded into the creek, not
knowing at what moment he would drop
below the surface ; but he felt his way, with
the icy current creeping upward until almost
to his waist. When he stepped upon dry
land again the barking of his dogs was heard,
and he pushed on through the wood. The
sky was cloudy, without moon or stars, and
he was obliged literally to feel his way, but
he never hesitated until he came to where
his hounds were "whooping it up** at the
base of a large, forked poplar. Scanning the
limbs above, the hunter dimly made out a
huge, dark mass, which he knew was a bear.
The brute did not stir, and was evidently
scrutinising the canines below. The view
was so indistinct that the Colonel started a
small fire to help his vision. Alarmed by the
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blaze, bruin climbed higher and then made
his way out on a large limb. This brought
him m famt relief against the dark sky, and
Crockett fired, but seemingly without effect.He fired a second time, but the brute did not
move. He began loading for a third shotwhen the monster came tumbling to the
ground where he furiously fought the dogs,
wh,ch leaped upon him. All were so mixed
that Crockett dared not fire lest he injure
the hounds.

In their fierce struggles the bear roUedov« and dropped into one of the fissures
made by the earthquake a dozen years
before. It was not deep and the fight was

r "^*«^Pt«J- Fearing for his dogs, the
Colonel did a rash thing by leaping into the
seam knife in hand, crouching directly under
the hulk, and en(fing the struggle with the
smaller weapon.

The weather had become intensely cold,
and the leathern breeches wetted in crossing
the creek were frozen stiflF. Even with his
iron constitution and tremendous endurance,
Crockett saw he must have a fire or he would
freeze to death. He gathered with his be-

,

numbed fingers such fuel as he could find
i68
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A Great Bear Hunter
and started a tiny blaze by means of his

flint and steel, but with all his skill he could

not secure enough flame to warm his chilled

body; it served rather to aggravate his

sufferings.

Exercise seemed to be his last resort, and

flinging his gun aside he executed a series of

jigs, more noticeable for their vigour than

their grace. This helped somewhat and

might have answered at any other time, but

the massive frame was so thoroughly tked

out from the severe labours of the day that

the pain he suffered was more torturing than

the chill of the arctic-like temperature.

He stopped the exercises because he was

unable to keep them up. Standing thus, and

reflecting upon what he could do, if indeed

he could do anything, he felt the fatal numb-
ness stealing through his body.

"A little mere of this and it will be
* Good-bye, Davy Crockett,' '* he grimly re-

flected, almost convinced that his last hour
had come. He broke off more limbs and
flung them on the blaze, but they threatened
to extinguish it altogether and did not add a
particle of heat. But all hope was not yet
lost. Stumbling to a tall tree of narrow girth
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f free of limbs for more than twenty fee
above his he«l, he climbed as far as he a,uld
loosely cUsped the slim trunk with m™, am
legs and then slid down to the ground as il
the saplmg were a greased pole. The violent
faction caused a responsive glow and he
straightway repeated the performance. Itmay seem incredible, but he kept up this
unique exercise aU through the night. The:warmth thus gained lasted only a few minutes.!
Jhen up the tree he would climb again andi
drop to the earth as if from an aeroplane.!
Beyond a doubt Colonel Davy Crockett's life

!

was thus saved to him. I

Rejoining his friends on the morrow, they
contmued bear hunting with as marked
success

j^
before. During the fall and

winter Colonel Crockett killed fifty-eight
1

bears, and in the spring, when the hunL
animals ventured forth again, he resumed hi, .

sport. In the course of a month he shot
forty-seven more, which brings the total toone hundred and five bagged in less than a
year. If any hunter in these times thinks l,ecan surpass it, he is respectfully invited

TO



CHAPTER XIV

TIIE nRST BLOW FOR FREEDOM

The night far when Colonel
Crockett, the Beehunter and their hosts lay

down to sleep. All were astir at an early

hour, the famous visitor as genial and full of
anecdote and quaint sajrings as ever. When
urged to spend several days at the cabin, he
replied that he had not a spare hour at com-
mand. He was engaged upon most important
business and time was beyond value.

After the morning meal, there was a
shaking of hands all round, and the Beehimter
mounted, but Colonel Crockett made a signal

to Ezra Brinton, which brought the pioneer
to his side. The two were so far from the
others that no one. else could hear the words
that passed between them. Leaning on his

saddle and ready to swing into the seat, the
great backwoodsman talked earnestly to the
one who had been so hospitable to him.
Brinton listened closely, and now and then
nocWed, but said little. FinaUy, the two
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shook hands again, and the couple headed
acroas the prairie in a southward direction.

The face of Ezra Brinton was thoughtful

"i ^u.'^f ^ ^^^ P°'**' «»* down and
sUentty hghted his pipe. Walter busied
mmsclf with clearing away the dishes, whUei
the brother «it opposite the elder and also I

smoked and held his peace. He was wonder-
ing what Cok)nel Crockett had said, but was '

content to wait untU Ezra chose to make it i

known.
i

He was not kept waiting long. His work
bemg fimshed, the youth came out of the door i

and jomed his relatives.

" IVe been expecting it," was the odd
remark of the parent, as he straightened up.
removed his pipe and looked into the faces of
the other two.

,

"Expecting what?" asked Oliver "If
you wiU let ,s know perhaps we may say
we ve been tApectmg it also."

** I picked up a good deal of news onmy last trip to Harrisburg, though aU of it
wasn^t news to me. You two don't need
to be told that Texas has struck for inde-
pendence."

"That's been in the air for months,"
17a
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The First Blow for Freedom
assented Oliver with a nod of his head.
"Fact is, there were mutterings of it two
or three years ago. I knew it was bound to
come.*'

" Well, it has come ; the question is, are
we going to sit here idling away our time
when Texas needs every man she can get?
I am ashamed that we have dawdled away
the months without offering a helpins
hand.'*

"So am I!"
The remark was made by Walter, whose

flashing eyes told how deeply his feelings
were stirred.

The men looked in surprise at him.
" It is not you so much as we," said his

father, proud to hear his offspring speak with
such emphasis; "I take the shame upon
myself, for I cannot plead ignorance."

" Neither can we," added Oliver, " but I
reckon it isn't too late to jump in and help
make things hum."

" Colonel Crockett was considerate. He*s
out after recruits, but he doesn't press any-
one

; they want none who require urging. I
had a chat with him last evening just before
we lay down to sleep. It was because of that
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that he drew me aside this morning and said
that every patriot in Texas was needed and
needed note.**

" What did you tell him, father?**
" I agreed, of course, and assured him he

could count upon us three. We shaU leave
to-morrow.'*

"Why not to-day?'* asked the youth,
bounding to his feet.

"By heavens! we will I*'

And they did.

Which fact brings us to a point where
something in the way of " news ** must be
told.

At the time Colonel David Crockett left
his home in Tennessee, there were less than
40,000 white people in the immense territory
known as Texas—so immense, in fact, that
it is more than twice as large as Great
Britain and Ireland. Passing over its early
history, it is to be said that the quarrel
between Spain and the United States over the
boundary line was settled by the acceptance
of the Sabine River as such, but the disturb-
ances in the south-west continued. In 1828,
Stephen S. Austin, under a grant from the
Mexican Government, established a colony in
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The First Blow for Freedom
south-eastern Texas and was followed by

other settlers. The Mexican constitution was

adopted the next year. This united Coahuila,

until then a separate province, with Texas,

and the Congress of the reconstructed State

installed a Mexican as commandant of Texas.

He was a brutal tyrant and intensely hated

as well as feared. Lafitte, the noted pirate,

founded a settlement at Galveston, but it was

broken up in 1821. It may be thought that

those freebooters reached the limit, but they

were no worse than hundreds who flocked

thither from the United States. Texas be-

came a land of refuge for the most desperate

characters that ever lived. It may be said to

have been settled by outlaws.

Although the origin of the name is differ-

ently explained, some believed it was founded
on the old couplet

:

"When the other States reject us,

This is the one that always takes n.

The character of the American immigrants
became so unbearable that Bustamante, the
Dictator of Mexico, issued a decree forbid-

ding any more coming into the country.
This decree had slight effect, and four years

«7S
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later was repealed. The outlaws contini]

to straggle into the section, so rich in natu
resources, and Ihe unrest increased. In 18J
the American settlers numbered some twen
thousand. There was little or no law amoi
them, but the general longing for indepen
ence led to a convention which decided
separate from Coahuila. The members dre
up a State constitution and issued an addre
to the Mexican Government, at whose hej
was General San*a Anna.

No more detestable villain ever lived tha
General Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna. A
he is to play a leading part in the incideni
that follow, you should know something moi
of him. He was born in Xalapa in 179(
and entered the Spanish army, in which h
attained the rank of lieutenant-colonel,

i:

1821. The next year he joined the movemen
inaugurated by Iturbide, which resulted i:

the overthrow of the Spanish forces anc
tne reduction of that province, which wai

separated from Spain in 1824, when Texa;
became a part of the Republic of Mexico,
Within a year Santa Anna turned against

Iturbide, who had then proclaimed himself
emperor. Santa Anna spent ten years in
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The First Blow for Freedom
fighting for one or the other of the rival

claimants. As might be expected, he did not

cease his intrigue and warring until he him-

self secured the presidency of the republic.

The wonder is that he consented to wait so

long before clutching the prize.*

Amid the unrest when Texas was without

organised government, a convention assem-

bled at San Felipe de Austin in October,

1832. The delegates numbered fifty and

elected Stephen F. Austin president. The

* Santa Anna had not a vestige of honour. His ambition
knew no limit and was checked by no scruples. His declaration

that he would not be content in heaven unless he could be the
overlord is a key to his character.

When the war with Mexico had become certain in 1845,
Santa Anna was enjoying one of his periodieal terms of banish-
ment, the sentence being for ten years, with Cuba as his " prison."
President Polk offered him a large sum of money from the
secret-service fund to betray his country. Of course, he
snapped at the offer. The plan was for the United States to
place a large force on the southern frontier. Meanwhile, Santa
Anna was to return to Mexico, and because of his popularity
with the military he was confident they would rally to his
support. At the psychological moment he would find him-
self in so dangerous a situation that he would be compelled
to surrender his army. All would have gone well had not the
United states agent, A. Siddell McKenzie, of the navy, instead
of going secretly to the traitor, so as to divert suspicion, paraded
in full uniform when he landed in Havana and rode out to
the princely residence of Santa Anna. This spoiled the scheme,
for the wretch's treason would have been so obvious that his
countrymen would have executed him, as they are so fond of
doing with their opponents who are unfortunate enough to
fall hito their hands in these later days.
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body disavowed any intention of seeking ii

dependence from Mexico, asked for the reca
of the decree which forbade immigration, ft

free trade for three more years, and, finallj

demanded separate government for Texa;
Santa Anna came into power shortly aftei
and the Texans, believing in his honestj
met again and formed a State constitution
Austin was sent to Mexico to submit th<

constitution to Santa Anna and the Mexicai
congress. The petition was denied am
Au?t*n was imprisoned for a year. Upon hii

return he addressed a large assemblage oi

citizens at Brazoria, saying :

" War is our only recourse ; there is no
other; we must defend our rights, ourselves
and our country by force of arms.*'

Santa Anna sent a military force under
the command of his brother-in-law, General
Cos, to crush the threatened uprising. The
citizens were ordered to give up their arms,
but since they lived mostly by hunting and
needed them as a defence against Indians,
they refused. When Cos ordered the sur-
render of a small cannon by the people of
the settlement of Gonzales, they replied by
inviting his officer to come and take it. The
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The First Blow for Freedom
challenge was accepted and a troop of cavak*'

was sent for that purpose, but was put tc

flight by a body of Texans. This little atfair

was the Lexington of the Texan revolution.

It roused the fighting spirit among the

people, and Stephen F, Austin was elected

commander-in-chief of all the Texan troops.

He lost no time in dispatching small bodies

of soldiers to seize different points held by

Mexicans. Three hundred and fifty advanced

upon San Antonio de Bexar, where General

Cos had his headquarters. A hundred men,
including Colonel James Bowie and Captain

J. W. Fannin, were ordered to select a good
location for a permanent camp from which

operations could be directed against San
Antonio. The volunteers stationed them-
selves at Concepcion, the old Mission station,

a little more than a mile south from San
Antonio. There they were fiercely attacked

by a force four times their own, but with

slight loss they scattered the Mexicans and
the regular siege of San Antonio began. For
some months it was weakly prosecuted, the

leaders awaiting the progress of political

events elsewhere.

Fifty delegates at Austin declared local

179
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The Three Arrows
State government at an end, selected com
missioners to the United States and chos
H. W. Smith governor. Sam Houston wa
made command' r-in-chief of the armies an(
an adjournment was had to Washington
Texas, where the Consultation was to b<
renewed on March 1, 1886. The plan wai
carried out, and the next day a Declaratior
of Independence was proclaimed. Sara
Houston was again chosen commander-in-
chief and a constitution was adopted, with
David G. Burnet president of the provincial
government.

Meanwhile, the siege of San Antonio
seemed doomed to failure. It must be
remembered that brave as were the Texans
they lacked discipline. They needed an iron
hand to control them, lacking which they
began disintegrating. It has been said that
one-half the defenders of the Alamo were
colonels and each insisted that he outranked
all the others. It was something like that in
front of S^n Antonio. General Austin left
the army at the summons of the Consultation,
as It was called, and turned the command over
to General Burleson. He saw the wrangling
grow until he became discouraged, declared

i8o
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that it was useless to continue the siege, and

proposed to disband the forces.

At this critical moment, Benjamin R.

Milam, one of the most noted Indian fighters

in the south-west and the idol of the Texans,

appeared and made so fervid an appeal that

it struck fire in every heart. The qu?.rrelling

factions clamoured that he should lead them

in an assault. " Whr, will go with me
into San Antonio?'* he shouted, and they

answered with ardent cheers.

The attack was made the next morning

and pressed fiercely f(*r five days. General

Cos, when summoned to surrender, insult-

ingly refused to treat with traitors and

notified them that he would shoot every one

unless they ceased annoying him.

But the time came when he changed his

tune. From street to street the Texans

fought, driving the Mexicans from the barri-

cades and from house to house, and sla}dng

many in hand-to-hand encounters, until the

dismayed Cos saw that it was all over, and

hoisted the white flag at sunset on December

9th, 1885.

In the furious fighting a hundred and fifty

of the Mexicans had been killed, and more
i8i
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than that number wounded. The Texans had
twenty-seven wounded and one killed, and,
sad to say, the latter was the dauntless Milam.
Five hundred stand of arms, with twenty-one
pieces of artillery and an enormous amount
of supplies were captured by the Texans.
General Cos and his troops received better
terms than they deserved. The regular
soldiers were allowed to retain their arms
and permitted to leave Texas. General Cos
gave his parole and on the very first oppor-
tunity unhesitatingly broke it.

I I
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CHAPTER XV

4

*

SOME OF THE LEADERS

Having thus hastily sketched events in Texas

down to the opening of the struggle for

independence, something must be said of the

leaders in that struggle.

First and foremost was one of the most

unique characters in American history,

General Sam Houston. You must never

speak of him as "Samuel," for were he

living he would resent it. He was a native

of Virginia, where he was born in 1798, but

was removed to Tennessee when a small boy,

his father having died soro** *\me before. He
was wilful, and while still ^oung ran away

from home, went to the Cherokee Indians,

whose hunting grounds were near by, and lived

three years among them. Then he came back

as abruptly as he left and enlisted, in 1812,

serving imder General Jackson against the

Indians. He displayed so much bravery that

he won the admiration of Old Hickory, and

the friendship between them was never

1^3
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broken. With the coming of peace, he tool
up the study of law, and his ability caused
him to be looked upon as a rising poUtical
power. While still a young man, he was
chosen a Representative in Congress and was
re-elected the succeeding term. In 1827, he
was made governor of Tennessee. One of
the spectators present at his inauguration
describes him as wearing a tall, bell-crowned,
black beaver hat, shining black patent leather
military stock, standing collar, ruffled shirt,
black satin vest, shining black trousers, legs
full and the same size from seat to ankle, and
a gorgeous red-ground, many-coloured gown
or Indian hunting shirt, fastened at the waist
by a huge red sash of fancy beadwork, with
an immense silver buckle, embroidered silk
stockings, and pumps with large silver
buckles. When in Washington he wore a
sombrero with a br'-n like an umbrelL nd
a coloured blanket or scrape, and natmally
attracted a great deal of attention.

Two years after his election foi- governor
he married the beautiful daughter of an
ex-governor and immediately they separated
for ever. Much was made of this incident,
around which was thrown a veil of mystery,
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but the explanation was simple. The lady

married because of her social ambition and

on account of a pique with the young man

to whom she was engaged. She told Houston

that she had never felt any love for him,

whereupon he released her and went off again

among the Cherokees, who made a chief of

him.

Texas at that time was beginning to

attract attention, and Houston, like Colonel

Davy Crockett, saw in the region an inviting

field for his peculiar genius. He appeared

in the territory in December, 1832, and at

once became a prominent figure in the revo-

lutionary movements. It has already been

shown that when the difficulties began he was

chosen to the chief command of the military

district east of the Trinity.

In those days, Houston was a profane,

hard-drinking man, who took part in many
terrible fights. When in Congress he resented

an offensive word from Representative Stan -

berry by caning him in the street. His

towering height and swarthy complexion

attracted attention, especially when he was

clad in Indian dress. He was rash enough

to call upon Secretary Calhoun thus attired,

«8s
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and was severely and properly rebuked an
compelled to apologise for his lapse from th
conventionalities.

If any proof is ne;:ded of the great ability
of Sam Houston it is furnished by his un
equalled career. He represented one Stat,
in Congress for two terms, then becam<
its governor, then commander-in-chief of th<
Texan revolutionary army, attained the presi
deccy of the new republic, was chosen agaii
to Congress, finally elected United States
Senator and again governor of Texas.

You have heard the name of James Bowie,
and, like nearly everyone, think of him as the
inventor of the fearful weapon known by his
name. The matter is of slight moment, but
It is well to be correct even about trivial
thmgs. It was not James, but his brother,
Rezin P., who first fashioned the Bowie
knife.

These brothers were natives of Tennessee,
but became residents of Opelousas Parish
when small boys. Their father was in good
circumstances, and at his death left the family
independent. Rezin was highly educated and
a master of the French, Spanish and English
languages. The brothers were somewhat

iS6
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similar in their tastes, though James sought

adventure for its own sake and was not so

much of a scholar as Rezin. In the month

of September, 1827, one of the most notable

duels in this country was fought on the sand-

bars at Natchez in which the seconds and

spectators beerme involved. During the

mel^e, Jame? Bowie, one of the seconds,

killed his ant' onist with a weapor» uade out

of a blacksmith's rasp or large file ifter the

fight, Rezin carried the knife to 1 iiiladelphia,

where a cutler fashioned it into a model

furnished by Bowie.

For some years the Bowies were planters

in the parish of Lafourche and Terrebonne.

Rezin had charge of the interests, James

being only an occasional visitor. The brothers

had implicit faith in each other and there was

never t^"^ slightest difference between them.

James spent most > his time In Texas, whose

independence he was scheming to help bring

about in cornection with Houston, Austin,

Lan^ -, Fannm, Travis and others. He came

home now and then to take counsel with

Rezin, who said of him :

" James is too impatient to wait for

events; he will hurry them before matters
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spirit, but k ^r» ""^ " truly 8 nobi
*•

.
out IS not practical. Fannin .„"avis are mt,^,^^ ,

•rannin an<

So is Lamar andTfT ^"P"»te fight.

i» these men toitfhr " ^'" *°°"«''

and Austin, theirs
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* •'ueir success is certain."
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CHAPTER XVI
ON THE GUADALUPE

It was about the middle of the forenoon, on
a crisp, sunshiny day, that Ezra Brinton, his
brother Oliver and his son Walter, rode from
the cabin where they had lived for several
years, not one of the three dreaming he would
never look upon the crude structure again.

The preparations were so simple that, as
the ardent youth had said, there was no
reason for delaying their departure. He
mounted his matchless Saladin, his comrade
on many a hunt and stirring adventure, while
his relatives bestrode their fine mustangs. In
addition, they took a single pack-horse to
carry a few cooking utensils and enough food
for two or three meals. Each had his blanket
rolled behind him and tied to the cantle of
the saddle on the back of his steed. The
stable door was left open and the mustangs
untied, free to go and come at will. In those
days their breed were so numerous in Texas
that they brought little money, though they
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The Three Arrows
were liable to be picked up by Texai
Mexican or Indiark.

In addition to rifles, pistols and knives
Ezra had an excellent field glass suspende
by a cord round his neck. It had served wel
more than once and was held of high valu
by the owner. The historici' incidents men
tioned in the preceding pages, although thej
had ah-eady taken place, were mostly un
known to the little party. Colonel Davj
Crockett and the Beehunter were roving
through the country in quest of recruits. The
Tennessean told Brinton that having done
about all that could be done in that Une, he
and his friends would push on to San Antonio,
where it was certain stirring events were at

hand. A vague rumour had reached Crockett
of fighting in that section, but he knew
nothing of the capture and parole of General
Cos and his five hundred troops, and the fact

of Colonel Travis having established himself
in the town, which at that time contained a

little over a thousand inhabitants.

It was this statement by Crockett which
led our friends to take the same general
course, so that it may be said they were on
the heels of the bearhunter and his com-
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On the Guadalupe

panion. The distance was about a hundred
miles, but the couple made much faster pro-

gress than their followers, and having started

earlier the intervals between the two parties

increased, one cause for which remains to be
explained.

By maintaining an easy gallop for most
of the time, the three expected to reach by
sunset the Guadalupe, a stream generally not
much larger than an ordinary creek, but sub-
ject to such sudden overflow that the bridges
on the stage routes to-day are so arranged
that they can be raised and lowered to meet
the flood that sometimes sweeps everything
before it and submerges miles of the sur-

rounding country. After crossing this

stream, the course was direct for the quaint
old town on the San Antonio River, where
they hoped to arrive well within two days.

The surface was mostly level, with slight
growth of wood, excepting the common mes-
quite, which usually displays the character of
bushes rather than trees. An occasional rise
was traversed, but most of the tiiiie the view
was unobstructed for miles in every direction.
Ezra made frequent use of his glass, scanning
all pomts of the compass, on the alert for a
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The Three Arrows
peril which, it may be said, always threaten<

them. While the little party was so far nor

as to be out of the zone of danger fro

Mexicans, they were in the heart of tl

"stamping gromid" of the Comanche
while at no great distance they were liable i

collide with the equally ferocious Apaches <

Lipans

There was enough grass even thus earV i

the season to furnish plenty for the aniimal:

and neither they nor their owners had caus

for misgivings on that score. Accustomed {

were our friends to go without food fc

many hours, they deci led not to eat until the

reached the Guadalupe. They would cam

on its northern bank and resume their journe;

early on the morrow.

Ezra assumed the leadership, with hi

brother and son galloping a few paces to thi

rear. The load of the pack-horse was s(

light that it was no task for him tr* hold thi

same pace as the others.

Something like two hours slipped by with

out incident, when Ezra, sweeping the visibk

horizon with the glass, drew his mustang

down to a walk and then checked him alto-

gether. The others halted and looked towards

19a
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On the Guadalupe

the north, that being the direction in which

the leader pointed the instrument. It was

apparent that he had descried something

interesting, though their unaided vision

failed to detect it. He sat for two or three

minutes motionless, then he passed the glass

to Walter, who was within arm's reach.

** Tell me what you make of it."

Walter levelled the instrument at the

p. nt towards which his father had been

gazing. He was startled by the distinctness

of the picture, which seemed to evolve from

the air itself. A group of a dozen or more

horsemen had halted, like the white men,

and seemed to be studying the Texans. As

motionless as equestrian statues, they were

stamped against the soft blue sky behind

them.

"Indians!" exclaimed Walter, with the

instrument still pointed. By gazing sharply

the two men were able with unaided vision

to make out the dim forms on the horizon,
'* I suppose they are 'wondering who we
can be."

*' There is. no perplexity on my part as to

them," remarked his father.

" Comauches?" ventured Oliver.
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The Three Arrows
»( Not a doubt of it, and," significantly,

"I'll wager that Chief Kurringk and his son

OokoG itr*^ with them."
" Possibly, father, but they are too far

off to make sure—hello I" broke in Walter,

excitedly, " there's a white man with them."

He passed the glass to his unck, who

quickly brought it into play.

" You're right," he said, after n moment-

ary scrutiny ;
" it looks as if he is the leader."

"Hardly possible with a band of Co-

manches," remarked Ezra, again taking the

instrument.

The distance was so great that but for

the dress of the individual who had suddenly

assumed the chief place of interest, no one of

the three would have taken him for a member
of their own race. His dress was similar to

that of those studying him, and a broad-

brimmed sombrero gave the realistic touch

which removed all doubt.

" Probably some Mexican renegade," was

the comment of Ezra, keeping the man under

scrutiny, ** with the possibility that he may

be a Texan."
" Do you think they will attack us?"

asked Walter, his hazel eyes sparkling
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** Not by daylight or in the open plain.*'

"Why not?"
" The odds are too heavy against them."
** Do you think that a dozen have any fear

of tLe thres of us?"

"It isn't what we think, but how the

ouestion impresses them."

Retaining the instrument, Ezra held his

gaze upon the distant group for a minute or

two more, when he added :

" They are in motion.
'

" Are they heading this way?"

"They are going at right angles to our

course."

" Whft do you make of that?"

" I can't guess, but whatever it means, I

don't think we are through with them."

The Comanches, with the white man in

the lead, struck their mustangs into an easy

gallop until they passed over a rise in the

prairie and disappeared. Before the Texans

resumed their own course, Oliver called atten-

tion to a significant discovery. While all

were looking in the direction of the swell

over which the Comanches hud vanished, he

observed a faint column of smoke climbing

perpendicularly into the clear sky. It was
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The Three Arrows
so attenu^^ted that he would not have noticed
it had he not happened to glance towards th€

exact point where it showed. Comparatively
dark at the base, the vapour grew fainter until

it was dissolved in the clear atmosphere above.
"Umph! you know what that means,"

said Ezra.

" It shows something is burning," replied

his brother.

"Of course, you observe that it is to the
right of the Comanches and in a direct line

vdth our cabin and the stables. We hadn't
been gone long when a surprise party called

;

not finding us home, they left their cards."

There was no doubt of it; a band of

Indians had descended upon the place and
applied the torch, appropriating at the same
time the mustangs. Whether they would
have done this or tried to do it when the

occupants were at home is a question which
cannot be answered.

"There's one thing certain," was the

comment of Ezra Brinton, "this part of

Texas has become popular with the Co-
manches and we are not likely to get to San
Antonio without a brush with them."

" I shall feel more comfortable after we
196



On the Guadalupe

are on the other side of the Guadalupe,*' said

the brother.

** I don't see why, for there'll be a good

ride still before us."
** But with our mounts we needn't fear

pursuit; the river might prove a hindrance,

but it is clear and open beyond."

If anything could be self-evident it was

that the three should lose no time in hunting

for some Texas force which they could help

in the struggle for independence. There was

always danger from the Comanches, and now
there seemed to be more of it than usual.

Accordingly, at a word from the leader, all

struck their animals into a swinging gallop,

which carried them briskly towards the

Guadalupe, a tortuous stream familiar to all,

since they had crossed it more than once in

the course of their wanderings over the

prairies.

A little disquietude was caused about the

middle of the afternoon by the darkening of

the sky to the north and a ^perceptible increase

in the chill of the air. What they feared was
that a norther would come down from the

mountains and make life a trial for both man
and beast; but as the day wore to a close
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The Three Arrows
without bringing any marked change, hope

increased that they would be spared.

When darkness closed in, the Texans

caught the gleam of the turbid water and

heard its ripple over the stones and between

the moderately high banks. A sweeping

curve had taken them somewhat out of their

course, but on the whole they had done well.

Ezra announced that they would ford the

stream, which was not deep, and make camp

on the other bank, leaving the horses to crop

the lush grass around them.

As usual, Ezra was slightly in the lead,

and he had approached within a rod of the

river when his mare stopped short with a

snort of alarm. The Texans had dismissed

their fear of Comanches, when this action,

quickly imitated by the others, drew attention

ahead.

To their astonishment, they saw them-

selves confronted by a horsem.-^, who had

checked his mustang on the brink of the

stream and from his saddle was calmly con-

templating them.

The first glance of our friends made them
think for the moment he was Colonel Davy
Crockett, for he was dressed similarly even
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to the coonskm cap, and his horse, like that

of the Tennessean, was a large bay. A second

look, however, showed he was a stranger and

wore a full, dark beard.

" Howdy?" he called, with a half-military

salute.

"Howdy?" replied Ezra; "this is unex-

pected, and we are glad to meet you."

" The same to you; I judge you're going

to cross this stream?"
" That is our intention ; I hope you have

no objection," said Ezra with a laugh.

"I'm glad to have your company."

"You seen to be travelling in the

opposite direction."

" I seen you coming and rode forward to

meet you."

Ezra guided his horse into the stream,

followed by his companions and the pack-

horse. At no part did the water rise above

the bodies of the mustangs, and the bottom

was so level that they did not slip. The
stranger sat motionless in his saddle, watching

them, and when they arrived, shook hands

with each in turn. Our friends observed that

he was of massive frame and fully armed like

themselves.
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The Three Arrows
"Who arc you?" he asked, when the

salutation was ove;.

Ezra introduced himself and his com-
panions and then asked

:

" And who may you be?"
The man's white teeth showed through his

thick beard and he answered easily

:

" I war thinking that everybody in Texas
knowed me."

** Here are three persons who do not."

"Have you ever heard of Deaf Smith?"
he asked with an odd chuckle.

" I havtf," replied Ez.a ;
" and he has the

reputation of bein^ one of the best scouts in

the south-west."

"I don't know about that," was the

modest disclaim r; "but my name happens
to be Deaf Sin th and I've done a little

scouting in my time."
" Well, I can speak for my brother and

son and say that there is no one in the world

we could be more delighted to meet than you.

How is it you happen to be alone?"
" I'm on my way to Santce to help the

boys fight Santa Anna—one of the biggest

devils ever let loose."

" Which is precisely what we have set out

'.It
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to do; shall we have the pleasure of your

company on our little trip?'*

" It rests with you ; I'll be blamed glad."

"That, then, is settled; we ought to

reach San Antonio by to-morrow night."
" No reason why we shouldn't, unless the

infama! Comanches object."

" That's to be expected at all times ; we
saw a dozen of them a few hours ago."

** So did I ; they was working round to

the north ; shouldn't wonder if they obsarved

you, but I don't know whether they will

bother you ; if I'm not mistook they had their

greatest war chief with 'em, including his

wildcat of a son, which the same they call

Ookoo."
** I suspected as much ; we saw also a

white man."

At this Deaf Smith gave utterance to a
sulphuroi's exclamation and his black eyes

flashed.

"I seen him too; he's Carl Beckwith,
the greatest of villains—worse than Santa
Anna, for the Mexican fights with his own
blood, and that skunk fights agin his, for

he's a native of Louisiana, the same State
that give us Jim Bowie."

m
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"That being the case, would it not be

advisable for us to push ahead through the

night?'*

Deaf Smith chuckled.

" What! run away from a dozen Coman-
ches and one white man? All the redskins

except the chief and two or three are armed
only with bows and arrers and lances. Deaf

Smith hain't ever done a thing like that and

he's too old to begin. If you want to turn

tail I'll bid you good night and camp in the

arroya, a stone's throw of this spot."

His rough appeal struck fire in the hearts

of his hearers. Ezra echoed the feelings of

the others when he replied

:

"We are with you to the end; show us

the way to the arroya."

"Your boss, hke mine, has done some

purty tall travelling to-day, and if we've got

to make a run for it, they'll be in better shape

in the morning than now. Besides, a little

sleep will do us all good, or I'm powerful

mistook."

Deaf Smith turned his mustang short

round and led the way to the depression in

the plain, which was the most suitable loca-

tion for a camp, since the banks kept off the

3oa
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chilly wind and in case of attack the natural

defence would give them every advantage

over their enemies in the open.

The four dismounted, removed the ac-

coutrements from the horses and turned

them loose. Deaf Smith said his steed, like

the others, was so well trained that he would

not wander off unless stampeded by wild

animals or Indians. In fact, Smith had

depended many a time upon the alertness of

his horse when he himself was so worn out

that he tumbled over on the ground and

dropped asleep.

"They'll scent a redskin as quick as a

bloodhound and give you warning."

" None the less, it won't do for all of us

to sleep at the same time."

" Not by a long shot, being as there's no

call for it. I had a good rest last night

—

enough for two or three days—and I'll be

glad to stand guard fur half the time between

now and sun-up."

"There is no difficulty about that, and

now for something in the way of food."

That suits me from the ground up."
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CHAPTER XVII

IN CAMP

Although there was a nipping chilliness in

the air, the dreaded norther did not come
roaring across the prairie. The gulch-like

depression called an arroya which suggested

the former bed of a stream that had dried up

long before, had a varying width of from fifty

to a hundred feet and made a sweeping curve

both above and below where the three men
and the boy made their camp for the night.

A better protection against the cold wind

which swept around and over them could

not be asked, and Ezra Brinton thanked

Deaf Smith for guiding them to so good a

shelter.

It was growing dark when the bits were

removed from the mouths of the mustangs

so that they could freely crop the succulent

grass which grew on every hand. The

bridles and saddles were not taken off, for it

was no idle fear that the party might find so

instant need of flight that a delay in getting
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ready would prove fatal. The Brintons could

not forget that roving band of Comanches

which they had seen some hours before, and

who, as a matter of course, were aware of the

presence of the whites in the neighbourhood.

The redskins might have pressed on in the

direction last seen, so that they were miles

away, or it might be the movement was a

blind, and in the darkness, which is the

favourite time with the treacherous prowlers,

they would steal down upon the camp and

attack so suddenly that only by flight or a

desperate defence could our friends save

themselves.

Be that as it may, little or nothing was to

be feared for several hours to come. The

four separated and soon gathered enough

branches and twigs from the mesquite near

at hand witii which to start a small fire. The
big pot, filled with water from the Guada-

lupe, and a handful of ground coffee, was set

upon the blaze, and, nursed by those who
possessed the art in perfection, the bubbling

delicacy soon gave off its fragrant odour, and

all drank from the single tin cup and ate the

coarse brown bread and cold turkey. The
coffee was sweetened with sugar, but innocent
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The Three Arrows
of milky the condensed fluid being unkno\v

in those days.

Lucifer matches had come into so sligl

use that they had not yet displaced the flii

and tinder on the frontier. The flame thi

started was so weak that it could not betra

the men. The slight vapour which rose m
invisible in the darkness, and the glow of th

embers could not have been detected at

distance of a hundred yards. No dependenc

was placed uron it for warmth, for it migh

have been five times as large without givini

out enough heat to benefit the little group.

When all had drank their fill the mois

grounds were left in the pot, which was se

aside to serve again in an emergency, am

the men produced their pipes. Deaf Smith

instead of scattering the brands, gatherei

them in a heap and carefully covered the pil

with the small quantity of ashes that ba(

collected.

" Why are you doing that?" asked Ezra

" It'll save the bother of starting a nev

fire in the morning."
" A good idea,'* commented Oliver, anc

the others agreed with him.

The ashes were distributed with such skill

ao6
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that only one or two crimson points showed

among them and not the least heat was given

out. The four persons looked like shadows

grouped around the spot, a glow from one of

the pipes being visible now and then, when

the smoker made some movement with it.

The well-trained mustangs did not wander

far, for the abundant grass made it unneces-

sary. K not molested they were sure of

being within easy reach when morning came.

The situation favoured conversation, and

the three men talked, while Walter was con-

tent to listen. He recalled that in the story

told by his father about the kidnapping of

Ookoo when an infant. Deaf Smith piayed

a prominent part, and ne longed to ask the

scout for the particulars, but good taste

suggested that he leave such questionings to

his parent, who, as if reading his thought,

sv Menly said

:

• You know of the war chief Kurringk,

Deaf?"
'' Is there a ma^ white or red or Greaser,

in Texas who don't know of that imp?"
" And from what you said, you have heard

of his son, Ookoo?"
Yas ; he's a chip of the old block ; if he
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isn't wiped out purty soon he'll beat the ok

man in squelching them as ain't of his blood.'

" You know he was trained by Fathei

j.i,osoti and his sister in St. Louis until he wa:

well grown. Then his father traced him tc

that city and brought him away. As soon a<

the youth got a taste of wild life he renounced

Chiistianity and became a savage amoDg

savages."

" I have heard something like that."

"Have heard something like that!" re-

peated the astonished Ezra ;
** why, it was you

who kidnapped him when he was an infant."

Deaf Smith did not reply until he had

taken several puffs, when he removed the

pipe from between his lips and asked in so

low a voice that he would not have been

heard had it been otherwise than profoundly

quiet

:

** Will you do me a favour?"
" Of course, anything in our power,"

replied Ezra.

"Don't ask me a question about that;

don't mention that cub's name agin ; I've got

a reason which I can't tell you."
" We shall respect your wishes," was the

assurance of the leader, but none the less he
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and his friends thought it was a strange

request to make of them.

The conversation which followed mainly

concerned the progress of the revolution in

Texas. Deaf Smith admitted that the

struggle would be a desperate one, but he

professed not to have the slightest doubt of

its final success. This faith, like that of all

Texans, was based upon his contempt of the
" Greasers '* as fighters. It cannot be denied

that there was foundation for such opinion,

since it was proved times without number
during those fiery days in the Lone Star

State. Our neighbours from across the Rio
Grande were held in less fear than the

Comanches, Lipans and Apaches, but all

were usually devoid of chivalry or the first

claims of honour.

It was comparatively early in the evening
when the four made the rounds of the camp
to see that all was right. They took opposite

directions and were thorough in their inspec-

tion. Every one of the five mustangs had
finished his browsing and were lying down
near one another, little more than a hundred
feet to the north of the camp.

.While the elder Brintons felt a pleasing
N ao9
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sense of security with so valuable an ally ai

Deaf Smith, they could not believe it safe t<

relax their vigilance in the slightest degree

Ezra walked several rods out on the prairii

until the starlight failed to reveal him to th(

others, knelt down and pressed his ear to tb

ground. Like many in a similar position, h

shut his eyes as if it were thus easier t

concentrate his faculties into that of hearing

All was as profound as the tomb. A mai

might have hidden his approach, but an

animal would have betrayed himself while sti

a considerable distance away. With a sig

of reUef , Brinton replaced his sombrero, ros

to his feet and made his way back to camj

He foimd the three awaiting him, all havin

the same declaration to make—that of failui

to detect the least sign of enemies in tl

neighbourhood

.

" It don't look as if we'll be bothered I

any of them to-night," remarked Ezra.

** There ain't one chance in a hundred,

replied Deaf Smith, " but there is that oi

chance, and we mustn't forgit it. As I sa

a while ago, I'll mount guard till midnight (

a little after, and then I'll call one of yoi

which shall it be?"

I 2IO
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« Myself," replied Ezra; "don't assume

too much, for I'll be ready for my turn."
" How about uncle and me?" asked

Walter.

"It will be your turn to-morrow night,

unless we reach San Antonio by that time."

Each of the three wrapped his thick

blanket about him and lay down to the sound

and refreshing slumber which awaits those

who live as they should. They were close

together, so that the immediate neighbours

could touch hands without stirring their

bodies. The rifle of each reposed, as may be

said, in his arms, where it could be instantly

seized and used should a sudden emergency
call for it. Ten minutes after lying down the

three were asleep.

You will remember the strange experience

that came to Walter Brinton some nights

before when he awoke from slumber and
saw in the dim firelight Ookoo, the young
Comanche, standing with bow in hand at the
entrance to his sleeping room. The only ex-
planation of his sudden awakening was the
warning of that mysterious " sixth sense " of
which we all have more or less knowledge.
Something of the same nature came to him
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The Three Arrows
on this eventful night, though in the lattei

case we can fix upon what at least is a partial

explanation of the puzzle.

When Deaf Smith asked the elder Brin-

ton to say no more about Ookoo, ... instant

distrust entered the mind of the youth. This

suspicion, if it may be culled such, was so

shadowy that he could not comprehend it.

"Why should I mistrust bim?" he asked

himself; ** I have never se u him before, and

I have heard enough of Deaf Smith to kno\v

that he is one of the bravest and most loyal

Texans living, and his presence with us to-

night is the best piece of luck we have had

since leaving home. I am ashamed to speak

of it to father cr imcle. Better wait till we

reach San Antonio."

Through his strong will-power the youth

so soothed his misgivings that, as we have

shown, he promptly glided off into dreamland

after wrapping himself in his covering and

lying down by the nearly extinguished camp-

fire.

But, as in the former case, his full senses

returned without any apparent cause, though

it is easy to see that it was due to the feeling

that had been with him through the evening
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conversation. It may seem strange that

neither he nor his relatives, nor indeed the

famous scout, had the means of telling the

time of day or night, except through the few

artificial aids within the reach of everyon .

In the times of which we are speaking,

watches were so much of a luxury that only

the favoured few owned them. They were

of the old-fashioned " bull's-eye " pattern,

which when wound up and in ticking oflF the

minutes suggested the noise of the common
threshing machine. They were thick and
big, fairly good timekeepers, and cost a tidy

sum. The log cabin where the three had
made their homes for several years possessed

nothing in the nature of a watch or a clock.

On one of his trips to Austin, Ezra Brin-

ton paid twenty dollars for a bulFs-eye which
he bought from a settler, who guaranteed
that as a timepiece it had no superior in the
wide world. The pioneer presented it to his

son on his birthday anniversary, and the
following week, while trying to make the
thing run right, Walter dropped it on the
floor and smashed it to flinders, which marked
the exit of everything suggestive of a horologe
from that household.
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The Three Arrows
Thus the young man could only guess tl

time when he opened his eyes and recall<

the situation. He judged that it was not y

midnight, though it could not be far from tl

turn. His father lay on his right and 1

uncle on the left. The heavy breathing

the two left no doubt of their somnolenc

The ordinary sentinel finds it necessary

fight oflf sleep by activity. He paces to ai

fro, well aware of the danger of sitting do^

even for a few minutes, for, as we kno

drowsiness is so insidious a foe that acti

itself does not always hold it at a distance.

But in situations like the present, the m
who stands guard often seats himself and I

little trouble in retaining his senses. Shoi

he find sleepiness stealing over him, he rou

up, and by some violent though brief exerc

prods his wits to their usual alertness, alwi

taking warning in time.

The irrlNting distrust had not only

turned to Walter, but had become stronj

than before. He gently laid the upper p

of his blanket off his chest and raised

head for a few inches, listening and trying

pierce the gloom. The embers had long sii

died down, not a point of light showing, 1

ai4
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the vivid starlight enabled him to penetrate

the darkness.

Deaf Smith was nowhere visible. This

signified nothing, for he might be up or down
the arroya, faithfully attending to his duties.

Walter had no reason for investigating, and

wisely decided to wait for something more
definite. Barely five minutes thus passed

when the form of the man appeared from up
the arroya. His feet gave out no sound, his

footsteps being as stealthy as if he were

stealing into a Comanche camp. He paused

for a few moments, listening, and then came
forward in the same cautious manner as

before.

As yet Walter felt not the slightest

uneasiness regarding the disposition or inten-

tion of the scout. It was impossible to

believe he meditated harm to the three whom
he believed were sleeping. None the less, our
young friend studied him like a cat watching
a mouse.
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CHAPTER XVIII
THE FIRST ARROW

With the same panther-like tread, Deaf

Smith crossed the brief space and stooped at

the side of the ashes of the campfire. The
next instant Walter, stealthily watching, saw

a tiny tongue of flame twist upward. The

glare showed that the scout was fumbling

with the embers, partly stirred into life by

his disturbance of them. Rifle in his left

hand, he picked up the glowing stick, held it

in front of his face and blew upon it.

With his cheeks serving as a pair of

bellows, the red spiral grew until its reflec-

tion revealed the bearded coimtenance, the

bright eyes and the upper part of his body.

Evidently he was a veteran at this busi-

ness, for in a short time the flame was fully

alive.

If Walter Brinton was puzzled by what

he saw, he was more mystified by that

which followed. Having fanned the ember

into life, the scout started up the arroya,

ai6



The First Arrow
occasionally circling the torch about his head

as he walked to prevent the blaze from dying

out. He never once glanced in the direction

of the three forms lying on the other side of

the camp, for he was certain they were

unconscious.

"I'll find out what he is driving at," was

the thought of Walter, who flung his blanket

aside, silently arose and started after Deaf
Smith.

The course taken by the man was away
from that part of the arroya containing the

horses. He had gone past the curve in

the depression when he turned and ran up
the sloping bank. His form was thus

brought in relief against the starlit sky, and
stood out as if stamped in ink upon the

spangled background. Had he looked behind

him he probably would have discerned the

figure cautiously following, but he felt no
apprehension from that point and kept his

gaze to the front.

Walter, rifle in hand, hurried up the bank
of the arroya. By that time he was so con-
vinced that something " crooked " was going
on that he did not pass the crest, but crouched
far enough below to peer over with less
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The Three Arrows
danger of being seen by the scout should he

glance in his direction.

The torch disclosed the figure, whicl

otherwise would have been hardly visible ir

the stargleam. Deaf Smith had halted anc

now did an extraordinary thing. He swunj

the blazing ember in a circle, which began al

his knees and passed over his head. Whei

this had been done once, he paused for a fe^^

moments and repeated the movement twice

Then he did the same thing in the revera

direction, thus completing three revolution:

from right to left and again from left t(

right.

"That's a signal to someone!" though

Walter, more puzzled than ever. " ^ an'

understand it."

Deaf Smith next threw the torch co th

ground and stamped the last semblance o

life out of it. This left his bulky form diml;

visible in the obscurity. Walter was sti

trying to figure the meaning of what he ha

witnessed when the vague outlines of a bors(

man took shape, slightly farther out on th

plain and to the right of the scout, wh

seemed to be expecting it, for he started t

walk towards the man and animal. Tb

ai8
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The First Arrow
latter was advancing slowly, but in the star-

light Walter could not gain a clear view of

the rider, whom, however, he suspected to be

an Indian warrior.

This singular approach continued until

barely twenty yards separated the two. Then

the mustang abruptly hdted, evidently at the

command of his rider. Deaf Smith kept on,

but had taken only two or three steps, when

the Ustening Walter caught the twang of a

bowstring. With a gasping exclamation the

white man threw up his arms, dropped his

rifle, toppled over on his back and lay still.

The Indian had launched an arrow with

deadly acciwacy and the career of the scout

who had called himself Deaf Smith closed

then and there.

The redskin who had discharged the

missile wheeled his mustang on his hind feet

and was off like a thunderbolt. The sound of

the animaPs hoofs came back with diminish-

ing force for some seconds after horse and

rider had passed from sight.

Within the following five minutes Walter

jBrinton had awakened his friends and told

I

what had taken place. It was beyond their

i

comprehension.
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The Three Arrows
"There can be no denying that

signalled to soi.ieone, most likely to a par
of Comanches," said the father; "but th
being so, why should the Indian who 'can
out of the darkness slay Deaf Smith ?*'

J'
Could not the wrong man have answen

It?" asked Ohver.

" I don't see how it was possible, but thi
makes ,t look as if Deaf Smith dehberatel
tried to betray us.'*

"No other construction can be put o]
his actions," added the brother; "I neve
dreamed he was that kind of a man."

"And he wasn't!" exclaimed Walter, Kwhom a sudden light had come.
** What do you mean?" asked his father.
You remember last summer when I rode

with you to Harrisburg and you had a talk
with General Sam Houston?"

"I do."

" While you were talking with him, a
shm, smooth - faced, hawk - eyed man in

hunter's dress came up to me and asked my
name. I told him and then asked who he
was. With an odd grin, he said his right
name was Algernon Washington and he was
a twm brother of the Father of Our Country.

220



The First Arrow
Several bystanders heard his joke and joined

in the laugh at my expense. I turned the

jest on him by saying they were twins in

one respect—neither would tell a lie. He
chuckled as heartily as the others and by and
by went off with two of his cronies. After
he had gone, one of the party, who had over-

heard what was said, asked me if I knew who
the man was that had his little fun with me.
I replied that all I knew was what he told
me. The speaker then said the fellow was
Deaf Smith, one of the most famous scouts
in Texas.*'

"Well?" asked the father of Walter.
" That Deaf Smith was not the one who

introduced himself to us last night by the
same name. I can't understand why I failed

to rtcall the incident, but it never came to
my mind until within the last minute, though
I insist I never felt full confidence in him
from the first."

" It looks to me," said Oliver, " as if the
man who has just been shot is the one we saw
yesterday with the Comanche war party."

"That fellow wore a broad sombrero,
and this one a coonskin cap like Colonel
Crockett," objected the brother.

t r
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The Three Arrows
"What was to prevent his making

change before he joined us?**

" Nothing, ard that is what he did.

was a renegade who laid his plans tx) bet

us into the hands of Chief Kurringk.**

"Granting that, what was the need
such elaboration and pains? He might h
slain all three of us when we were asleep,

he could have led the redskins straight to «

camp or attacked us on the open prairie a

we should have had little chance of escapi

them.'*

" They would have run the risk of losi

some of their warriors in the fight, and
Comanche, brave as he may be, never coi

mits suicide or incurs more risk than he c

avoid.'*

It having been established that t

stranger who had worked his way int« t

confidence of the Brintons had done so wi

the intent of undoing them and that he w
not the Deaf Smith known to history, tl

mystery remained as to why, after havii

signalled the Comanches, one of hem hs

come forward as if in answer to the call, an

shot the other as he was walking towards ti

warrior.
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The First Arrow
Not one of our f -iends could formulate

any theory that solved this question, but amid
their speculations and vain guesses they did
not close their eyes to the grave peril that
shut them in. The Comanches knew where
the three whites had camped, and the latter

believed they were in imminent danger of
being attacked in the arroya. Still, they
hoped that when their enemies found they
were on guard they would pass them by.

Ezra pushed up the depression a little

beyond where the mustangs were resting;
his brother posted himself on the other side,'

while Walter stealthily crept up the bank
nearer the camp than either of them. The
night had become so chilly that each kept his
blanket wrapped about him ready to throw
it aside whenever necessary.

Let it be said of the brothers that both
maintained faithful watch throughout the
remainder of he night and neither saw nor
heard the sligntest thing to cause alarm. Not
quite as much is to be recorded of the
youngest of the trio. He assumed a position
near the top of the bank, where he spread his
blanket on the ground and lay down upon it,
his head elevated just enough to allow him to
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The Three Arrows
peer over on the level plain. The place v

not the one where lie crouched and witness

the slaying of the counterfeit Deaf Smil

for he dreaded to look out at the vag

shadowy form upon the ground which told

the just punishment that had overtaken t

one who planned to betray those of his o^

race to their death.

Something like an hour was passed in tl

prone posture when Walter was startled 1

what seemed a shadow in the darkness th

was moving towards him. He raised tl

hammer of his rifle, and resting the barrel (

the upper edge of the bank held the weapc

ready to fire on the instant.

As he looked, the dim form faded fro

sight. Thinking this might be due to tl

fixed scrutiny, he glanced in other directioi

and then centred his vision on the spot i

before. He still failed to see anythin

unusual and concluded that if it were real)

a man he had withdrawn for the time.
" He will soon be back; I'll hail him an

give him a chance, but will stand no n^

sense."

With this resolution firing the soul o

the youth, he proceeded straightway to fal
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The First Arrow
asleep. No Comanche could have asked a
better opportunity to steal upon anJ slay the
remiss sentinel than was offered throughout
the next few hours, but no assassin came, and
for all intents and purposes, Walter might as

well have remained where he first lay down,
for he was as safe in one place as another.
When he opened his eyes with the mental
question, "Where am I?" it was answered
by a laugh, and he looked around to see his
father and uncle grinning at him.

"The joke is on me," said Walter,
springing shamefacedly to his feet; "that's
the first time I was so careless and it shall
be the last."

"You had a hard task," replied his
father, " and neither of us blames you; no ill

resiUts followed, for which we are thankful.
You will be able to keep your eyes open
through the coming night should it be
necessary."

" And have neither of you seen or heard
anything to alarm us?"

" No more than if the Comanches were a
hundred miles away."

Standing on the edge of the prairie they
scanned the horizon in all directions, but the
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solitude was like that at " creation's morn.

No man, mustang, bird or beast was in sighi

To the southward, somewhat left of a dirc(

course to San Antonio, their destination,

mass of rocks covered more than an acre an

was distant upward of a mile. The fear ths

this spot might be utilised by their enemic

led Ezra to scrutinise it closely through hi

glass; but he discovered nothing to caus

misgiving.

The three descended the slight de. vit

to where they had gone into camp. Enou^
fragments of fuel remained to furnish

small blaze, over which they boiled a pot o

coffee and ate the last mouthful of foo<

brought from hoii -j.

** I hope our next meal will be eaten ii

San Antonio or in the camp of some uf th

boys," said the elder man as they made read;

to start.

The one thing in the minds of all had no

yet been referred to—that was the stark

inanimate form which lay a short distance oui

on the plain.

*' We have no means of giving hin

burial,'* said the father, " and shall have tc

leave him for the coyotes. His was a sad

aa6
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fate, but a deserved one. There is little doubt
that he was the renegade whom we saw with
the war party, and he was plotting to deliver

us to the redskins with whom he consorted.**

"He has left his pony with ours,**

reminded Oliver, "and was well armed.**
" We may as well take what he left, for

it is likely to prove useful before we get out
of the woods.**

While preparing their own mustangs for
mounting, Ezra inspected the animal of the
traitor. Saddle and bridle were similar to
their own, but the man had carried two
blankets with him. One was used to wrap
about himself during the night, but the
second was rolled behind the saddle.

" I wonder what is inside of it,'* remarked
Ezra

;
" it's size shows it encloses something."

Unfastening the bundle from where it was
tied to the saddle, Ezra unrolled it and all

looked in wonderment at what was revealed.
A broad-brimmed sombrero, despite its

stiffness, had been forcibly twisted up so as
to permit it to be covered by the blanket. No
doubt remained that the one whom they saw
with the Comanche war party the day before
and he who lay stark and stiff on the open
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The Three Arrows
plain had been one and the same person, and

that person was not Deaf Smith, the famous

scout of the South-west.

Ezia flung the hat and blanket to the

ground, for neither he nor his friends wished

ever to see them again. The animal was a

fine one, and it would have been an idle senti-

ment that prevented them from taking him

and the rifle.

The mustangs had been grazing for some

time before the bits were returned to their

moutns and they were now ready for a hard

day's work. The five were left in a group by

themselves, while the men and boy climbed

the bank of the arroya again, and with a

feeling of sadness and depression walked to

the lifeless form a moderate distance from the

camp. In the minds of each remained the

puzzle as to why the man had been shot by

one of those whom he was trying to serve.

The victim of his own treachery lay where

he had been stricken. In the last struggle he

had turned on one side, his position suggest-

ing that of a man who had lain down to quiet

slumber. His cap had fallen off, his rifle lay

a foot distant from his half-closed palm and

one arm was doubled under his head, like a

2aB



The First Arrow
sleeper at rest. But that upon which all eyes
rested after a glance at the bearded counten-
ance was an arrow which had entered the
left breast and passing through the body
left the pointed flint showing beyond the
shoulder, while the barbed shaft stuck out
from the other side. The victim had been
perfectly spitted.

The three spectators stood for several

minutes silently looking down upon the sad
picture, when a sudden impulse caused
Walter to step a little nearer, stoop over
and examine the shaft of the arrow. He
seized the end, bent his head still closer, and
then, gazing up at his wondering companions,
said in a whisper, ** Look!**

As he spoke he touched the shaft with
his forefinger. All saw just in front of
where the feather had been glued on, the
tiny letter "v.**

••/ made that,** added the youth i^i the
same awed whisper.

"And Ookoo launched the arrow that
kiUed him!" exclaimed the father.
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CHAPTER XIX
HEADING FOR SAN ANTONIO

This startling discovery solved the problem
which until that moment had been beyond
solution.

Ookoo and his sire, Chieftain Kurringk,
were with the Comanche war party that had

been seen in the distance on the previous

afternoon, and with them also was the white

renegade, more wicked and treacherous than

the redskins with whom he consorted. Three
Texans, each fully armed, were too formid-

able to be attacked in the open, and their

enemies conspired as to the best way of over-

coming them. The plan finally fixed upon
was that the warriors should make a feint of

leaving the neighbourhood, but circle around
and come upon them at night from the

opposite direction. Well knowing the skill

and watchfulness of the Texans in those

days, the Comanches were resolute to secure

a decisive advantage before attacking.

The plan was simple : the white man went
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Heading for San Antonio
forward under the guise of a friend and we
have shown he was welcomed. A trifling
incident brought about the unexpected end
of the miscreant, who carrying out his part,
took upon himself the duty of acting as
sentinel during the first half of the night.
When assured the three were asleep he crept
out of the arroya and signalled the fact to
Kurringk and his band not far away. The
moment had come for the redskins to steal
into the valley and slay the Texans before
they could raise a hand to defend themselves.

The remarkable manner in which Ookoo
now intruded into the business did not become
known until long afterwards. By subtle
iflnuendo he raised a doubt in the mind of his
father as to the loyalty of the white man.
Despite the signal that all was ready, the
youth induced the grim chief to send him
forward to guard against all possibility of
deception. Ookoo rode forth in the night
and with his favourite weapon, which gave
no betraying sound, sent the wretch to his
last account. Then he returned to his parent
With the statement that the renegade had
Plamied to betray the Comanches. The
lexans were awake, alert and eager for the
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The Three Arrows
attack, which they were sure of repelling with

serious loss to the assailants. When Ookoo
had assured himself that no mistake had been

made he took upon himself the duty of

punishing the traitor. The word which he

carried back to his parent brought a compli-

ment from him, and the party withdrew to

form other schemes for the destruction of the

white men.

Now, why did the young Comanche slay

the villain who was really trying to befriend

his tribe and to help them in slaying the

Texans? Fortunately, I am able to answer

this question.

Two powerful motives actuated Ookoo.

The first was his detestation of a white man
who had forsworn his own race and people.

It may be said that the dusky youth was not

blameless in this regard, but much as his

course must be deplored he had never raised

his hand against an American Indian, nor

could he be induced to do so unless in fair

combat or because the offender merited

punishment. He shrewdly hid his hatred

from his father, but when the chance to

strike came he delivered the blow effectively

without drawing any suspicion to himself.

23a



Heading for San Antonio
His other motive was friendship for

Walter Brinton. Despite his burning denun-
ciation by the parent, the 3oung Comanche
admired and was grateful to them who had
treated him as a brother. He would have
been base beyond thinking had he felt

otherwise.

This unquestionable fact brings up another
question, which I confess is beyond my power
to answer. That is : Did Ookoo's good will

towards Walter Brinton include his relatives?
Would the dusky youth have done what he
did had Walter been eliminated from the
situation? Although inclined to include the
father and exclude the uncle from the active
friendship of the Comanche, I am not clear
on the point.

There was only one way of extracting the
deadly arrow from the body of the victim

:

that was by cutting off the flint head and
withdrawing the shaft. The Sioux and some
other tribes display an infernal ingenuity in
fashioning their arrows with a gutter from
the head to the feathered tip, so that when
a man or animal is pierced the blood drips
a ong this small canal and is prevented from
clottmg and closing the wound. Thus the
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The Three Arrows
victim, if not killed, slowly bleeds to deatl

There was no device of the kind on th

missile which Ookoo had used against th

traitor, for when the yoimg Comanch
launched one of his shafts such aid was no
needed.

Ezra picked up the rifle, but did no
disturb the powder horn and bullet pouch
Nothing remained to be done, and the thre*

turned their backs upon the body and walkec

to their animals in the arroya. As thej

approached the mustangs, the one which had

belonged to the dead man raised his head.

stared at them a moment and then, with u

snort, galloped off. A little way and he

thundered up the bank and across the prairie,

the stirrups, mane and tail flying as if the

animal were in the extremity of terror. Some
strange instinct had warned him that things

had gone awry.

" It is just as well,*' remarked Ezra ; " we
don't need him."
A horseman finds it as awkward to handle

two rifles when riding as a boy does to manage
a couple of big water-melons. Ezra Brinton
therefore added the extra gun to the burden
borne by their pack-horse. Each of the three
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Heading for San Antonio
held his weapon across the saddle in £ront,

and it must be remembered that he had an
old-fashioned, single-barrelled pistol and a

good hunting knife in addition, while of

bullets and powder there was no lack.

Emerging from the arroya the three drew
up side by side, while the eldest brought his

glass into play. A long ride was still before

them, and at best they could not expect to
reach San Antonio before nightfall. No
stream of any size had to be crossed and the
ground was mostly level, though the formid-
able mass of rocks, one of the curiosities of
the landscape, reared their heads miles away
and at a slight distance to the left of the
course they expected to follow as the most
direct one to their destination.

*' I think you will find something interest-

ing to the westward," remarked Walter, and
his parent turned the instrument in that
direction.

"Rather," was the comment, with the
glass still to his eyes.

Across the level stretch of plain, broken
here and there by the mesquite growth, a thin
column of smoke climbed upward until as in
the case of their burning cabin it was dis-
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The Three Arrows
solved in the clear air. It was in plain vie'

of the two who used only their unaided eyei

but Ezra detected a peculiarity which escape

their notice. The ascending column did no

consist of a simple vertical line as would hav

been natural in the circumstances, but showe(

a distinct waving to the right and left to th(

very crest, which was a twist of itself. Naturi

could not do anything like that, and it musi

have been the work of man, and being suci

was clearly meant as a signal.

" When you have seen all that is worth

while to the westward," said Oliver, "take

a

look to the eastward."

In response, Ezra swung the tube to the

right, where, to his astonishment, he observed

a duplicate of the former column of vapour.

It was slightly more distinct, but showed the

same oscillating form and beyond a doubt was

a second signal, probably meant as an answer

to the former.

"This looks serious," said Ezra, who
passed the instrument to his brother for his

survey, followed by that of Walter.
It was serious indeed. Two parties of

Comanches were signalling to each other,

and no doubt the messages back and forth
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had to do with the Texans who were heading

for San Antonio. Furthermore, the great
war leader, Kurringk, was directing opera-

tions, and he and his hot-blooded son were
with one band or the other.

If our friends should decide to go forward
they must pass between two fires, as may be
said, since a detour to the right or left would
be too lengthy and take too much time. It
would seem that while the red men were so
far of! enough time was at command of the
Texans to get beyond them and their desti-

nation, but it looked as if their enemies
were manoeuvring to bring about that very
attempt.

Walter's Saladin was fleet enough to
hold no Comanche mustang in fear. With
a half chance he would leave their best steeds
behind, but the same could not be said of the
horses bestrode by the brothers. They were
fine travellers, but there were many their
equal in speed.

" Ookoo proved a friend last night," said
Ezra while the three held their steeds motion-
less; "and I did him injustice—perhaps, but
I am as firmly convinced as ever that no
further friendship can be looked for from
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him. He is with one or the other of the

war parties, each of which is strong enou|

to wipe us oflf the earth, and even if he

well disposed, he is powerless to help us."

" I believe, father, you are right. If

were free to do as he wishes, he would n

harm any one of us ; he had the best chan

he could ask last night, but nothing of t

kind can happen again. His father may ha

as much love for him as you for me, but

will not permit him to defeat his plans."

** I suggest that we ride towards the

rocks ; if when we reach them we see nothi]

of the Indians, let us dash ahead; if th

appear in our front we can use the refuge

"That sounds well," said the brothe

' ve can stand off a big war party, for ^

".ave our firearms, plenty of ammunition, a

the rocks will be as good as a fort. Ha

you ever visited them, Oliver?'*

" Some weeks ago I rode near enough

form a good idea of them. They are wt

you say. Whether we see the Comanches

not, it is wise for us to halt there until I

night and then make a new start under co\

of darkness.*'

" We'll try it; come on."
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CHAPTER XX
AT BAY

Shrewd and wise as our friends had proved
themselves to be in more than one instance,
they now made a blunder that is hardly
explicable, since the result was to play directly
into the hands of their enemies.

In the first place they were misled by
their failure to see a soUtary Comanche while
studying the sign.' smoke. They beUcved
the red men to be much farther off than was
the fact, an error to which the fugitives

I

awoke when, before they had ridden half

I

the distance between them and the pile of
boulders and rocks, the matchless horsemen
of the plams developed in alarming numbers,
both to the right and to the left. It was
seen that they were converging toward each
other so that if the fugitives kept on they
would ride into a cul de sac, from which

Jthere was no withdrawal.

From the arroya where they had encamped
tne mass of craggy stone was some five
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miles, though, as is always the case, t

distance seemed less. The Tcxans, while n

heading directly for the refuge, kept it

nearly in a line that they could make a da
to it whenever it became necessary. Tb<

hoped they would not be forced to do thi

but as the minutes passed and they pusht

on, it became more evident that such mu
be their final resort.

As nearly as could be judged, the tw

Comanche bands were of about the sam
strength, numbering half a score or mon
Through the glass, Ezra saw they were arme
with lances, bows and arrows, » tew carry

ing flintlock rifles like those of the Texanj

Twenty-odd men to three would be considerei

overwhelming, but it is on record that u

more than one instance such odds had no

saved the redskins from defeat.

The four horses were kept at an eas

gallop, the pack animals readily maintaining

the pace of the others without seeming dis-

comfort. As the white men drew near th

rocks it became -rtain that there was no

possibility of breaking through the cordon

which was rapidly assuming form. If the

fugitives should wheel about and tra\ ei iiortii-
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ward it would become a straightaway race,
with all the chances against them. The day
was still young with more than enough time
in which to bring the trial of speed to a con-
clusion. Had it been late in the afternoon,
the attempt would have been made without
delay.

" We must make our stand amuag those
rocks," said Ezra in his firm voice, when they
ere within a fourt! of a mile of the refuge.

The two bands of redskins had substantially
come together a half-mile beyond the mass i
rocks, and the minutes were eyond value.

The intervals were such that our friends
were able to reach the shelter before they
could be headed uff, and evr y nerve was
strained m the effort. The four mustangs
were forced to thei utmost speed, Ezra
maintaining his ,lac slightly in advance,
with his brothe at his Heels and Walter close
to the iatter The pack horse, with the per-
verse in.in of his kind, dropped farther
back and th en abruptly sheered off and mi ie
straiPKt for the Comanches in the distance.
The minutes were too precious to allow any
atte tion to be paid hun or to permit a diver-
sion m +ht uD- of flight of the fugitives. The
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The Three Arrows
one thing was to " bum up " the ground

beneath the hoofs of their animals, and our

friends did it.

They were near their destination when it

flashed upon Ezra that he had committed a

frightful blunder in thus making for the

rocks, since it was the very thing the redskins

had planned. The device was so simple that

the Comanches seemingly had no warrant to

expect the party would enter the trap. It

was inexplicable, as I have said, that a man

with so much experience should thus be

deceived, but what is more inexplicable is

that neither of his companions perceived the

mistake until too late to remedy it. They

plunged ahead as if sure of safety when the

refuge should be reached.

Having blundered so egregiously, the

leader partly atoned for it by quick sagacity.

Instead of forcing his mustang into the first

opening that presented itself, he jerked the

rein and turned him to one side. This com-

pelled the man to ride directly towards their

enemies, who were coming on at headlong

speed. They brandished their spears and

uttered exultant shouts, certain that their

victims could not elude them.
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Halfway along the side, Ezra saw an

inviting opening. He reined up his horse

with a suddenness that would have hurled the

rider over his head had he not braced himself.

In a twinkling he was out of the saddle.

" Follow me !'* he called, plunging among
the boulders and rocks, rifle in hand.

Nothing in the nature of a path or trail

was to be seen, but by dodging, darting to

the right and then to tLc 7eft they made good

progress for a few rods, when Walter from

the rear shouted

:

*• Look out, father ! There are Indians

ahead of you!"

A sinewy warrior had leaped up from
behind a huge boulder and confronted the

fugitives. He had no bow or gun, but
brandished a long lance as his only weapon.
Grasping this near the middle, he drew his

hand back, intending to drive the head
through the man who was bearing down upon
him, but the Texan had seen his peril in the
same instant that Walter shouted his warn-
ing There was no excuse for a miss, and
the gun was raised, pointed and fired while
the Comanche was in the act of hurling his

spear. A " barbaric yawp " clove the still-
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ncss, the warrior leaped several feet in the

air and in a convulsive spasm launched the

weapon at his assailant, but its course was

grotesque, and the formidable missile was so

deflected that it whizzed over the heads of

all three, and with a ringing impact agamst

the boulders behind Walter, fell to the

ground.

The American Indian, as a rule, recoils

from a fight in the open and will run from

an encounter in which he does not possess a

decisive advantage. The startling fall of the

leader threw his two companions into a panic,

and instead of making a sturdy stand, they

scurried away, intent only upon finding safety

from the terrible weapons, one of which had

just proved its fearful eflfectiveness in the

hands of an expert.

The collision had made it clear to the three

Texans that it would not do to dash through

the refuge, since they would be compelled to

pass out on the plain and place themselves at

the mercy of their enemies, who were con-

verging upon the natural fort. The fugitives

must make their stand where they were and

stake all upon their ability to hold oflf their

assailants until help arrived, or the darkness
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of night should bring the smallest of chances

to steal away.

The promise of either recourse was faint

indeed. The Texans were too few in number

in those days to cover, except in the most

attenuated manner, the thousands upon thou-

sands of square miles, and there was no

reason to think that even a small party of

their brave friends would be drawn to the

spot by the extremity of the fugitives. It

was equally idle to believe that the vigilant

Comanches, after herding their prey into a

trap, would give them the least opportunity

to get out of it.

But all this was in the future ; the men at

bay must secure vantage ground within the

succeeding few minutes or all was lost. That

piece of good fortune fell to Oliver Brinton.

" To the right, Ezra, quick
!"

They had leaped over the prostrate form,

and the distance passed was less than two

rods. What appeared to be the mouth of a

cavern gaped before them. It might be the

redskins had planned for this very thing and

the Texans would be plunging into disaster;

but there were no seconds to give to investi-

gation and the leader did not hesitate. Into
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the opening he dived, falling on his hands

and knees, with his companions right behind

him.

" Hold yourself against a rush," he called,

" while I reload my gun; here's where we've

got to make our stand."

If our friends had blundered in thus run-

ning into a trap, their enemies now did that

which was equally at fault. With the arrival

of the mounted warriors, and their scattering

among the rocks and boulders, they must

have numbered more than a score. If they

had joined in a rush upon the whites in the

cavern, they could have destroyed them ** root

and branch " in a few minutes. The reason

why they did not do so was that they knew

the price they would have to pay. Several

of the foremost were certain to go down

before the rifles of the defenders. The work

would be easy for those at the rear, but bad

for those in front. The latter position was

held in such dread that not even Chief

Kurringk was willing to occupy it, though, as

has been intimated, he was unquestionably a

brave man.

Ezra Brinton obeyed the law of the

frontier, which is that the man in peril, as
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soon as he has fired his gun, must reload it

as quickly as possible. Placing himself far

enough from the mouth of the cavern to be

out of range, he pushed a bullet down the

barrel, carefully poured powder into the pan,

made sure that the weapon was ready for

instant use and then coolly remarked

:

"Now I*m prepared for business. Seen

an3i;hing?**

"I caught sight of a head behind that

boulder to the left," replied Oliver.

"Why didn*t you shoot it?" demanded

his brother.

" It was gone before I had a chance.**

" Whenever you see a head, hit it ; that's

the Irishman's rule and this is the place to

follow it."

That the Comanches were on every hand
was beyond question, for, though not one
was seen, they were hea i signalling to one
another. They held the cavern in too much
fear to run unnecessary risks.

When a few minutes had passed, and our
friends felt that there was no danger of
immediate attack, they made themselves
familiar with the refuge which had presented
itself so providentially. Without it, they
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The Three Arrows
must have been overwhelmed while struggling

among the masses of stone.

The cavern may be described as simply an

excavation in a perpendicular wall of lime-

stone, probably gouged out by some convul-

sion of Nature in the remote past. The

mouth was one or two feet above the flinty

earth, and the roof was high enough to

permit an ordinary man to stand erect. The

width of the retreat was twice as great as

its height, and from the front to the rear was

perhaps a rod. It was rock on every hand,

with no means of entrance or egress, except

by the opening in front. The floor was

jagged, and the occupants did not know

whether they were within a few feet of or

miles from water.

The most that can be said for the fugitives

is that, by hurrying into this refuge, they

were safe for a few hours ; but they had not

a particle of food and were vnthout any

means of getting a drop of water. If the

besiegers were afraid to make an open attack,

all they need do was to wait for thirst and

hunger to do their work. Meanwhile, in

order to stand off the redskins, it was neces-

sary to impress upon them the risk of count-
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ing upon any lack of vigilance on the part of

the defenders.

Ezra Brinton lay flat on his face and
peered over the rim of the flinty floor, with

the muzzle of his rifle thrust forth. His
companions, gazing out, saw only jumbled
boulders, massive rocks and yawning fissures.

"Keep back,'* he said to his friends;

"some of them have guns and will use

them."

Hardly was the warning uttered when the
dull report of a rifle was heard, accompanied
by the whine of a bullet, as it entered the
cave, and its dull impact against the wall

behind them.
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CHAPTER XXI
THE FLAG OP TRUCE

"I SAW where that shot came from!"

whispered Walter.

"Where?" asked his father, the hammer

of his rifle clicking twice as it was brought

to a full cock.

" Over yonder, a little to the left ; don't

you see the smoke?"

The lad directed attention to a broad, flat

rock, slightly above the level of the cave.

Quick scrutiny showed a faint wisp of vapour

which dissolved while the three were study-

ing it. The Indian had raised his head far

enough to sight his gun and then dropped

from view again. Ezra believed he would

try to learn the result of his shot. Such

proved to be the fact, for, while the eyes of

the Tv ins were centred upon the rock, the

point ot a feather showed above, followed by

the crown of a head elevated just enough

to disclose the parting of the coarse black

hair and a pair of serpent-like eyes peer-
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ing over the top of the stone. The Comanche

must have known the risk he ran, and

would not remain in sight more than a few

seconds.

The whiplike crack of Ezra Brinton's rifle

rang out, and the hideous head vanished as

if stricken by a lightning bolt. It may be

said that such was the effect of the pioneer's

shot.

"That will make them more careful,"

commented the marksman, who slid back-

ward a few paces and began reloading his

weapon.

The result was what was expected. A full

hour passed, during which, so far as sight

and hearing were concerned, the section was

as if our friends were the only living persons

within miles of the spot. With three guns

and the defenders vigilant, the Comanches

knew the risk of exposing themselves to the

deadly aim of the whites. Yet the besiegers

were not the ones to remain idle. The task of

watching the cavern was too monotonous for

their liking. While they might resort to it

when they saw no other means of destroying

the fugitives, they were not content to wait

until all other methods proved impracticable.
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There always remained the certainty of a

daring rush, in which the conflict would be

fierce and hand to hand; but it has been

shown why the redskins rejected a course

whose toll was sure to be heavy.

It was a little past noon when a surprising

thing occurred—one that was wholly unex-

pected by the defenders, though it was easily

met.

From behind the same broad flat rocic,

where a Comanche had paid the penalty of

his rashness, the point of a lance was seen

to project upward like a slight sapling.

When a half-dozen feet were in sight it was

noticed that, instead of the gaudy pennon of

which the red men are fond, it displayed a

plain white rag, which was gently waved

from side to side, as if to attract the attention

of the Texans.
** By gracious!" exclaimed the astonished

Ezra; ** it's a flag of truce ! I didn't suspect

the Comanches knew the meaning of such a

thing."

"What will you do?" asked his brother.

** Show our respect for civilised warfare.

Fortunately, we have always fend a use for

white handkerchiefs, though it can't be said

\i\
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The Flag of Truce

that any one of them is as spotless as it should

be. Here goes.**

With which the speaker whipped his piece

of homespun linen from the pocket of hb

coat and, partly rising to his feet, fluttered it

from the mouth )f the cavern. Immediately

a tall, sinewy Comanche stepped from behind

the rock, and pi king his way around the

boulders in his path, came to a partially open

space, and was still advancing when Ezra

called sharply :

"Stop!'*

The Indian instantly halted. He had

lowered the spear with its emblem, and it

was noticed that he had no other weapon in

sight—not even a hunting knife * ' v ardle.

Inasmuch as none of the three le iould

speak a sentence of Comanche, the leader was

wondering how he would communicate with

I

the messenger, when, to his amazement, the

redskin, standing less than fifty feet away,

I

called in English :

" Will you surrender?"

CollectipAg his senses, Ezra advanced a

little iroivi the mouth of the cave, where he

was in pk'n sight, and answered :

•' Why should we surrender to you?'*
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The Three Arrows
" Can*t help yourself; bime-by make

you 9t

** Don't wait ! We are ready for you."

" You have no water ; you have nothing

to eat; you cannot get away.'*

"Where is your chief, Kurringk?"

The Comanche pointed to his left with bis

spear.

"He send me; he say, if you surrender,

he will not hurt you ; if not surrender, he will

kill you all. Chief Kurringk has spoken."

" Suppose we do surrender, what then?"

" He will let you go ; he will not hurt
»»

h

you
" Then why the dickens should we sur-

render at all ? What will he gain by it if he

keeps his promise? What is the difference

between giving up to him and being allowed

to leave this place and staying and shooting

a few more of you?"

Brinton was so angered ly the childish-

ness of the proposal that it was hard to

repress his impatience. His reflection was

the more galling when he recalled that his

own stupidity in being caught in this trap

wananted the insult.

The messenger was not gifted in the way
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of argument and must have felt his inability

to present his side of the ease.

"Does the paleface say he will not sur-

render?"
*' He does ; he knows that the promise of

Chief Kurringk is a lie, and he hasn't the

slightest intention of keeping his pledge. All

he seeks is to get us in his power without

losing any more of his warriors, but he can

never do that and '*

Up to this moment the Comanche had

stood as motionless as a statue. He now dis-

played a curious contortion of his body with

such lightning-like quickness that all Ezra

could divine was that he was in the act of

hurling his spear. There was no time for ""he

' hite man, thus taken unawares, to use his

gun ; he simply ducked and shouted a warning

to his companions. They were so bewildered

for the instant that they stared without stir-

ring a muscle. Had the spear been ained at

either of them, the target must have been

impaled; but Ezra was the one chosen for

a victim, and his instant dodging saved him

by a hair's breadth. He whisked his rifle to

the front, determined to show no mercy to

the miscreant.
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The Three Arrows
But the Texan saw him not. He had

vanished as if he had never been, disappear-

ing so instantaneously that neither Waiter

nor his uncle saw whither he went. The

surrounding masses of stone gave plenty of

hiding places, but how the imp managed to

avail himself of them with such marvellous

quickness was beyond comprehension.

The three took care to shelter themselves

against any further attacks of that nature,

and abated in no degree their vigilance.

** There's something about that business

which I don't understand," remarked Ezra,

when all were recovered from the fluster into

which they had been thrown.
** What do you mean by that?" asked his

brother.

** What under heaven induced that red-

skin to think we should come out and give up

our arms for his simple asking? I admit we

played the fool in coming among these rocks

just as Chief Kurringk schemed for us to

do, but why should he think we should do

that ?
"

*' He wishes to get us in his power and put

us to torture in payment for what we have

already done against him," suggested Oliver.
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"That presupposes our idiocy; what do

you think?'* asked the parent, turning to his

son, whose face betrayed his perplexity. He
shook his head to signify the puzzle was

beyond him.

And yet the lad had a theory which did

not occur to either of the others, and which

he dared not propound through fear of the

ridicule it would bring upon his head.

It will be recalled that Walter had never

shared his father's distrust of Ookoo. He
believed the young Comanche had formed a

liking not only for himself, but, in a lesser

degree, for his parent. It wis this regard

which had caused the son to intercede with

the chieftain and gain the pledge that, if the

three would submit, he would spare their

lives.

While this was the belief of our young

friend, he saw the grave objections to it. If

the chief's proposal was honest, why did he

not make Ookoo bearer of it instead of the

warrior who, though he spoke English, was

a stranger to the whites? The proposal from
the dusky youth, in the circumstances, would

have had tenfold more weight than when
borne by anyone else. More than likely, it
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The Three Arrows
would have won over the suspicious pioneer.

Moreover, the messenger ought to have made

known the nature of the terms when they

were asked of him.

With no wish to mystify that which was

after\vards made clear, let me say that

Walter Brinton was at sea in his theory,

which had not the slightest basis in fact.

** I am satisfied that one result of this

misunderstanding will be a let-up in the

attacks of the Comanches for the remainder

of the day," said Ezra.
** Is it safe to count on that?" asked his

brother.

"I do not intend to. They know we

cannot be fooled into giving ourselves up

like three sheep, and thus far they haven't

liarmed a hair of our heads. The crisis must

come to-night."

"What chance have we, father?"

"Very slight," was the grave response;

*' I can see no way of our stealing out of

this place. They will be on the watch for all

such attempts and will meet us as soon as we

step across the threshold."
** Suppose we could reach the open

plain?" asked Oliver.
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** We should be in a worse plight than if

we stayed here, for we should be afoot and

without the least protection against the whole

horde of redskins."

In the face of his confidence in the friend-

ship of Ookoo, Walter Brinton could not

drive a disturbing fact from his mind. Why,
if the dusky youth wished to act the part

of a friend, had he not done so before the

several shots were fired by the Texan in self-

defence? Walter had a sentimental hope

that Ookoo would manage in some way to

open communication with him, but thus far

there was no sign of anything of the kind.

The hours dragged slowly by. When the

position of the sun showed the afternoon to

be half gone, every one of the three would

have appreciated a sip of water and a few

mouthfuls of food, but tlie need caused no

special discomfort. They had gone without

such nourishment for a much longer period

when on their hunting trips. No one said

anything of their physical wants, for the

situation was too solemn for that.

*' I am satisfied,'* said Ezra, " that we
have nothing to fear until night.'*

And what is likely to occur then?"
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The Three Arrows
'* It is hard to guess. Some of them ma;

try to sneak up close enough to pick one oi

two of us off. If that occurs, no hope will

be left for the survivor or survivors, as the

case may be. One moment.*'

He stole cautiously to the front and

scrutinised everything in sight. Not the least

evidence of the presence of enemies could be

detected anywhere.
** Our sleep was broken last night," re-

marked the leader; *' and we are not likely

to have a very quiet time from now on. We

ought to prepare, so far as we can, for this

trial. Suppose I lie down for an hour, thee

one of you can take his turn, and after thai

the other. By that time night will be neai

and we shall be in full command of oui

senses."

The wise suggestion was acted upon,

Ezra stretched out on the sloping flinty flooi

and almost immediately sank into uncon-

sciousness. Oliver and V\'alter placed them

selves where they cuuld survey the outride,

and occasionally spoke in low tones. Likt

most men, the leader had the faculty ol

awaking at any time previously fixed in hi;

mind, and he did not need to be aroused by
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the others. Then, as agreed upon, Oliver

took his turn. Walter, however, had not yet

acquired the ability of awaking when he

chose, though the art would probably come

to him later in life. So, when he sank into

slumber, his relatives left him alone, and as a

consequence he rested for a double portion of

his allotment. When, at last, he opened his

eyes, the afternoon was far gone.
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CHAPTER XXII

THE SECOND ARROW

The cavern in which the Texans had tak

refuge faced the west. Enough of the ra

of the declining sun found their way abo

and around the rocky obstructions to flo

the gloomy interior with light and ma

everything as plain as noonday.

For hours the situation had remain

unchanged. The three occupants had gain

enough sleep to prepare them for the cri

that could not be delayed long after nig

closed in. When the men and youth peep

cautiously forth, they saw no sign of li

and yet they knew that a score of al

Comanches were in hiding near at hand, w

their serpent-like gaze fixed upon the rcfii

where the little party was awaiting the fi

that seemed inevitable. Should the rise

the morrow's sun find the fugitives still the

they would be Qoonied.

Few words were spoken. The broth
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The Second Arrow

sat well to the rear of the opening, depressed

and almost hopeless. It was idle to expect

the coming of any friends to raise the siege

and scatter the redskins. What could any-

one say to lift the pressure that was crushing

them to the very earth?

Walter, standing erect as ever, moved

toward the entrance, rifle in hand, ready to

fire at any human target that presented itself.

"Be careful, son," warned his father;

•' we are under their scrutiny.'*

"I shall be ready to dodge back."

He held his gun grasped with both hands,

with the hammer lifted, prepared to raise and

discharge it on an instant's notice. Standing

thus, he scanned the rough, craggy boulders

and rocks which were on every hand. The

Comanches had received too many proofs of

the watchfulntKs of the defenders to expose

themselves to their deadly marksmanship.

Walter had stood in this statue-like

attitude for several minutes when something

flitted in front of his eyes like the shadow

of a bird's wing, and in the samo second the

thud against the rocks at the rear told him

the cause of his start. It was an Indinn

arrow, which grazed his forehead so closely
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The Three Arrows
that he felt the soft brush of the feather

it sped past and fell to the flinty floor \vi

the head shattered. He leaped back a

ducked, with the exclamation :

" That couldn't have passed any neai

without hitting me."
*' You will heed what I say next time

said his father impatiently ;
'*

it is not yo

fault that you were not killed."

While the parent was speaking, he ere]

hastily for\7ard and lay down, with his gi

pushed over the edge of the rock in fron

He knew not whither the shaft had com

but hoped the one who had launched it, in h

eagerness to learn the result, would betn

enough of himself to give the Texan h

opportunity, but the eagle-like vision whi(

roamed over the rocky space descried nothinj

During this brief interval, Walter steppe

farther to the rear and picked up the arro

that had fallen to the floor with the trianguh

flint broken by its forceful impact, though

still dangled from the shaft. Led by

curious impulse, he examined the missile

He was turning it over in his hand when h

gasped.

' Wiiat is it?" asked his father, backiii;
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The Second Arrow

away from his advanced position and staring

at him.

"Look at that!" replied Walter in 8

weak voice.

He had leaned his rifle against the side

of the cavern and, holding the arrow in one

hand, pointed with the finger of the other at

the small letter " v " scratched in the wood

at the side of the shaft in front of the feather.

It was the second arrow of the three with

which Ookoo had won the shooting contest

over Ezra Brinton some days before. The

parent compressed his lips, and his eyes

flashed.

" It tells its own story."

"Yes; I never could have believed it,"

replied the youth, so overcome that he was

forced to sit down and lean against the wall

behind him.

" Wliat is your opinion now of Comanche

honour and gratitude?"

Unspeakably shocked, Walter did not

answer ; he felt there was nothing to say.

Some minutes previously, Ookoo had as-

sumed a crouching posture behind the rock

which sheltered the perfidious warrior when

he displayed the flag of truce to Ezra Brin-
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The Three Arrows
ton. Two paces to the rear of the youth, a

screened by the stone, stood a tall, sine

redskin, with his black eyes centred up

the marksman. He was watching his ev(

action intently. This individual was Ch
Kurringk, father of the unsurpassable archi

He carried his rifle pnd had proposed to i

the shot that was to slay the white lad, w
was within easy reach of his weapon; b

Ookoo begged that the privilege should
i

his, and the merciless parent consented wi

grim pleasure. He was immeasurably pleas

at this proof that his brave son had not on

renounced Christianity, but had become
Comanche of Comanches.

Ookoo selected his arrow with care. Aft

drawing it from his primitive quiver, 1

scanned it closely and made sure it was oi

of the three upon which Walter had scratchi

the tiny " v " at the close of the memorab
test of skill between the dusky youth and tl

Texan rifleman.

Never did the young Indian take great*

pains with a shot. He fitted the notched ec

against the string of sinew and slowly dre

the arrow to a head. Even in making th

preparation, he displayed his marvelloi
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The Second Arrow
woodcraft, for, though Walter was sweeping

the ground in front with his searching vision

and scrutinised the rocks that had already

figured in the incidents of the day, he saw

naught of the other youth, who, none the

less, had as clear a view of him as he did of

the paper target on the trunk of the oak.

After drawing the bowstring to a head,

Ookoo kept it thus for a second or two, and

then, instead of releasing the sinew, held it

firmly between thumb and fingers and allowed

it to relax. Then he made the slightest of

changes in his poise. The watchful chief

interpreted it as proof that his scion meant

there should be no miss.

Again the right hand glided slowly along-

side the back of the ear, drawing the string

with it. When the head of the shaft rested

on the closed left hand, and the string was

as taut as steel wire, it was held thus another

moment, while one eye was closed and its

piercing mate glanced along the arrow and

at the unsuspicious figure beyond. Then

followed the faint twang and the missile

darted across the intervening space, grazed

the forehead of Walter Brinton and broke

against the wall behind him.
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The Three Arrows
While, as may be said, this was goin

the archer swung his bow to the left, so

give him a clear view, and the chief ste

beside him and peered over his should

witness the death of the white youth,

two Comanches saw him recoil unhai

Knowing the danger that threatened

aliiiost in the same breath, the c

crouched behind the rock in time to elud

scrutiny of Ezra Brinton, who made
to avenge the attempt upon the life o

son.

Then occurred a strange convers

between Chief Kurringk and Ookoo.
The veteran of a hundred fights sai(

if more grieved than angered :

**You missed!"

You and I have never seen an Ame
Indian faint dead away, but Ookoo (

within a hair of it when he saw the blu

he had made. He placed one hand ag

the face of the rock, as if to support him

As soon as he was able to command spe

he shook his head and murmured

:

" It was not Ookoo, but the G
Spirit."

Chief Kurringk, like all his race,
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The Second Arrow
superstitious to the last degree. With no

belief in the God of the white man, he

cherished an abiding faith in the Ruler of his

people. Still he failed to grasp the singular

declaration of his son, who thereupon pro-

ceeded to make things clear

:

" When Ookoo pointed the arrow against

the pale face, there came a whisper in his

ear. At first he did not know what it meant,

and then, when he heard the words, he knew
it was the Great Spirit that was speaking

:

' You would slay your brother, for he is a

brother, though of different blood ; he spared

you when you were at his mercy ; he fed you
and his father bound up your wound, and

now you seek his life.'

"When he had said this, I lowered my
bow, thinking it a dream that the Evil Spirit

had cast over me. Never did Ookoo aim with

more care ; the great war chief saw him ; but,

just as Ookoo loosed the string, the whisper

sounded again in his ears :
' You shall not

harm your pale-face brother, for I shall turn

your arrow aside.' And the Great Spirit did

as he told Ookoo he would do."

Extraordinary as was this declaration,

its impression was vastly deepened by the
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The Three Arrows
manner of the Comanche youth. The
chief was profoundly stirred. Much as

despised the teachings of Christianity, he
been filled with wonder by the miracu
knowledge which his son had gained m
the tutelage of Father Rosoti and his sis

He could speak several tongues, he c(

read the printed page—always a source

amazement to the red man—and he l

awe-inspiring truths of the heavens and
peoples in unknown parts of the world. \

it not likely, therefore, that the youth v

had proved his faith in the Great Spirit

his race was given a closer communion \^

that mysterious Being than was vouchsa

to other red men?
The iron chieftain stood silent, with

eyes upon his son. Then, in a voice that \

scarcely above a whisper, he said

:

" Let Ookoo come with me."
Mindful of the danger from the Texai

the two picked their way farther from the ca

to an open space, where they were beyo

reach of any rifle shot. Chief Kurrin;

emitted a sharp whistle, repeated three tim<

which had the effect of bringing all I

wairiors to the spot. When his keen ga

a?©



The Second Arrow
noted that none were absent, he commanded

that three should return to their stations and

prevent the flight o* the pale faces during

the council which he had called.

Finally he made r remarkable address to

the band of hostiles, who were ready to

follow him to death in any enterprise which

he might lead. What he said was to tell them
—what most of them already knew—that his

son had spent many years among the pale

faces in the city far to the north; that he

possessed a hundred times the knowledge

that was given to any of his race. He had
one friend among those people, a youth of his

own age, who had saved the life of Ookoo;
but Ookoo, to please his father, he chief, and
to prove he was at heart a Comanche, had
drawn his bow to the htv.1 and launched an
arrcw that would have pierced the brain of
the pale fane—for Ookoo never missed his

aim
; but the Great Spirit called to him that

he was doing an evil thing and, to save him
from succeeding, turned the arrow aside and
his friend was not harmed.

"Therefore," added Chief Km-ringk in
his most impressive manner, ** the pale-face
youth shall be spared; none of my warriors
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The Three Arrows

shall harm him, but what I say does not n

to the two men with him. They have s

my brave Comanches, and no mercy shall

shown them. Chief Kurringk has spoke

Such being the decision which no

dared gainsay, it was meet that the plea;

task of making it known to Walter Brie

should be given to Ookoo. His parent

signified; and, bowing low, the youth tur

and left the astonished group, taking his 1

with him.
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CHAPTER XXIII

BEFORE THE GREAT WAR CfflEP

Ezra Brinton was still lying on his face, with

the muzzle of his rifle thrust out in front,

watching like a hawk for some Comanche to

show enough of himself to tempt a shot from

the Texan, who was mad clean through.

" I should like to wing that imp of an

Ookoo," he muttered; "he would never

launch his third arrow.'*

And vihile the words were still in the

pioneer's mouth, the ehance camo

From behind the broad flat rook, whose

contour had grown familiar, the young

Comanche stepped forth without his bow,

which was left leaning against the stone to

await his return.

"Well, I'm blessed!" exclaimed the

astounded Texan. "Was the like ever

known?"

"What are you referring to?" asked his

brother, while Walter listened with breath-

less interest.
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The Three Arrows
** There's that young devil comii

ward with a grin. Let him grin all I

for it's the last one that will light

pretty visage."

Ezra sighted his piece before his

panions understood what he was doinj

he did not fire, because he could no
minute before he craved the opport
but, when it came, he recoiled froi

cold blooded act. Instead he shouted :

"Keep off! Don't come any nea]
I'll shoot!"

Instead of obej-ing, Ookoo walked st(

forward, with the same smile brightenii
countenance. He did not hasten or diji

his pace, nor did he speak until within t\

paces of the defe: \ts in the cave, i
calmly looked up and called in his oru
voice:

" Ookoo would speak with his brothe
" You spoke to him a little while «,

roared the parent. " I suppose you wai
take another shot."

"Ookoo has no bow," replied the di

youth; "shoot him if my father wishes.'
" You deserve it, but I don't fight in

style of the Comanches. If you have i

274
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Before the Great War Chief

thing to say, out with it; but don't forget

my gun is pointed at you and my finger is

n !.he trigger, and I'm aching to hustle you

to kingdom come."

Walter stepped forward beside his father.

He, too, had left his weapon behind, and it

was leaning against the flinty wall of the

cavern. He had heard the exchange of

words, and was led by curiosity to show him-

self, especially as his parent was prepared to

anticipate any treacherous move on the part

of the Comanche.

"Hello, Ookoo!" he called, with his

usual half-military salute.

The Indian had observed him and returned

the salutation. In the same friendly voice

as when an inmate of the cabin to the north,

he asked

:

" Ookoo hopes his brother is well."

Instead of denouncin;^ the youth, Walter
asked in a grievous voice .

•' Why did you try to kill me, Ookoo?"
Looking up in his face, the strange youth

emitted his odd chuckle, with which the
otb^r ha.i become familiar, and quietly said

:

*'
// OoJcoo had aimed at his brother,

xcnuld he have missed him f
"
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The Three Arrows
The truth flasheu upon all three

electric shock. Ookoo had purposely

hitting Walter with his arrow, tho
could not have done so by a ni

margin. He had played the trick ii

to deceive his father, the chieftain.

**By gracious!" exclaimed Ezra;

he says is true. He fired from a pc

farther away than when he beat me,
couldn't have missed unless he did so <

pose." Then he addressed the youti

was still looking up at him with his ex]

expression.

" We ought to have known it, b
one of us suspected you didn't do yoi

to blot out Walter."
** Ookoo would die before he woi

that."

And it was impossible to doul

sincerity.

" You gave us a bad half-hour, bu

past; will you come up to us?"
" Ookoo wishes his brother to go

him. It is becoming dark, there is nc

to waste, but my brother will not be

long."

"Have you any objection, father?"
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Before the Great War Chief
*' None in the world. I have revised my

opinion of that particular Comanche. Go
where you wish with him, and do whatever

you please, so long as it pleases him."
** All the same ( should like to know what

it all means,** reinarked Waitf.r.

" You will soon learn. We shal ;
'^ A no

uneasiness about you, and I have a slight

):ope for Oliver and me—though it is slight

indeed.**

"Well, good-bye, for a little while, I

trust.*'

Walter leaped down the brief height from

the mouth of the cavern to the rocky ground

below. The Comanche waited till he stopped

in front of hi..i, when extended his hnnd.

Ookoo is gird to -3et his brother."

And I'm mighty glad to meet you."

"Oo'.,o has lilked with his father, the

war chiei ivurringk; he has told him what
his pale-faced brother did for him. The chief

says Ookoo must bring you before him, and
he will tell you v;hat he will do."

"Suppose the chief refuses?** asked the

alarmed Walter, recoiling a step.

" He will not refuse ; will not my brother
believe Ookoo?*'
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The Three Arrows
"Lead on."

With the young Comanche a few pa
Iront, the two youths set out on their w
the spot where the terrible chieftain ac
warriors awaited them. The distance
not far, and half of it had not been p
when, to the astonishment of our y
friend, a third Indian seemed to rise

the ground and block their path. '

another and still another came forwar
the gathering gloom. They seemed nc
observe the captive, as he may be called,

talked to Ookoo, their words, though au(

to the listener, being, of course, beyond
comprehension.

The curious interview lasted only a
minutes, when the three shadowy fo

glided away and were lost to sight. '

dusky youth resumed his walk with the w
dering Walter at his heels. They were r

beyond sight of those in the cavern, and w
only a little farther when they came upoi
picture which remained with Walter Bi
ton to his dying day. The Comanch
numbering more than a score, were seal

in an irregular group, most of them up
boulders, a few on the ground, while m

ays



Before the Great War Chief

whom the new arrival recognised at once as

Chief Kurringk, rose to his feet. All the

others did the same—silent, respectful and

attentive.

Ookoo halted on the outer rim of the

circle, looked up at his father, and then

stepped aside, thus introducing his companion

to the chief, whose fiery gaze was fixed upon

him. It was a trying situation for Walter,

but he met it with admirable coolness. He
bowed low in salutation and then stood erect,

with his eyes on the grim countenance. Since

neither understood the tongue of the other,

the chief addressed his son, who acted as

interpreter. Let us translate literally what
was said.

" You have brought the pale face before

me; did he come willingly?"

"He did; otherwise I could not have
brought him."

"What made him willing to come?"
" He knew the Great Spirit was his friend

and turned aside the arrow which I had
aimed at his heart. He knew that the great
Chief Kurringk loves the Great Spirit and
will do nothing to offend him."

What will my son do with his captive?"
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! ,lj The Three Arrows

"That which the great chief, my nc

father, wishes him to do. He will guide 1

outside of these rocks and start him on|

way to meet his friends."

" It is well," and with these words

leader strode forward a few paces

extended his hand to Walter, who claspe

in response. As he did so, he could not 1

thinking how often that same hand had t

raised against the hated Caucasian, and pi

ably never until now had it met in hoi

friendship one of foreign blood.

The faces in that irregular circle remai

as stolid and expressionless as if no wai

understood what it all meant. They loc

at the two persons in the foreground

heard the words which passed between

chieftain and his son. One only of t

number showed anything approaching e

tion. He was Ookoo, who, knowing ev

thing, looked alternately at the face of

parent and of his friend. The hands

features were iliaminated by a winsome sn

and he faithfully interpreted the sentence

the chieftain and himself, so that Wall

understanding kept pace with the con\(

tion.
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Before the Great War Chief

While the chief held the hand of the

visitor, he said

:

** You are the prisoner of Ookoo. He will

take you away and do as he likes with you,

but," and at this point the grim face glowed

with ferocity, " it is only for this once. When

we meet again, no word from Ookoo will stay

the bullet or knife of Kurringk, who, for

himself, asks no mercy from the pale face."

As he uttered the last word, he dropped

the pahn of Walter, took a single step back-

ward and nodded to Ookoo to interpret his

words, which the youth did in spirit and

letter.

Now the reader has noted two facts : The

young Comanche did not hesitate to lie when

he saw anything could be gained by doing

so. If lying is a vice, it becomes a virtue at

times, not only with the American race, but

with others. The " strategy '* of the military

leader consists largely in deceiving his oppo-

nent; and the employment of spies, which

has always been accepted as legitimate, is

the most flagrant lying that one can conceive.

While Ookoo would regard his given word

as binding in the face of death, he felt no

compunction in weaving falsehood at other
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The Three Arrows
times. His insistence of the turning {

of the arrow by the Great Spirit vva:

unmistakable an invention that it would 1

deceived no one except a superstitious

skin, and him it fooled completely.

Throughout these negotiations not
slightest reference had been made to the

Texans that had been left in the cave ^

no apparent possibility of escape. Evi

thing centred around the youth, and
decision of the chief affected him alone,

soon as Walter saw that his own safety

secure, his distress regarding his fat ler

uncle became torture. What was to becc

of them? Was there no way open for tl

escape? Could not Chief Kurringk be

duced to include them in the mercy he 1

shown the youngest?

No sooner had the chief dropped the hi

of Walter than the latter turned to Ooko
" Tell him I give him thanks for what

has done; say that I accept his words;

is my friend from now until the rising

to-morrow*s sun, then we become enemi<

and, though it would be hard for me to ra

my hand against the great leader, yet I sh

not expect him to stay his own. But," add



Before the Great War Chief

the youth in a voice tremulous with emotion,

" pray him that he will include those whom I

have left brhind in his mercy. I ask it for

only this night. In a few hours the sun will

smile upon the earth and we shall all forget

we have ever been friends. The mighty chief

has done that which will please the Great

Spirit, but he will please him far more if he

will do that which I pray him to do."

The face of Ookoo was grave as he

listened. Hesitating for only a moment, he

addressed the chieftain, with Walter listen-

ing, as if he would force the meaning of

each word into his seething brain. The chief

replied with a few sentences, and Ookoo

spoke to his friend :

" The words of my brother were told the

chief; he says he will think of them: his

heart has been stirred by what my brother

said of the Great Spirit ; the chief wishes to

please him, but there are clouds before his

eyes. They will soon clear away. Ookoo

knows his father, the war chief, an- he

Great Spirit has whispered ir his ear that it

shall be as my brother wishes.'*

Walter's heart thrilled with hope, and he

murmured his gratitude to the youth who had
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li The Three Arrows
proved so loyal a friend. Truth, how
compels me to say thpt the translation m
the Comanche submitted was untrue

]

beginning to end. No archer unders
better how to " draw a long bow "

in r

senses than one. The substance of wha
did say was that Walter accepted the .

ditions of his release from death, and y

the pas5-:ng of the darkness would vanish
fnendship between them. Speaking for h
self, Ookoo asked that he be aUowed two
three hours to see that his brother was sai
started southward. And as for the two n
left in the cavern, the youth said nothing
all, the reported reply of the chief being oj
a part of the huge fabrication.
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CHAPTER XXIV
COMANCHE CUNNING

When Chief "Kurringk stepped back a few

paces, all his warriors still standing, Waiter
Brinton accepted it as a sign that the cere-

monies were ended. The youth again bowed
gravely, made a military salute and turned

towards Ookoo, to await his will.

The young Comanrhe also saluted his

parent and, without speech, signified by a nod
that his brother was to follow him. At this

moment the chief took his seat on the boulder
from which he had risen and the others

resumed their lolling postures.

Ookoo was still without his bow, though
he carried his quiver of arrows, and it will

be remembered that Walter had left his rifle

behind, upon emerging from the cavern. For
some minutes neither spoke a word. Thej
had gone but a little way when the white
youth noted that the course was different
from the former one. While this seemed a
trifling matter, it caused a faint misgiving on
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The Three Arrows
his part, though he was unable to cxplai
cause.

The nature of the ground compelled
young Comanche to keep the lead, bu
space between the two was always s]

They skirted the rocks and boulders,
route being rougher than the previous'
and ere long Walter lost knowledge of
direction of their footsteps. Suddenly
passing around a smaller mass of re

Ookoo stopped as if involuntarily and e
an abrupt change of course. Walter
the cause. Stretched on the ground was
body of a warrior, long since stiffenec
death, a victim to the unerring aim of 1

Brinton at the opening of the fight. Oo
scarcely glanced at it, but halted just bey
sight of the grisly reminder of the hatred
one race toward another and raised his h
as warning to Walter to pause.

The leader now emitted a low whisi
which was answered by the coming forwj
of the three warriors with whom he h

exchanged words some time before. Agi
there was a brief consultation, when the t]

feU away and the youths were left alone.
Walter could form no theory to cxpla
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Comanche Gunniiis

this incident nor the previous one, but it

added to his misgiving.

" Ookoo," he said curtly, ** I have proved
that I trust you ; I cannot doubt your friend-

ship after what has occurred within the past
iiour, but I am distressed because of my
father and uncle. Much as I love life, I
cannot accept safety if it is to be denied
tliem."

"Ookoo reads the mind of his brother.**

"I shall not leave this place imless my
friends go with me.*'

To his amazement the youth emitted that
soft musical chuckle, to which Walter had
become accustomed, and which always indi-

cated that his friend was pleased with
something.

'* What do you mean by that?** demanded
the half-angered youth.

" Let my brother follow Ookoo, if he will

still trust him.'*

And without waiting for a reply, the
young Comanche resumed his winding course
among the boulders. Night had fuUy come,
and the stars were shining from an unclouded
sky. Peering in all directions, Walter could
not recall having seen anything before, but
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The Three Arrows
when he came close to the cavern he idei

it at the first glance. Ookoo halted and 1

at him.
" Why have you brought me h

asked Walter.
** Ookoo will wait while his brother !

to those whom he loves.**

As much mystified as ever, our
]

friend hurried over the intervening !

wondering what it all meant. Ever)

was as silent as the tomb. He remem

he had heard no firing while absent froi

cavern, and his heart fluttered with the

that all was still well with his relatives,

made haste to the front and peered inf

interior, which was so shrouded in obs(

that he could see nothing.
*' Hallo, father!** he called, in a gu

voice ;
**

is anything the matter with y
uncle?**

When two or three seconds had pi

he slightly raised his voice

:

"It is Walter; won*t you answer ir

Terrified because of the imbroken stil

the youth leaped up the slight asceni

entered the cavern. No imagination

picture his shuddering fear as he n

«88



Comanche Gunning
around in the gloom, his hands ouUpread

and expecting every moment to strike one of

his feet against the body of either of the loved

ones. He ran his hands over the craggy

wulls and passed back and forth several times

from end to end. He was still groping when

his fingers came in contact with a rifle which

had been leaned against one of the flinty

sides. He knew it was his own weapon and

seized it.

The cavern, except for himself, was

empty.

"What can it mean?" he whispered,

uncertain whether to rejoice or yield to

despair. Then he stepped briskly to the

entrance and dropped down the slight height.

In his absence Ookoo had come nearer and

was now close at hand.

"There is no one there,*' said Walter
excitedly.

Once more the faint chuckle was heard,

and the young Comanche said :

** Ookoo knew it!**

"Why the mischief didn't you tell me?
Where ave they?"

A long way oflp."

Explain, Ookoo, for it is beyond me.'

(i
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The Three Arrows
"One of these days my broth<

kaow.**

Inasmuch as the dusky friend decli

make the situation clear, it falls up<

to do so.

You have learned that Ookoo in inl

ing for his "brother" did not refer

remotest manner to the two men left 1

in the cavern during that critical ini

Probably you have suspected the re

Such intervention would not only
failed, but would have imperilled the 1

Walter Brinton, inasmucn as doubt
have been thrown upon that mythical
ference of the Great Spirit with the a

the unrivalled archer, r >ne the less, (

knew that nothing could ^ompt the yoi
save himself or, rather, consent to be
without everything being done for his

tives. This certainty on the part of

Comanche caused him to do something
subtlety of which could not have
surpassed.

While acting as a guide to Walter oi

way to the chief, Ookoo summoned the \

warriors who were on watch and impart
bit of fiction, which was a gem in its

ago



Comanche Gunning
and withal sounded so reasonable that it was

implicitly believed. He told the trio he wps

taking his prisoner before the chief in orc.ti

to arrange the terms of the surrender of the

whole party who had held the Comanches at

bay for many hours. The guard, in accord-

ance with the chieftain's orders, were to

withdraw from their station and leave the

two men in the cavern to themselves until

the return of Ookoo with further commands
from the terrific leader. Not one of the party

dared disregard so imperative an order, and

it was obeyed in spirit and letter. Thus the

cavern was left unwaLched during the absence

of Walter, such absence being of less than

an hour's duration.

And it was here that tl)0 young Comanche
brought into play a cunning which his own
parent could not have surpassed. He delayed

the return of himself and Walter as long as

was prudeat, and then set out ostensibly to

conduct him "through the lines"; but, in

reality, to do exactly what we have shown he

did. While still some way from the cavern,

he signalled to the three warriors who had
been sent to see that the white men did not
slip away during the truce, as it may be

•9»
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The Three Arrows
called. Ookoo learned from them tha

supposed commands of the chief had
foUowed, and like humble servants

awaited his further orders. The son

they would soon be told what they we
do or, rather, refrain from doing.

Ookoo was skating upon exceedingly

ice. He had given the two men a m
opportunity, which they must be pr
in accepting or it would be too late,

figured that they would do so, and they

Although he assured Walter that his fr

had left the cavern, he was far from ce

that such was the fact until the two vi

the retreat and discovered their abs(

This extraordinary youth must have
thrilled when he learned of the success o

manoeuvre.

Ezra Brinton was quick to comprel

the delicate situation and the meaning

the extraordinary incidents that were gi

on.

"Walter is in luck," he said to

brother; "whatever may happen to us,

is safe. Ookoo would not guide him
the chief until he knew what the re

would be.'*

Jf;;;
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Comanche Gunning
*• But what about us ? " asked Oliver.

*• If there is anything certain it is that

Kurringk's friendly mood does not include

you and me. God helps them that helps

themselves, and everything now depends

upon us.'*

"What can we do?"
" A Comanche does not respect a flag of

truce, as we learned a little while ago, and

yet they have been forced to do so in the

present instance.**

" I don't get your meaning, Ezra.'*

" Matters will stand still until the fate of

Walter is decided—that is to say, ofBcially

decided—for he is in no danger."

"Is it possible that the Comanches have
withdrawn their guard over us, while the

business is being formally arranged?"
" It is doubtful, but it's our only chance."
"What is your plan?"
" That we leave without another minute's

delay."

They hesitated, for it looked at first as if

they were about to desert the lad, when in
truth it was the other way. Nothing which
they might do could harm him, for his inno-
cence of all complicity would be apparent

•93
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The Three Arrows

to the chief, whose disposition towards t

youth would remain unchanged. Whate^

the result the safety of Walter would not

affected one way or the other.
^

" You are right," said OUver, after tl

had talked a few minutes.
|

The stake was too momentous for <

friends to neglect any precaution. At 1

time, as will be remembered, night had

shut in, and their view of the outsido

as complete as during the day. First, I

cautiously peered out, shielding himself fi

detection by such Comanches as were lurl

in the vicinity. It was not to be expe(

that any of them would expose himsell

a shot after the proof they had rece

of the vigilance of the defenders. The 1

therefore, that the Texan was unable

detect the first sign of an Indian pr.

nothing.
" I didn't expect to see one," rema

the elder, "and was not disappointed,

single test remains."

He took off his hat and set it ovei

muzzle of his rifle. Then, lying on his

with his head close to the opening, he si

thrust the barrel of his weapon forward

»9*
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Comanche Cunning

the crown showed to anyone on the outside.

This manoeuvre, one of the oldest on the

frontier, was executed artistically, for its

success depended upon the utmost care. Had

the sombrero been lifted too high or allowed

to wobble or appear in any respect as if it

were not resting on the crown of ^ts o^^r,

a cunning redskin would have detected

the truth, but Ezra made none of these

mistakes. • « +1,-

The keenest-eyed watcher observing the

hat would have been certain it was supported

on the head of a white man who was peering

out in search of the truth. If such were the

fact, an ideal target would be offered, one

that would draw a shot from the besiegers,

provided they were not waiting for the white

men to do what they did a little later.

Ezra did not overao the matter. The

sombrero remained in sight no more than

two or three minutes and was then with-

drawn.

"What do you make of it?" asked his

brother. " Do you think it was seen?"

" I can't tell ; I hope the guard has been

withdrawn, but whether they have or not it

is our only hope."

395
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The Three Arrows
*' And there's no saying how long

chance—if chance there is—will remain."
** It is do or die ; I will go first and

j

will keep close to me.*'
'' I'm ready."

*' God be with usl"

h *
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CHAPTER XXV
CAPTURING THE CAPTORS

CROTJCfflNG low, as if hoping thus to screen

his body, the Texan stole to the front of the

cavern and dropped softly to the more level

ground. His companion was directly behind

him, and the two stood fully exposed to attack

by the Comanches.

Neither so much as whispered. There was

no call for any word. The elder was the

leader where really there was need of none.

Their hearts beat fast, for the following

minute or two would decide whether they

were to die or be given a last chance of

saving themsf ves. They held their breath as

Ezra, still s jing and stepping noiselessly,

began picking his way among the boulders

and masses of stone, each with that shivering

dread which comes over one when he expects

a stunning blow upon his head.

Had the course been unobstructed they

would have broken Into a headlong dash, but

297
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The I'hree Arrows
that was impossible and the extremest <

was necessary. Ezra kept his wits.
'

direction followed was at right angles to I

of Walter and Ookoo, for he dared not t

the chance of running into the band of E
ringk. So far as he could, he held t<

southern course towards San Antonio, v

the intervening country easy to traverse.

The two glided like phantoms am<

and around the obstructions, which dela;

them exasperatingly. Unexpectedly tl

debouched upon the edge of the open pra

and, halting, spoke for the first time ai

leaving the cavern.

Ezra lifted his hat and looked reverec

up at the stars, which were beginning

show. His brother joined in the murmu
thanks to the One who had led them thus

from what seemed the presence of inevita

death.

" Was there ever anything like it?" asl

the elder. " It comes as near a miracle

anything can come in this world."
" We are not yet out of the woodj

reminded Oliver.

*' No ; but we have a good start. Do y

understand the meaning of all this?'

agS
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Capturing the Captors
(( Only that it is the doing of that young

Comanche."

"Yes; he managed to get the guards

a^ay—how, I can't imagine—and left the

path open for us.'*

**We shall have to revise our opinion of

that particular Comanche, Ezra."
** I did so long ago—st!**

The sound of a horse's hoofs caused them

to glance to the left and shrink back as if

to shield themselves from the sight of every-

one. Through the faint starlight they saw

the outlines of a number of horses cropping

the grass and moving aimlessly about. They

were the mustangs of the Comanches, which

were left to themselves while their owners

were otherwise engaged. There must have

been more animals, but they were too far oflF

to be distinguishable in the gloom.
" I wonder if our horses are among

them?" said Ezra, guardedly.

" More than likely, for the redskins are

fond of horseflesh."

" Wouldn't it be fine if we could recover

them?"

"Impossible, and we should be idiots if

we made the attempt."
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The Three Arrows
"You are right, brother. We '.

enough to be thankful for without rejec

what Providence gives us."

The minutes were too precious to

wasted in words or inaction. The

stretch of plain lay before them and a
j

many miles remained to be travelled. T

was no saying how soon the Coman

would discover the flight of the white r

whom they counted upon as their cei

victims. It might be within a half-hou

even less, and with their numbers

mounted on their fleet steeds it would

easy to run down the fugitives, provided

pursuers knew the right course. The

would not be visible before morning,

which time our friends would be far ai

if they made good use of the hours at t

command.
" They will know the most likely ro

and we must not follow it," said Ezra,

instead of heading south veered to the v

ward, aiming to circle round and fii

back to the shorter course. This led t

away from the shadowy mustangs brow

to the eastward, which were soon losi

sight in the darkness.
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Capturing the Captors

The night was clear and cool. The

fugitives were cramped from their long con-

finement in the cavern, and the exercise was

welcome. They strode off with long steps,

expanded their lungs, and enjoyed the tramp

to the full. They had been highly favoured

by the weather, and the promise continued

encouraging. It would have been bad had

they been caught in a norther, but there was

ground to believe they would be spared that

suffering.

Since there was no lack of space the

brothers walked side by side, glancing to the

right and left, in front and rear, and Ustening

for sounds that might mean much or nothing.

While they could think of no cause for special

fear, none the less it might exist, and it was

folly to take chances.

"I am wondering how long it will be

before the Comanches learn of our flight,"

said the elder. "No harm can come

to Walter, for the most bone-headed

Indian will understand that he had no hand

in it.

" I think Ookoo will have a hard time in

squaring matters with his father, because the

son surely arranged this
"
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The Three Arrows
Both came to an abrupt stop in the si

instant, for through the still air sounded

hoofs of a galloping horse. It was from

rear, and the two turned their heads

peered idto the gloom, but now heard

sound. Sometimes what may be called

eddy in the atmosphere will carry a f

noise a long distance, but only for a

seconds, when stillness succeec'., to

followed perhaps by a more distinct so

than before. The Texans were aware of

and were not deceived.

" They can't be far off," said Ezra a

brief listening; "it is impossible that t

are pursuing us, for they have nothing

guide them, and we are oflf the course i

think we should take."

" There's nothing impossible with a

manche at such a time as this—there i

again!"

The hoof-beats, clearer than before, s

to indistinctness and then broke forth \

increasing force. Then they became (

tinuous, rising and falling regularly.

** I hear but one horse," remarked

surprised Oliver, while the two stood mot

less, listening.
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Gapturing the Captors

"There are no more, unless they are

following at a distance.**

•* Can it be Walter?**

"Impossible; he had no way of gaining

a mount. So long as there is but the one

I'm not disposed to run or dodge ; let's wait

for him.**

The rhythm of the hoof-beats grew plainer

with every minute, and it soon became certain

that the horseman was approaching in as

direct a line as if holding to the invisible

trail. No other sound fell upon the

listeners' ears and they felt nothing akin to

fear as they awaited the stranger, with their

guns ready for use. By and by the dim out-

lines of a mustang loomed to view in the

obscurity, and, dropping to a walk, he

emitted a snort and came hesitatingly towards

them.

Ezra uttered an exclamation of amaze-

ment.

" There's no one on him !**

Such was the fact. The animal was with-

out saddle or bridle, proving that he belonged

to the Comanches, with long mane and

sweeping tail, and evidently was one of their

best steeds.

li
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The Three Arrows
He must have been with the group

the Texans saw feeding on the edge c

plain next to the rocks where the coupl

stood at bay for hours. Why he gal

of his own will after the fugitives cane

conjectured. All quadrupeds, like b

are subject to inexplicable whims, whici

them to do things that have neither i

nor logic as their cause. Probably this

ticular animal had yielded to an impul

indulge in a gallop, and it was sim]

coincidence that it should have led him 1

waiting Texans.
** Since he has taken so much pains t

us we ought to show our appreciation c

compliment. "Why couldn't he give

lift?'*

As Ezra spoke he noted that the mu
had come to a dead stop, with head tt

up, and he sniffed as if not satisfied wit

appearance of the two men in the star

The Texan, speaking soothingly, vi

towards him with hand outstretched as

caress him. The pony whirled and ti

away for several rods. Then he faced i

and assumed his former pose.

" You don't know how to make fr

304



Gapturingr the Captors
i^th the brute cieation," said Oliver;
'• watch me do the trick."

*• I'm waiting."

The younger whistled, chirped, and used

the most persuasive words he could think of

as he moved more slowly than his brother
towards the animal. The latter threw up his

head stili ligher when the man had come
within a few paces and dashed off more
rapidly than before.

"He has enough of you,** remarked
Ezra; "this time I'll win him."

It looked as if the mustang really preferred
the elder, for though he still showed uneasi-

ness, and made several breaks, he permitted
the man to come so near that the outstretched
hand gently touched the nose, which he
patted, still keeping up his endearing words.
Finally, the hand was sUpped still higher on
the forehead and grasped the forelock, which
was luxuriant and hung well below the eyes.

The startled animal threw back his head so
violently that the Texar was jerked forward
several paces, but he kept his hold, repeated
his winning expressions, and, finally, the horse
stood stiU.

** Jump on his back!" called the elder.
* 305
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The Three Arrows

**What will ywi do?" asked Olive

moving forward.

"The same; we'll make him can

double."

Both, as we know, were fine horseme:

and the plan was carried out. Oliver patt(

the shoulder, gripped the mane, and with

single vault landed astride the mustang, wi

Ezra only a few seconds behind him.

The animal was never so astounded

all his Hfe. The landing of three hundr

pounds of bone and muscle upon his spi

must, to put it mildly, have been a shock,

was double the burden he was accustomed

carry, and he failed to understand its niea

ing, especially as the riders belonged to

race different from that with which he v

familiar.

Now had this particular mustang kno^

enough to resort to bucking he would h£

pitched both intruders off in the twinkling

an eye, for it must be remembered that tl

had neither saddle nor bridle to help th

maintain their seats. Instead of that, he gi

a snort of alarm and dashed off at a headk

gallop.
«* If he wiU only keep thU up he could

ao6



Capturing the Captors

serve us better,*' laughed Ezra; "he'll land

?.s in San Antonio hours ahead of time."

" We are too much of a load for him to

hold iho pace long."

]<ut the pony, instead of becoming ex-

hausted, seemed to gain vigour by his

tremendous exertions. His gallop speedily

rose to a dead run, and the wind wliistled

against the faces of the riders. He burned

the ground with his flying hoofs. So long as

he could maintain the gait, the Texans might

scorn any pursuit by the Comanches. Natur-

ally, it required care for the two to sit securely

on the back of the animal, but his pace was

easy and they soon came to enjoy the nov^l

sensation of riding bare-back. A leap to one

side or an unexpected stoppage, however, was

likely to play the mischief with them. They

saw no reason why such a mishap should

occur, though they did their utmost to be

prepared for it.

The splendid burst of speed had carried

the Texans a full mile before the younger

brother, who occupied the front seat, made
a startling discovery. He called over his

shoulder io Ezra, who had an arm about his

waist

:
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••We're not going south!'*

The other glanced up at the stars, wi

whose appearance he was familiar, and sa

that the words were true. They were goii

at right angles to the course which they to(

when afoot. Moreover, the brilliant const(

lations which had been on their right, b

were now in front, continued to sweep seei

ingly in a slow circle, as if the firmame

were revolving. The cause was apparent

both; the mustang was bearing farther a

farther from his original course, and woi

soon be heading northward or towards t

rocks from which the men had had so nam

an escape. "He is taking us back to 1

Comanche camp !" shouted the elder ;
" bri

his head to the right, Ohver!"
" How the deuce can I do that withou

bridle?" demanded the younger, who m

the less was making herculean efforts

effect a change in the course of the anin

Grasping the forelock, he yanked it furioi

to the right, but the brute seemed to

unaware of what the rider was trying to

and kept up his furious pace. The situal

was serious and Oliver next tackled one of

cars, which he wrenched viciously. He
308
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Capturing the Captors

so violent that the mustang was angered into

the most tremendous burst of speed of which

he was capable.

" I can't do anything with him," shouted

the director of proceedings.

*' Maybe he is fond of running in a

circle, and if you let him alone he will come

back to the right course again," suggested

Ezra.

" What good will it do for us to play the

circus horse? We can't afford to spend the

next day or two in riding round and round,

without getting any nearer San Antonio."

*'He will soon grow exhausted."

" After he has turned us over to Kurringk

and his warriors, who are yearning to get

another chance at us."

Even the grotesque hope of the elder was

speedily taken from them, for when they

perceived that the mustang was heading

due north, or nearly so, he did not shift any

farther. He may have taken a long time to

make the swerve, but he had done it to per-

fection, and now drew away with the same

amazing speed.

Not only that, but he showed thus far no

sign of tiring. In the nature of things he
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could not long keep up the terrific pace, but

it would not do to wait for exhaustion to

check dm, since he was likely to deliver the

riders to their enemies before weakness over-

came him.

The only possible escape for the Texan;

was to get to the ground without a minute'

unnecessary delay ; but to slip from the bad

of the mustang when he was coursing ove

the prairie like a thunderbolt meant death o

frightful injury. Oliver uttered an angr

exclamation and shouted to his brother

:

" Brace yourself ; I'm going to stop this.

"How?'*
"I'll show you; are you ready?"

" As ready as I can be."

The sharp crack of a rifle rang out. Tl

mustang emitted a .'ild whinny, leaped hi?

in air, staggered a few paccb, slackening h

speed, and then lunged forward on his knee

and with a convulsiou rolled over. Tl

Texans had no way of bracing themselv

and shot over the animal's head with a shoi

that jarred them almost senseless, and ea

turned a somersault and tumbled sevei

paces before he could check himself. Th

were stunned for the moment, but Olive* ^
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the first to recover his wits. Rising to a bent

posture, he looked at his brother

:

" Are you there, Ezra?'*

" I couldn't be anywhere else—and you

seem to be with me," replied his companion

as he imitated the action of the other.

" It was a drastic remedy, but the only

one I had," remarked ths younger brother,

glancing at the body of the mustang.

" Wouldn't we have cut a fine figure riding

up to Chief Kurringk, the prisoners of one

of his ponies?"
" I don't know horv far the mustang

carried us towards his camp, but we certainly

have lost much ground. Let's get our

bearings ::nd set our legs to work."

Oliver was sure they should follow a

certain direction; his brother was equally

positive that the opposite was the right

course, but both were too sensible to rely

upon either belief, for nothing in the world

is easier than for a person to mix the points

of the compass when subjected to so bewilder-

ing an experience as had been theirs; but

there was no confusion of the glittering

planets sweeping across the sky. The two

identified enough of them to settle the ques-
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The Three Arrows
tion beyond all mistake, and once saore the

struck southward at a swinging pace.

So much time had passed that they wei

sure their flight had been discovered by Chi

Kurringk, who was not one to let a coup

of white prisoners elude him so long

there was the slightest hope of retaking then

This suspicion became certainty when with

the following half-hour the brothers agai

heard hoof-beats behind them. They halt(

and listened.

** It can't be that a second mustang

coming to repair the mishap of the first,

said Ezra with grim irony.

** That could not happen ; now is the tiii

to do some tall travelHng, brother."

^-!i«;
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CHAPTER XXVI
THE THIRD ARROW

OoKoo, the young Comanche, led the way
along the winding course from the middle of
the mass of rocks and boulders, with Walter
Brinton as near to him as the rough nature of
the ground would permit. The latter noted
that his friend walked as if in haste, though
neither spoke until they came to the edge of
the prairie. Then the young Texan perceived
they were almost among the horses which had
been left to themselves. This eariy in the
evening, they were cropping the lush grass.
Several raised their heads when the youths
passed among them.

Ookoo, facing his companion, emitted
that soft chuckle to which the latter had
become accustomed, and said in his low
voice:

"Let my brother call to his horse.'*

Catching his meaning, Walter whistled
three times with only a second's interval
between the last two calls. If the signal was

3»3
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heard by his horse it would be instant!

obeyed.

The animals covered more than an acre <

plain, those farthest ofJ being i^imly with

sight. From the most distant rim, Walt

caught a familiar whinny, and immediate

the graceful form of Saladin emerged, trc

ting towards him. Straight on he came. H

master stepped forward to meet the han

some animal, which rubbed his nose again

the cheek of the youth, who patted and vv

not ashamed to kiss the silken lips.

" Bless you, my own good friend,"

said affectionately, sliding one hand down t

smooth neck; "it would have broken r

heart had I lost you.'*

Neither saddle nor bridle had been i

moved, o that Saladin was handicapped

some extent in browsing with the bit in 1

mouth, though the difficulty was not greal

Walter handed his rifle to Ookoo, plac

his foot in the stirrup, and swung into t

saddle. Accepting the weapon from 1

friend he balanced it across his thighs, as

was accustomed to do when thus riding.

Unobserved by Walter, his dusky frie

had deftly drawn an arrow from the quii
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The Third Arrow
behind his shoulder. lie now stepped for-

ward and handed it to the other, who
accepted it with the smiling question

:

" What am I to do with that, Ookoo? I

couldn't hit an elephant a dozen feet away

with bow and arrow.'*

" Ookoo wishes his brother to keep it

always," was the strange reply.

Walter caught his meaning. This was the

Third Arrow, which he himself had marked

with the tiny letter "v." The first had done

its duty against a traitor, the second had been

shattered by the wall of the cavern, and the

third was intact and in the hands of Walter

Brinton as he looked down from his saddle

into the face of the young Comanche.
" I shall keep it as a remembrance of you

and the friendship between us. I wonder

whether we shall ever meet again."

" Ookoo and his brother shall meet
soon."

Did this American Indian, with his

subtlety and woodcraft which approached the

marvellous, see even dimly the remarkable

events that were close at hand? Be that as

it may, his prophecy was destined to come
true sooner than Walter suspected.

31'
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The Three Arrows

The Comanche, standing at the shoiil

of the mustang, reached up his hand, wli

was warmly clasped by Walter as he leai

from the saddle. Gazing straight into e

other's face as revealed in the starlight, tl

spoke

:

"Good-bye, Ookoo!"
" Good-bye, my brother!'*

The Indian stepped back a pace to be cl

of the mustang and pointed to the south.

" That is the way to go; let my brot

hasten."

A twitch of the bridle rein, a quick wc

and Saladin was off. A little way fart

and the lad turned his head, but Ookoo

vanished. He had done his part, and he m

now go to arrange matters with his terr

parent. The precise method by which he

this cannot be known. He must have fori

lated some wonderfully ingenious fiction

deceive the chieftain. I cannot help suspi

ing, however, he did not do so, but rat

made so persuasive a plea that Kurrii

gave ear to the pleading of his only ch

No people in the world are fonder of tl

children than the American Indians. Sc

may admire the mjrthical Roman who s
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The Third Arro^
his son because he disobeyed his command"5

and tL^reby saved the army from destruc-

tion, but if the incident is true, which I have

always doubted, the father proved he was a

criminal fool, who ought to have been hanged

for murder. I prefer to believe that the

Comanche war chief was largely actuated by
his affection for his son. It is surely to his

credit if such were the fact.

Walter Brinton's thoughts now naturally

turned to his parent and uncle. They were

somewhere in advance, but he could not

believe they had been as fortunate as he in

securing their horses. They must be hurrying

forward on foot. Saladin swung into an easy

canter, a gait which he could maintain for

hours without tiring. Several miles were

passed in this manner, when the rider was

startled by the sound of what seemed a rifle

shot. He drew his pony down to a walk

and headed in the direction whence came
the report.

The sight of the dead mustang filled him
with wondering perplexity, for it was im-
possible to figure out the explanation. He
noted that the animal had not belonged to his

father or uncle, since he was without saddle
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The Three Arrows

or bridle. Nothing could be gained by spcci

lation, and he again spurred Saladin sout

ward at the moderate speed he had displays

from the first. And then, with a cry

thankfulness and delight, Walter came up(

his relatives, who were standing in the op(

plain waiting for him. The youth was o

of the saddle in a twinkling, and affectio

ately embraced his friends one after the oth(

A few minutes were suflBcient to ma

everything as clear as it could be. Walt

insisted upon their taking turns in ridii

his pony, and they promised to do so as so

as they felt the need, but at present the 1

was compelled to remount and ride besi

them, for the task of trumping over t

prairie was not hard.

"And now for the Alamo!" exclaim

Ezra Brinton, and his companions

"Amen."

Si

The sequel to this volume, in whi

Walter Brinton and Ookoo, the you

Comanche, have prominent parts to play,

entitled

"Redskin and Scout."
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